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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1918

8

iVOTE THE STRAIGHT REPUBLICAN TICKET
AND BE ASSURED OF AN HONORABLE PEACE
'

i

Mr. Voter, when you go to the polls
the 6th of November, there ii Just
ane thing (or you to keep In mind and
that is, in the peace crisis, you must
Mt 10011 a ballot aa will serve to give
ftotice to the world of YOUR individual purpose to make it plain that the
crafty, hypocritical German peace offer ha not discounted TOUR purpose
t fight this war to a finish.
The clear, strong, succinct characterisation of the latest German peace
note by Senator Lodge, the Republics leader In the Senate, as "pure
camouflage" sent a refreshing wave
I feeling; over the entire nation at a
time when a feeler was being put out
from Democratic sources hinting that
the not oonUUued elements of Indication that 110 German.) had at Ust
responsive popular government.
Democrats were beginning to hint
that Germany had such a government
at last aa we could deal with. The
Republican, leader was not so fooled
baeause he is not a pacifist.
Nor are the American people fooled
OB

but they may be dragged Into prematura negotiations with Germany unless they vote so strongly In support
of the war party that the temper of
the American people cannot be mistaken.
Make Congress Republican.
There is a real peace crisis in these
The patriotic, 100 per
negotiations.
cent war Americans must sea to it
that a House and Senate Is chosen
which will not stand for any treaty of
peace made at a council table where
Germany confers on terms.
As Senator Lodge says, this last
note has come from a Hun ministry
which represents the "same old relcn-stauuder ths same old influences
and Interests."
The Republican party through Its
leader in the Senate Is again proving
that It la the real war party. ITS
loader has not been Inoculated with
any peace virus, based on anything
less than the unconditional surrender
of the Germans. HK Is not feeling
out the American people with any
suggestion that the wording of the

note suggests
possibility of Internal
reform, already accomplished, Ik

Oar-man-

Let us not lose through pacifists In
high place what wa are about to conclusively win by arms
Wateh Yaur Vet.
The thing then In New Mexico is
to rote to elect Judge Fall to the Batata and Mr. Hernandes to Congress,
the nominees on the Republican ticket
and then to make sura that your rota
Is counted aa cast.
Experience In other states has
shown that the first time the Australian ballot waa tried out, most of
those who tried to rote a spilt ticket
polled their ballots. The aafe thing,
the sure thing, If yoa want to vote
against an Inconclusive peace, against
a
peace. It you want
so to vote that your decision will be
against any temporising with German
militarism, now masking In sheep's
elothlng. le to vote the straight Republican ticket.
It Is no year to cast a compliment
y

ary ballot for any Democrat. If yoa
vote the ticket straight, you will da
no violence to your duty as a cttlsen
because the Republican state tleket
throughout, man for man, Is prefer
able in ability and standing to the
Democratic state ticket.
Vote Straight Tleket
You cannot lose your patriotic vote
for Fall for Senator and Hernandes tor
Congress if you vote a straight
You MIGHT spoil your ballet U you
attempted to split your ticket
The boys overseas shoot staaJgnt
Vote straight. That is your simp
plain duty. Take a rlmm. Hit
the nail of Instates. propaganda In
a
favor of negotiating with the
squarely on the head. We do
not want as patrlotio Amerleana to
negotiate with the Germans but to
WHIP the Germans.
A vote for Fall and Hemaadeg Is a
vote to whip the Germans. A vote
for the straight ticket I the exercise
of prudent judgiumtt to make sure
your vote counts.

Uet

Oer-man-

DRAFT TO BE RESUMED IN
UNITED WAR WORK DRIVE
NEW MEXICO FOLLOWING A
WELL ORGANIZED IN NEW
CALL FOR ANOTHER 2000
MEXICO, SURE OF RESULT

0IMOCRATS PKR8IST.
IN MISSTATEMENT.
Continuing their campaign of misstatements
and misrepresentations,
the Democrats, through their publicity
bureau, have Issued the following:
"Do you know that Senator Fall did
HOT vote on the resolution declaring
war on
"Do you know thai Senator Fall did
NOT vote on tha food control bill under which Mr. H oever has accomplished successful sod marvelous
Austrla-Hunpary-

G. O. P. Congress Will Not Temporize With Germany; Stand
By Fall and Hernandez That They May Stand By You

NUMBER 213

Beginning November 8, medical examinations will start on two calls for
over 2D00 men sent to Governor LlndGeneral
sey by Provost Marshal
Crowder,
The men will entrain for Camp Cody.
Demlng, during the five day period
beginning November 19. Other draft
calls now In suspense will go into
operation.
On account of the Influenza epidemic it was thought tl.Pt doc'ors couid
not be secured to conduct the physical
examinations but after a conference
of the governor with Major J W. Kerr
of the United iVatei sugeon general's
office, at present detailed to assist
the state board of health In handling
the situation In this state, and Dr. W.
K Kaser, secretary of the board, the
governor wired Washington that conditions here will permit carrying out the
draft order.

?

"Do you know

that Senator Fall

did
NOT vote on the amendment proposing nation-wid- e
prohibition by consti-

tutional amendment?
"Do you know that Senator Fall did
NOT vote on the act establishing the
war finance corporation?
"Do you know that Senator Fall did
NOT vote on the great water power
bill?"

;

Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell
state
chairman announces that all Is In
readiness for the drive by which New
Mexico people are to contribute $204,-ou- o
to the seven authorised organisations for war relief.
Each county has been given a quota
by the state council of defense, after
considering ail factors.
H. W. Gibson of the national committee has opened headquarters
In
Santa Fe.
The nation will subscribe 1250,000,-00The pro rata for each person of
$2.60 has been cut to about 50 cents
apiece in New Mexico.
0.

HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT 18
BUSY, ROADS BEING BUILT

Torrance county this week remitted 12 GOO to the state highway engineer to be used In the construction
of the Abo highway from Wlllard to
Mountafnalr.
SANTA FE COUNTY READY
Thirty five men are at work oa
FOR BIG WAR WORK DRIVE.
the road from the Valley Ranch to
OthAr TlAW
tha tinner Pnrna rtvAP
several meetings ot tne nania re construction and maintenance work
united
war, previously announced Is being
k
county committee for the
drive were held this week ln.red out.
with
state
the
manageconjunction
Recent rains In Santa Fe county
roent of the campaign.
and vicinity so swelled arroyas that
A. B. Renehan Is chairman and Paul the floor of a bridge fourteen feet
A. F. Walter secretary of the commit-- ! above the stream was washed at Dotes, which Includes also Judge Colin mlngo.
Neblett. E. P. Davles, C. H. Proeb- - The official inspection party for
stel, George W. Van Stone, R. M.jthe Bankhead (highway was expected
Henderson, Mrs. Reed Holoman and! at Roswell this week. Three propos-Mred routes are suggested. Pecos TSl-Adelino
The quota for the county will be ley boosters advocate a line from
about $10,000. Lists are being made Roswell to E) Paso,
-.
of those who should subscribe for the
aid of the seven war relief organize- - TAX COMMISSION TO HOLD
COUNTIE8 TO LEGAL LIMIT
tlons, and a canvass will be made of
the county to round up those who do
Tna
state tax commission Wednes-pecte- d
not voluntarily contribute.
It Is ex- - 1,117
decided to hold
Informally
to exceed the quota here.
rin of county commissioners to
James B. Read, cashier of the First
Ue,r expend-RalpNational Bank was chosen, treasurer. ne rat B bT
not to exceed 6 por
wh,ch
M. Henderson, Paul A. F.
their levies will
ai irranir Htoniin anri w rum. jsifiH. cent more than
son were named on a committee to raJf ?:
This effects eight counties, and es
secure publicity.
J. J. Kenney and Frank Owen were pecially their road building pro
will either
grams.
named a committee on leaders and economizeCommissioners
on projected
roads In
m,.
instances, or postpone building
ren and Frank Owen were named a some
them.
committee to supply lists of names
Commissioners will have an oppor- of those who should contribute and
before the 8t4t4l
t0
tunlty
who are to be canvessed If they do ,)0rty befnre apnear
lch g C0B.
the rulng
uuuno m
UD.u.D
a
t0
previous announcement,
house canvass Is made. The fiscal trary
into effect '
drive Is set for November 11 to 18, goes
but contributions will be received "POLITICS IS ADJOURNED"
from now on.
S T7
JUST REA0 TH(8I
The Boys' and Girls' work Is to be,
under the leaders selected by Miss Seal of
Office of Postmaster
Winifred Shuler, of the Y. W. C. A. Post office
General
It was resolved that the outside Department
Washington D. C
precincts should be solicited before
October 15th, 1918
the city of Santa Fe, but that volun- - My Dear Mrs. Wood:
tary subscriptions should begin to be1
Postmaster, Chamberlno. N. M.
tne tllree tanks My Dear Mr. wood:
"c"'vea ,nt onne
w.
ouu r ..ii. irniiuu itua uncu a luoua- duvu Tuiuiiiecia iu cuu
stltttte a special honor roll to be ber of the House he has been brought
contact with the Postmaster Gener-apublished in full from time to time
al, who has formed a high opinion of
subscriptions are received.
Will
The pastoral letter of Archbishop bis capacity as Representative.
J. B. Pltaval urging support of the v0" take tne trouble to write mo what
campaign, was ordered printed in 'ou think of his rhances at you voting
English and Spanish. Other Span- - box- toT election as Senator? This la
lsh literature and posters were ar- - K personel inquiry and I enclose
rnnged for and will be sent out stamped envelope for reply. I am
among the people,
the underlying wlt" ,hH Postmaster General in the
Idea being that every one must have Liepanment anu was nis private sec-aInvitation to rnntrilmin nnrt th
retiiry for about seventeen years.
Thanklns yoAl in advance for an ear- there Is hardly anv one In the rnnn.
ty who cannot contrlhntn nnmofhinw ly answer, I am
to the cause.

NOW
IN ANSWER

THERETO, Senator
Fall was paired with another member of the Senate and though In
the session, through the senator with
whom be was paired, DID VOTE on
the above measures, but we might ask
where waa William B. Walton on the
day Congress voted on the national
Mr. Walton
prohibition question?
WAS NOT present, nor was his vote
registered.

car-wor-

s.

WALTON! RICHAR08ONI WILL
YOU PLCA8E TELL THI VOTERS!

Otero-Warre-

President Wilson's third psaee proposal, Mr. Walton, proposes to commit the United titate to a peace
treaty with the allies and with Germany and Austria as well which provides for absolute free trade after the
war.
Yon have aald, "so help me Ood,"
an Itch for otflcet Having serve
lawyer of the extensive business far that you had always supported every
seven years as county clerk of Dnloa terests of Mr. Askren can be Induced measure advocated by the Presldeut
county, unlike Mr. Martlnes, be began to consent to aeeept a state office.
and that It elected to the United
He camto hunt another office.
The less said of bis opponent the States Senate, you would continue to
paigned the state extensively lu per better. There Is uothlng against the do so.
son and by newspapers for the Demo- personal character of Tom Mabry.
Will you tell the voters of the state
cratic nomination and waa finally put But
"Tom" describes him In rela- of New Mexico whether, If you are a
over through a political deal In the tion to his candidacy for Attorney member of the United States Senate,
Democratic state convention between General. He. himself confesses to his you will vote for a treaty establishing
Davisson, Garcia and himself where- Incompetency to be Attorney General free trade In the United States, In
by the three went on the ticket Suf- of this state when be advertises him- oluding a schedule (or FltKK WOOL'.'
fice it to aay further that Mr. Duran self as YOUNG In years and PRACWill you also tell the voters whethhas proved his poor conception of pub- TICE. He Is young In years, but be Is
as a member of the Senate, you
er,
lic responsibility by being one of the even younger in the practice of the
would vote to ratify a poace (rained
four Democratic candidates to violate law, having only been admitted to the
the gentlemen's agreement and cam- bar in the summer of 1915, three years by negotiations aud compromise with
the Germans as opposed to an unconpaign politically for office while tha ago.
ditional surrender peace?
drive for the Fourth Liberty Loan was
What other party would have tha
And You, Richardson!
pending.
effrontery to offer as Its candidate for
You are reported to have once said
The Republican nomination hunted Attorney General a man who had only
out Manuel Martinez, business man. been a lawyer three years and put in a publlo speech, Judge Richardson,
and made him run for Secretary of such a mire iti'illii,, In experience that after e had finished the" war
State.
at the head of the law department of wilh Germany, we would then turu to
Juan Duran bunted down the Demo- the state, unless It were the Demo- and figlil Euglaud.
cratic nomination for Secretary of cratic party
Will you tell the voters of New MexState with every bit of ammunition he
Mabry, three years a lawyer aud un- ico whether you made that utterance
could bring to bear.
known.
aud why;
Which attitude toward public office
Askren a veteran lawyer with a big
Will you tell the voters of New
do you approve by your vote, Mr. Cit- practice.
Mexico. Judge Richardson, whether. If
izen?
Can there be any comparison?
you are elected to Congress, uftor tin
treaty of peace Is signed, you will In
WHO 18 MEDLEYf QUESTION
troducu a resolution iu Congress makWAGNER, TRIED EDUCATOR,
PUZZLING NEW MEXICANS
FACES SMALL SCHOOL MAN '"K " declaration of war on linglaud.
The Carlsbad Current of October
Twenty minutes before he was nomPortmrin tm mnro mil nnr..in n t inn says ial on October 5. while the drive
U.
inated for State Treasurer, Charles
was ever n.nde for any office in tm. for the fourth Liun ty loan was peud
rsrp'vcARni E
Strong, Republican nominee, did not state of Now Mexico thun that of Prof. '"8) in u speech before the county!
know that his name would be preH. Wagner for ft second term as convention at l arlshad, violating the "",WWE"'
TEACHERS MEETING WILL
sented to the convention. When It jj.
the head of the
school system 'gentlemen s agreement of all candlHAVE GOOD ATTENDANCE
was so presented, the delegates re- of the state. Mr.public
to
dates
refrain troin politics during
Wapner In his two
N. M. Oct. IX.
Rogers,
sponded with a rush as they realized
'
anve, you siarteu at tna head ot Edllor Slate Record:
The New Mexico educational assoycjirs in ofllce has made a remarkthat an experienced, competent busi- able
convention which has been
ciation
record in developing the school the Republican ticket . . . offered
the
Notwithstanding
thirteenth,
ness man was before them and that
of "the staie, has kept the of- some criticism of Judge Fall . . ., fourteenth ami fifteenth amendments postponeil to meet at Albuquerque Desystem
they were In a position to offer his fice free from politics and has as well pointed out that ho hud In fact nagged to our constitution, which
cember L'li. 27 and 2S will lie well atgives
services to the state.
and Indians who ale taxed tie: tended, according to John Milne, secrhown one of the churanterlstle-- i of a President Wilson . . .," that you even
The bankers and business men ot
able rfficinl !n that he hns been went so far in this reported political right to veto, those l,inh and holy in retary. L. Eckles nf Silver
Isabel
City, presinorthern New Mexico have tallied to really
Demoeruie authority re! use to grant
in
successful
competent as- speech as to charge that Senator Fall it
to our mothers, wives and sisters, dent o ft he association writes that
his support because they know of his sistants. A
of the really ef- "was guilty of disloyal utterances,'' ali
resiiim
a
ill send
large delegaexperience and ability and know that fective work he h is done In broaden- in a speech which the Current sas 1 he very idea that those who te.ic.i Grant County
tion, and .1. T. Conway. Coilex county
tour schools-arnot allowed the
as county treasurer of Mora county
t
is
ing the education system would take was "so conclusive It Is going to nmhe to vcte is a disgrace to the Xation.light.
urging teachers in
in n.perintende-ihe has made conspicuously good. Ho rnlimma nf (.line,, fill t tti.i fntlrtu'mi votes for Hie Democratic ticket at tin
his county to attend
moial
issue
great
for
the
last
eery
.
is not a politician and not an office .
, ,
.,.,,.,.
cf com-l- ;
,,, coming election?"
,(,..,,
thirty nine years American motber.4' The AihuiTuerqne chamber
seeKcr ana line many of his col more work that he has accomplished:
erco announces that it is preparing
or did you not; Judge Rich- have been the leaders. We would not
Iid
you
on
the ticket, the office
an even larger number
leagues
The average length of the term of ardson, make a poiiiical speech
prohibition in .sight today but to entett in
sought the man In his case He will he common school has increased as the Current reports while the sueh;hae "U) women.
From all over our than were at. Santa Fe last year.
go Info the office of State Treasurer from 7.4 to 8.3 nionthsMinder Mr. Wag-country ccmes one unbroken chain of
my loan campaign was on?
with but two qualifications, his hon
the W ar. SEND PITS TO ROSWELL
v;m"cn '"
Did you or did you not. while put l1'0''!
The number of
administration.
nr's
OR ALBUQUERQUE, ORDEt
o1 Pr'
esty and his thorough business train pupils :as Increased In tfro years ting politics thus above patriotism, I,
:Ue you vote who
ing.
from
t7MSl. The number of become the first man in New Mexico
The V d Crnsi has been notified
As to his opponent, one little Incl
have
or
'eaohers has Increased to 3.1"8. The to attack another candidate's lovalt
vote that
Republican
Congressmen
dent will Illustrate whether he Is of number of
collection centers
eighth grade graduates ha? and accuse Senator Fall of disloyal about five to one for the Woman Suf- been deaicnated
the financial standing and experience Increased over
Mi"
of
'utterances?
50 per cent.
frage Amendment. In the Senate la for nut hells and fruit pits
to qualify him to be Treasurer of the
The people of this state have a cotton state senators defeated it. hind suitable for makine gas mak
and
Industrial
'
Vocational
depart-state of New Mexico with his great fin
These materials may be shir" "I
RIGHT to know whether the Ihuno President Wilson, for which I sincereT. B. Cat- ments have been established In fourancial Interests.
bv parcel post care of the RedC os'
honor
him
those
senators
to
ly
cratic
Is
candidate
urged
man
for
a
Congress
departnnd will be prom t iy
at these
ron, who knows practically every man high schools,
Industrial who would make war on England, who vote for the measure, but all in vain. forwarded points
to the tras defense i l v of any prominence whatever In the ments in six, three general
There is one thing now left for us
would
violate
eveof
the
ethics
schools have been authoriied.
patriotism to do, and It is
'.be chemical war service.
state, was seated at the press table day
certainly apparent that sion of
nlng classes have been founded in during the Liberty loan campaign mi l the Amendment can be put through
during the Democratic convention. twelve
be
then
of
the
guilty
unpardonable
mining camps and domestic
in December if the country se- SANTA FE COUNTY GOES
When just before midnight Mr. Medley
tack on the loyalty of Judge Fall early
OVER TOP TWICE IN LOAN.
been
have
and
manual
lects
a
training
Republican Congress this fall.
was nominated for Treasurer, delewhich the Current charges you made. There can be no question about that.
In many schools.
Installed
gates everywhere were asking who he
With a quota of $187,950 Santa Fe
Let every Republican go to the pollBut If they are not answered or If
Special ability has been shown by
was and Senator Catron turned to a
the
on election day and let county sibscribed $329,400 in sddl-tioing
places
are
with
Mr.
no
in
the
connection
then
it
will
have
true,
they
Wagner
newspaper man and asked: "Who Is
those Democratic senators and repre Fourth Liberty Loan drive. In
In
as
war
schools
of
activities
work
the
course
that
that
hesitancy
saying
heT" It was evident the pioneer New
to this the state invested $100.- sentatives who vote for taxation with
1.630 ap1" Liberty Loan bonds.
Mexico lawyer and statesman had carried on through the school chil- of conduct and that kind of campaign out representation hear from the pen- dren and In the conduct of the Boys' against Senator Fall constitute In
never heard of Medley. Nuff ced.
plications were made of which 71')
ple,
orsimilar
and
themselves
the
Reserve
elecample proof that your
Working
purely voluntary,
They are in favor of equal suffrage
Santa Fe county made not only one
ganization among the girls of the tion to Congress would be a calamity and know who has defeated it.
FLEDGLING LAWYER 18
to the state.
state.
of the best showings In the tenth
Yours for success.
OPPONENT OF VETERAN
federal reserve district, but compar- As against this magnificent record
Tell the voters of New Mexico the
W. B. HEXSLF.Y.
ed favorably with banner counties
of achievement, what have the Demo-- truth about this. Judge Richardson,
If there Is one office more than an- crats to offer? A candidate whose ex-- ,
450 INFLUENZA VICTIVS
throughout the nation.
RECORDED IN THIS STATE
other where the Republican nomina- perlence has been confined to small
EATING PLACES IN THIS
tion is conspicuously
fit and the town schools, who represents no his- DEMOCRATIC PAPER SPEAKS
WELL OF MANUEL MARTINEZ.
STATE MAKE A SHOWING
The state board of health in tele-Democratic nomination Is woefully tory of his own as a school adminisgraphic touch with all sections of New '
unfit. It Is that of Attorney General.
trator and who was put on the DemoThe state fond administration? of.
Mexico recorded a total of 450 deaths
The
The Republicans have nominated O. cratic ticket as part of the movement ocratic Clajton News, the leading Dera- from the epidemic ud to 'be end of fice Is ratified at the showing m .1
of
Union
bepaper
county,
O. Askren of Roswell, a lawyer who In the Democratic convention to send
October.
by restaurants for September. O: S0O
lieves
has never been a candidate for any as many nominations as possible to and Manuel Martinez a worthy man
The need for nurses Is urgent. Re- - eating places only 27 exceeded their
thus
him
of
he
after
left
speaks
public office, who stands at the very the east side of the state and to af- the land office:
ports show that school teachers In sugar allowances, nnd in nil t" V
communities are aiding in the tent of only 125 pounds,
peak of his profession In the state, front the Spanish American element
Don Manuel Martinez we sym"For
In these eases the acts were not
whose Income from his private prac- In that convention every Spanish
fight which is in better control In the
He
man
a
is
of
pathize.
ability anJ cities, but spreadiug in rural districts. voluntary but due to misunderstaud- tice Is said to be $25,000 a year and county voted for Hon. Flladelfo Baca
and
to
energy,
gave prompt attention
irg and incompetent help.
who Is endorsed by Republicans and nnd every Anglo county voted for
all his duties. There is not a Demo H ANNA PRAISES CANDIDATE
Democrats of the Pecos valley as one Long. He was nominated on the race
NEW MEXICO WOMEN SELL
crat
PARTY
or
OPPOSITE
OF
in
THE
the
Republican
county who
ot the big lawyers of the state.
Issue as a racial candidate.
$1,625 350 FOR LIBERTY
does not wish him well. He is a cour
Askren will bring to the office of
The voters of this state appreciate
Chief Justice Richard It. Hanna in a
toous gentleman and It was a pleaswant
their
service.
a
record
General
for
efficient
They
Attorney
great
Liberty bonds to the amount of
speech before the Democratic county
success In private practice in all the children In their public schools to ure to transact official business before convention In Sandoval county this H.25.35o were reported sold by the
courts of the state and the federal have the widest and soundest possible him. The Democratic party never week pleased Republicans and anger- - women of New Mexico In a partial
n,-.v- ?t,
Ii I t'Vi v nrnfatnv
O statement to Mrs.
Howard Huey
court and irlll be entirely competent education. Read again the above sum- preferred a charge against him. We
H?jnhliran candidate for state chairman of the women's com- -,
to handle even the most difficult and mary of what Superintendent Wagner are glad to count him among our j L.-Vi-u
mittee tf the Fourth Liberty Loan.
governor.
Intricate questions which can be p re-- has accomplished. Ton will then tots personal friends."
Indeed that n
It is slid

'w

h

Wal-I,ture- 8

rANKEV STRONGER MAN
AS LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
The death o Governor De Baca and
the accession of Governor Llndsey
serves to make it well for the voters
tt the state to scrutinise with extreme care the vote they cast this year
ou the lieutenant governorship.
By
too many voters that office Is regarded as unimportant but In Boveu short
years of statehood, New Mexico has
seen in one instance that in selecting
a lieutenant governor, she is in reality
oosing h governor. That experience should make the voters of thi
state exercise extreme care ou the
6th of November.
The nominations made by the two
parties (or liouteuant governor add to
the responsibility of the voter and
the care which he should exercise.
Hon. Ben F. Pankey, the Republican
nominee, was prominently talked of
for governor and would have made
an excellent, chief executive. He waa
regarded as "hig enough for the job,"
As n member of the constitutional
convention, he voted for a safe, sane,
conservative constitution. Aa a 'mum-beof the first state Senate, he advo
rated laws which helped build up the
live stock interests of the state and
was a pioneer in the movement for
the adoption of the secret ballot. He Is
a big business man and rancher, sound
and reliable, a man who, If .such a contingency developed, would give the
state an efficient administration. The
state would be insuring Itself wisely if
Uncle Bon I'p.nl.ey were elected lieu
tenant governor.
Pankey vs. Veeder.
The Demur ials on the other hand
nominated a imm who wus rcgarued
throughout the stale as not hig cuopgn
for governor when he aspired to that
position. He was given the place ou
the ticket for lieutenant governor on
the discredited theory that the place
was unimportant and that it would
'
satisfy Veedor." Mr. Vender at one
time tiled to be the acting governor
of this stile. It was during the Illness of Governor De Baca. Mr. Veeder
as his legal adviser attempted to
usurp the functions of the governor
and to pas such bills as were presented by the legislature.
The legislature finally bad to take
drastic steps to make sure Veeder was
not playing politics and usurping
powers illegally while bis chief was
at death's door.
The state has bad one experience
with Mr. Veeder. It would be a mistake to chance another.
As between the conduct of Mr.
Veeder while Governor De Baca was
in the sanitarium in Santa Fe and bis
conduct also In canvassing politically
while the Liberty Loan drive was on
and the splendid record of constructive legislative work, the known honesty and integrity and the big financial Interests and high reputation of
Benjamin F. Pankey, there is only
one possible safe choice for the people of the state to make and thajt is
to vote for Pankey tor lieutenant governor November 5.
A vote for Pankey Is like life insurance safe, sensible and worth the
money.
r

FALL AND HERNANDEZ AS
SEEN BY JULIUS KAHN
Hon. Julius Kahn, 18 years member
of the House of Representatives from
the state of California, ranking minority leader In the House of the Committee on Military Affairs, said of
Senator Fall:
"Senator Fall waa opposed to the
President's Mexican policy, and he
was for carrying out the aggressive
American policy. He, like many other
Senators and members of Congress,
could not remain silent when eighteen
American boys were dragged out of a
railroad car m Mexico, lined up
against the aide of the car, shot down
ta cold blood aa If they were dogs.

stripped of their clothing and their
bodies mutilated, and no demand was
made for reparation.
That aroused
the indignation of many
Americans, of whom Senator Fall Is
only one. But when we get Into this
war. Senator Fall has been-- standing
by and has been helping In every way
he can to put this country Into a condition of winning the war speedily and
victoriously.
"Senator Fall Introduced a bill to
have three regiments of New Mexico
lioys volunteers, to patrol the border
against Mexican snipers and Mexican
raiders, he was simply wanting to
protect his own people the people
who honored him by electing him to
the Senate. He realized that a raid
was made over here by Villa; he realized that his constituents wore killed,
and he was afvaid that those conditions might occur again while our
boys were fighting on the battlefields
of Europe, and therefore he wanied
three regiments of New Mexico cavalry down on the border to protect
the border of this state. Surely, no
one can blame him for that. He was
simply looking a,fter the welfare of
his fellow citizens.
"Senator Fall stands very well indeed with his colleagues.
Senator
Fall has established a reputation in
I lie
Senate and no new man. be ha
ever so ahle, could hope Immediately
to attain a Klmilar standing.
Fall Is a Hard Worker.
"Everybody recognizes thai Senator
Fall Is a hard worker, exceedingly Industrious. 1 have had occasion to see
what he does in connection wilh the
military matters that come before the
conferences. He has appeared before
ti e conferer.ee several flmSs and advocated matters In which his state
was especially interested.
"1 remember Mr. Hernandez
very
remarked while he was a
well, and
member of the house, that ho was in- I
dependent and fearless In his vot'-sknow especially with reference to the
Natioual
logisln'ion of lire
TW nsc Act, which was approved by
the President on June 3, 1hlG, H r- tn mil thiet rnnnlri- - intn
tinnitfi?
,,r
He r...
pealodly voted, while the House was
in a committeu of the whole considering the measure for an expansion of
our military establishment, and when
you consider that that law was passe
only seven months before Germany
served her notice upon us that she
would destroy our ships that dared
cross the lines which she drew on the
Atlantic It showed that Mr. Hernandez had vision and was looking Into
the future when he cast those votes."

..,,

MARTINEZ WORD HIS BOND;
DURAN AN OFFICE 'HUNTER
Manuel Martinez, the Republican
nominee for Secretary of State," like
a number of other candidates on the
Republican state ticket, was not nominated because he was a candidate
seeking the office. He was called over
the long distance phone from Santa
n
Fe while the convention was In
and besought to consent to permit the use of his name for the reason that the convention thought he
would be the sort of efficient, clean,
upstanding citizen who would render
good service in that Important office.,
Mr. Martlnes is not a politician but
a rancher who In 2t years in business
has earned a competence and at the
same time has earned a reputation for
being a business man who deals fairly
and whose word is as good as his
bond.
As collector of Union county, Mr.
Martlnes made a splendid record in
office and his record aUo as U. S.
Commissioner of the Land Office at
Clayton was a remarkable record of
No comefficiency and industry.
plaint was ever made against a single
ruling which he made.
Now as to his opponent, Mr. Duran.
The latter la a good citizen hot he has
ses-slo-
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United Slates Is assoiH.itcd the quesMRS. JOHN W. DAVIS
GENERAL VON HINDENBURQ
tion of an armistice,
"He deems it his duly to say again,
however, that the only armistice he
would feel jiislilied ill siilitnittlng for
OISE-AISN- E
consideration would he one which
EDICT TO THE
should leuvi: the United States ti ml the
powers associated with her In a position to culm
any arrangements that RHINE TOWNS ANO STRATEGIC
VIENNA
SEES ONLY HOPE IN
FOCH BATTERS GERMAN LINE ON
he entered Into and to make a
GERMAN KAISER may
POINT8 TO BE GIVEN
YIELDING TO PRESIDENT
renewal of hostilities on the part of
FOUR FRONTS AND GAINS AT
UP BY ENEMY.
WIL80N'S DEMANDS.
Germany lniiossihlc
VITAL POINTS.
Must Protect Allies.
Wilson's Reply to Last Hun Note
"The president has, therefore, trans-"h
mil ted Ids coiTesptuiilcncu
willi ihel FOE TO LAY DOWN ARMS
WANT PARLEY AT ONCE
Says Surrender!
present German aulliorities to the govYANKS ARE ADVANCIN6
ernments with which the government
of the United States Is associated as
THROUGH
WITH
AUTOCRATS
belligerent, wllh the suggestion that AUSTRIA ASKS THAT PEACE NE- WASHINGTON REGARDS GERMAN
1
V
CAPTURE 9,000
if those governments are disposed to
COTIATIONS MAY BEGIN
NOTE AS ATTEMPT TO PLAeffect peace upon the terms and prinAUSTRIANS FRENCH TURN
AT ONCE.
CATE PEOPLE.
fells Berlin Nothing Can Be Gained ciples Indicated their military advisENEMY FLANK.
ers and the military advisers of. the
Leaving Thia Essential Thing
lie
United
to
Stales
submit
asked lo
Unsaid Chiefa of Allied ArmWcMtern Newipuper Union Nw 8rvlr.
the governments associated against W'l-I'l.iu,T IiIhiI Ne Sei
Weatei-let Must Dictate Any
Nwipapr Union Nws 8rvle.
the
terms of such
Geriuiiliy
necessary
Washington, Oct. 29. While Ger
:in.
Oct.
Washington,
Incoinplett
Armistice Terms.
Oct. 29. General Debeney's
Paris,
an armistice as will fully protect the and tentative armistice terms have
many's latest note to President Wil
Ludendorff and Hindenburg Quit.
army has won a signal victory. The
Deinterests of the peoples Involved ami been formulated by the
son
was
to
the
State
delivered
LudenadGeneral
29.
Oct.
London,
military
Serre-OlsWashington, Oct. 24. "Tin' nations Insure to the associated governments
partment Monday through the Swiss dorff, who with Field Marshal Hlnden- German forces holding the
council sitof tlx- world do nut it ml ciiiiuut trust the unrestricted power to sal'cituard visers of the supreme war
front are in retreat and the whole
from
cable
Europe
legation,
dispatches
Presto
Versailles
with
at
cabled
credited
was
and
high
dividing
burg
the word of those who have hitherto ihd enforce ihe details of the peace ting
brought Information that the Austro- - com and- - of the German army, has German line between Chateau Porciea
In
ident Wilson lor bis approval.
boon the musters of (ieruinn policy."
and the Argonne is in danger of being
to which the German government has
had
caused
Hungarian
government
a
are:
the
terms
to
lur received
brief,
Copenhagen turned.
resigned, according
ThlH Is the unswer of the president
be dlsto
agreed, provided they deem such an
another
communication
1. Withdrawal
of
Teutonic
troops
dispatch. German newspapers predict
of the I'nlted Stiites to Germany's armlstlcii possible from lie military
'patched to the President asking that that General Von Seckt will succeed Persistent attacks by General Debefrom invaded lerritoiy within a speIntest hid for pence, while, notlfyltii! point of view.
brokand
immediate
wife
for
of
la
Davla
W.
the
Mrs.
peace
negotiations
John
cified period In he fixed hy allied
Ludendorff as head of the German ney's indefatigable Infantry have
her tlmt on her ncceptiince of Ills
"Should such terms of armistice he commanders.
en the river line, which is tbe last
the newly appointed ambassador to an armistice be entered into without armies.
nn
the
terms,
-armistice, suggested, their acceptance hy Gerquestion of
water line commanded by the enemy
t Britain.
awaiting the results of the exchanges
2. Surrender
of all ordnance and
which Germany seeks, Is tn he presentmany will iifl'orcl Ihe best concrete evi- ammunition for same.
with Germany.
between the present front and the
ed to the gverniiitiitH of the nations
dence of her unequivocal acceptance
The Vienna government asserted
Meuse.
beof
Withdrawal
forces
German
SUNK
PRINCESS
SOPHIA
associated with the Tnlted States.
of the terms nnd principles of pence
NEW NOTE FROM BERLIN that it adhered to the same point of
In all the battle zones the allies are
Khlne.
the
yond
The president pnes on to say withfrom which the whole action proceeds.
view expressed by the President in
4. lien. obligation
of the Teutonic
meeting with marked success, la
out equivocation "that ir It (the fullI lie
president w ould deem himself armies,
his
the
communication
last
upon
except u limited number of
ed States) must deal with the military
AND France the German battle line is
tucking in candor did he not point out ;
peo ALL OF 343 PASSENGERS
CLAIMS PEOPLE RULE ANO NOW rights of the
slowly disintegrating under the viomops for policing purposes.
musters and the monarchlal autocrats
in the frankest possible terms the reaDROWNED.
CREW
Czechoof
those
the
ples, especially
lence of the allied offensive; in north.. Surrender of frontier fortresses,
CONTROL ARMY.
of Germany now, or If It Is likely to son why extraordinary
safeguards
and
slovaks and Jugoslavs
request
s
are
ern Italy the
intruding Metz and Strassburg.
have to deal with them later in regard must he demanded.
ed that he begin overtures with the
ti. Itelease of all a ies prisoners of
being forced back by the British,
to the International ohllgatlons of the
on
Reef
Hurled
When
Foundered
"Significant anil Important as the
by
to
view
allied governments with a
French and Italians with heavy
German empire. It must demand not consillutinnal changes seem to he war, German prison.-- s of war to lie Reichstag Passes Bill by Big Majority
Terrific Gale Carried Big Gold
ending immediately hostilities on all
losses in men killed, wounded or made
Placing Military Commander Unpence negotiations hut surrender."
which are spoken of by the German held until completion of restoration of
Cargo.
Austro Hungarian fronts.
der Civil Government.
prisoner; near the shores of the Adri
The president says that nothing can foreign secretary III Ills note of the devastated territories.
The official text of the German note
7. Surrender4 of a specified number
atic in Albania the Italians are driv
he gained hy leaving Unit essenlial
20th of October, it does not appear
did not differ materially from the un
ing tbe Austrians toward the MonteWHi-r- n
thing unsaid.
that the principle of a government re- of German submarines.
Newipapar Union New Hrvlc.
official version as received by cable.
Wtrn Nwippr Union Nawi Service
frontier, while in Asiatic Turnegro
28.
The
B.
Huns Must Disarm.
Oct.
sponsible to the German people has
Vancouver,
C,
0. The
both in Syria and Mesopotamia,
Copenhagen, Oct. 2S. Germany'! an- No official comment was forthcoming, Canadian-PacifiOct.
Versailles
key,
London,
been
or
worked
that
yet
Princess
out,
any
fully
steamship
The president's reply, which was
swer to President Wilson's latest com- but it Is known that no response will
the British are fast clearing the Turks
guarantees either exist or are in con- conference, according to the report
made pulillc at nine o'clock Wedncs-dabe made at present to the communica Sophia, which went on a rock in the from their former strongholds. More
current tn Iondon, has agreed on the munication says:
that
the
alterations
of
printemplation
canal Thursday, foundered FriLynn
be
Is
to
dls
which
believed
night, serves notice on Germany
tion,
than 9,000 Austrians were taken pris"The German government has taken
points of the araiistice terms
night with her entire company.
that on her solemn assurance of ac- ciple and of practice now parllally main
oner in the operations on the Italian
which will now be considered by the cognizance of the answer of the Pres- patched with the primary intention of dayTwo
will
t
pashundred
and
ceptance of the terms laid down hy agreed upon It be permanent.
the
that
German
people
satisfying
front.
ident of the United States.
dots not appear Unit military commanders.
".Moreover,
when
the
were
aboard
him In his recent addresses, he cannot
ship
sengers
Is
not
their
any
government
omitting
The final peace terms, it is said,
the heart of the present dlltlctilty has
Canadian-Pacifi"The President is aware of the
went
she
the
decline to take up with the governdown,
the
to
forward
negotia
opportunity
will be submitted to Germany simulWith the American Army Northwest
changes which have been tions for an armistice and peace.
ments associated with the United been reached.
railway announced late Saturday. The
taneously with the armistice terms.
carried out and are being carried out
German People Without Voice.
States In the war the question of an
number of members In the crew were of Verdun, Oct. 28. German troop
extent
of
the
wide
Because
of
the
As part of the terms of tin armisstrucin the German constitutional
Not a soul survived, ac- concentrations In the region of Brl- armistice.
disaffection In the dual empire, devel seventy-five- .
"It may he that future wars have
It underture, and that peace negotiations are opments In that quarter are believed cording to a wireless message from quenay, north of Grand Pre, were
However, he forcefully series notice been brought under the control of the tice, the Evening News BHys
stands the allied nations will insist being conducted by a people's govern- to
bombed by about sixty
on Germany that only an armistice
German people, hut the present war
be fraught with greater possibilities Juneau.
the surrender of the German ment in whose hands rest, both acwhich will amount to the practical disthe Sophia was picked bombing airplanes, with abpjut eighty
In the way of peace than in Germany,
has not been, and it is with the pres upon
Apparently
suball
the
German
fleet, including
tually and constitutionally, the power and in some official quarters the up by the gale, hurled across Vander- - pursuit planes protecting them.
arming of her forces In the Held will ent war that we are dealing.
and upon the occupation by to make the deciding conclusions,
lie considered at all.
The French armies fighting on the
"If Is evident that the German peo marines,
opinion freely Is expressed that Em bllt reef and sent to the bottom of the
allied forces of all the fortified towns
forty-mil"The military powers are also sub- peror Charles fully realizes that he deep waters on the other side.
front between the OIss and
ple have no means of commanding the on the
Points Way to Peace.
Rhine.
The message received by the Cana Aisne rivers are keeping up their c
of the mllltury authori
ject to it.
must submit to any terms which the
acquiescence
The president's
message clearly ties of the
In the popular will;
now entente powers and America chooses dian wireless service from Juneau fensive against the Germans and have
"The German government
points the way for Germany to ohtaln that the empire
Vienna. The
govmade additional gains, taking sevsral
of
of
ahe
an
i'russla
to Impose, and that at present he is said:
for
awaits
power
armistice,
king
proposals
peace and at the same time it strips to
ernment has communicated Its latest
"Princess Sophia driven across reef villages and compelling the enemy to
control the policy of the empfre is
which shall be the first step toward seeking simply to secure the least
the German note of every vestige of
to
the
note
French,
British,
Japanese
;
a just peace, as the President has proonerous and humiliating.
(hat the determining
Friday night. No survivors. Seventy- fall back at various points.
hypocrisy that camouflaged It. The unimpaired
who and Italian governments, begging the
five in crew, 268 passengers. Everypresident reiterates that there can he initiative still remains with those Ger- approval and support of these nations. scribed in his proclamation.
"SOLF."
On the western front tbe British.
thing possible was done. Terrible
no peace with autocracy save the have hitherto been the masters of
,
through her new
weather prevailed."
many .
French and Americans have continued
The German
peace that comes on the heels of unLondon, Oct. 28.
Count
has
AndraBsy,
minister,
foreign
"Keeling that the whole peace of the
to make further gains against the Ger
conditional surrender.
That point is
Reichstag, by a great majority, has
world depends now on plain speaking sent a note to' Secretary of State Lanmade perfectly plain.
a
28. The Prin mans; in the Italian theater both the
the
bill
Oct.
military
Seattle,
Wash.,
placing
adopted
interthe
sing requesting
secretary's
Furthermore, the president docs, as and straightforward action, the pres- vention with President Wilson for an commander under control of the civil
cess Sophia left Skagway Wednesday British and Italians have scored suc
he said he would, refers the question of ident deems It his duty to say, with- immediate armistice on all fronts and government, according to an Exchange
night for Vancouver and Victoria with cesses, while in Asiatic Turkey the
out uny at tempi to soften what may
nn armistice tn the military advisers
from
300 outbound Alaskans who had British have captured Aleppo, In Syria,
about
dispatch
Copenhagen.
Telegraph
of
commencement
the
peace negoiteem harsh words that the nations of for
of those governments associated wllh
Official announcement was made in
been waiting at the northern port sev and are driving ahead on both banks
tiations.
not
do
the
cannot
and
the
world
trust
the I'nlted Stales in the war. Their
of the Tigris in Mesopotamia, with the
Berlin Saturday night that Emperor
eral days for an outbound steamer.
word will he tlnul on that subject, word of thine who have hitherto been
Turks unable to check them. The fall
William had acceded to the request
London.
has
'..! German
tile
to
Turkey
independently
masters
and
policy,
CALL SEPTEMBER REGISTRANTS. of Aleppo and the continued advance
nnd his very words strengthen
the
to the en- of Gen. Ludendorff, the first quarterout
In
peace
once
more
presented
proposals
that
point
concluding
word they will give if the question goes
up the Tigris are moves of such
master general, that he be permitted
t
pence and attempting to undo the In- tente nations, according to a report to
On Nov. 11th 2,732 Colorado Men in strategic value that it Is not unlikely
far.
resign.
The
from
negotiafinite
ami
tills
of
Constantinople.
injuries
Injustices
J'he distrust that every one felt at
Second Draft Will go to Camp Pike. Turkish opposition shortly will be enHis resignation, It is believed in
the United tions are expected to end soon, It Is
.he German note Is expressed openly war the government
Denver.
Responding to Provost tirely overcome, both in the Holy
will still further shake the
added.
London,
veritdeal
States
cannot
hut
with
any
by the president, so openly, In fact,
Marshal General Crowder's call tor 6,- - Land and Mesopotamia.
German
in
the
their
faith
of
Wilnote
lo
Austrian
people
The
President
of
able
the
German
representatives
that there can no longer he any ques087, men to entrain during November
son is tantamount to surrender, In the military machine.
people who have been iissuretv il
tion In tile minds of the American peoand December, Governor Gunter anLondon, Oct. 26. Italian troops
of
authorTeleus
to
constitutional
the
A
the
Exchange
opinion today
dispatch
standing
ple ns to how the president looks upon genuine
nounced that 2,732 men from Colora- have begun an offensive between the
of
real
and
the
of
ities
London.
rulers
from
press
Zurich, Switzerland, says
Germany.
graph
the pence reforms which the German
Litto
would
be sent
do
Piave and the Brenta. In the Mont
Camp Pike,
"If it must deal with the military
the revolutionary movement is spreadgovernment so gllhly said It had
tle Rock, Ark., during the
pe- Grappa sector they advanced across
Milder Training for Older Men.
masters and the monarchical autocrats
ing throughout Croatia. The dispatch
riod commencing Nov, 11. These men the Ornic river and captured Monte
of Germany, or if It Is likely to have
Washington. Older drafted men are adds that more than 400 persons have
More Than 2,000,000 Yanks Over There
will be selected from the 4,000 already Solarolo, part of Monte Prassolan and
EUGENE HALE.
to deal with them later In regnrd to to be put into shape for service
been killed at Flume and SOO at
12 registra- Monte Pertica.
He says that "It nmy he" that future
the International obligations of the through modified physical training ex
Hale, Senator Thirty Years, Is Dead. available out of the Sept.
Zagavrin.
tion.
In the Piave river the Italians have
oave i ic en orougnt under the conGerman empire, It must debnte not ercises less arduous than the course
Washington. Former Senator Eu- At the same time a call has been captured the islands of Grave,
trol of the German people, hut he ndds peace negotiations, hut surrender.
Washlngton Col. E. M. House, per- - gene Hale of Ellsworth, Me., died at
designed for men between 21 and 31.
1
that the present war the one with
and Maggiore. The weather on
"Nothing can lie gained hy leaving Camp commanders were ordered to sonal representative of President Wil- - his residence here.
Senator Hale, Issued for 198 men of Class from the
registration to entrain for Camp the front is unfavorable.
which the entire world Is concerned
this essential thing unsaid.
son and spokesman' of the state de- - who was 82 years old, and served
train the older men gradually, espehas not, and he adds that It Is evident
period
French forces advancing northeastand Admiral William S. ty years in the Senate, had been in Pike, and during the three-da"Accept, sir, the renewed assurances cially in the early stages, so they will
that the German people today are of my high consideration.
beginning Nov, 19 the state will send ward between the Oise and the Peron,
Benson, chief of naval operations, declining health for some months,
suffer no 111 effects from too strenumen
to
colored
ten
Funston,
"HOHKKT
without the power of comuianding
LANSING.
Camp
a tributary of tbe Serre, have pene(Signed)
have arrived in France to represent
ous exercise or overwork.
and
trated the village of Villers-le-Seacquiescence of the niilltnrv authorithe United States in the consideration Hungary Wants Separate Peace Terms
"Mr. Frederick Oederllii, Charge
Wilhelm.
Will
Not
ties.
Abdicate," Says
surrounded the villages of La Ferte,
of Switzerland, nd Interim, in DOWN EIGHTEEN ENEMY PLANES of Germany's plea for un armistice
pal.is .Hungary Intends to apply
In addition tn the reply of the presiLondon. Oct. 29. Emperor William northeast of Villers. The French also
peace negotiations.
charge of German Interests in the Allies Crush Austrians on Piave Front
rel,t , the cntenle governments to aB-- has no'intention of
dent, there whs made pulillc hy Joseph
abdicating, but is have made some advance farther east
and Gain on All Sectors.
United States."
on
terms
what
will
certain
grant
they
I'. Tumulty, the president's secretary,
With the American Army NorthClosing Order Holds Another Week. an arnllgtlce ttnd peace to Hungary, It willing, if it Is for the good of the peo along the Serre and the Souche.
Must Disarm the Hun.
a letter from the president to Necre-ta- r
The British have captured Malng.
ple, to ordain that his rights shall be
west of Verdun, Oct. 30. Eighteen
Denver, Oct. 29 Dr. E. E. Kennedy, ilg reported in political circles in
London, Oct. 24. Gen. Sir A. Huntyof War linker, congratulating
were shot down Tuesof the State Board of pest, according to a Zurich dispatch. refrained, according to a statement at southeast of Valenciennes, and
enemy
airplanes
surthe
must
"We
er
both the war and navy departments on
said:
compel
tributed to German court circles. The
on the front below
day by American aviators. Five Amer- Health, states that the ban against
already is reconciled
the successful transportation
f more render of the kaiser us the Germans ican machines were lost in carrying
will be continued un-- . t0 the idea of unconditional capitula- - emperor Is said to have remarked: "I Valenciennes. A German counter atmeetings
public
emtnan .'.(XKJ.ikk) soldiers overseas.
compelled the surrender of the
misout Important reconnaissance
til Nov. 4, at least, as reports show tlon, says a Vienna dispatch to the will not abandon my sorely tried peo- tack was repulsed.
peror of France at the end of the sions.
The French are advancing along the
Text of Reply.
the
seriousness of the Influenza epi- Frankfort Zeitung, because Vienna is ple, but if necessary I am ready to be
war. The urmlstlce
come something like hereditary presi- Oise and Serre rivers.
In the Italian theater, over a front demic throughout the state.
President Wilson's reply to the Int- Is a mutter for Marshal I'och and Adthreatened with famine, the authorities
Americans are pushing through Ger
of
from the Brenta
est German note follows:
are powerless and laws are no longer dent of a German republic like the
miral Keatty to decide. Germany nnd to nearly forty miles
man lines on both sides of the Meimc
of England and Belgium."
kings
middle
Plave
the
reaches
the
of
150
From
Bodies
Recover
Sophia.
"Department of State, Oct. 23.
enforced.
Austria probably will not believe they
"Sir I linve the hi r tn acknowlVancouver, B. C, Oct. 29. Through
nre benten until their capitals ore oc river, the British, French and Italian
Ella Flagg Young la Dead.
London, Oct. 25. Field Msrshal
400,000 Serbians to Fight Austria.
edge the receipt of your note of the cupied. The Germans must be beaten armies are developing with success the storm that hampers the work of a
Ella Flagg Young, Haig's Third and Fourth armies, havSan Francisco, Cal. Serbia, with a
Washington.
Sid. transmitting n communication mi to their knees. We must continue an offensive against the Austro-Hun- fleet of searching boats came the wirener date of the 'Mlh from the er- - hammering them until the white ting garlans and are swiftly driving them less message Monday that ISO bodies
army of 400,000 men, chairman of the National Woman's ing smashed through the outer defrom the mountain passes toward the had been recovered from the bleak expects soon to face Austria and Ger- Liberty Loan Committee, died of pneu- fenses of the strategically important
nian government, nnd to advise you is sent Into our lines, signifying
German line south of Valenciennes,
In Au- monia following an attack of influthat the president has instructed me
surrender. They must ac- Austrian frontier across the plain's rocks and surging waters, victims of many on her line she occupied
continue successfully to hammer their
enza.
to reply thereto as follows:
east of the Piave in northern
gust, 1914, known as the
the Princess Sophia disaster.
cept our terms. We should demand American reserves are behind Italy.
way toward Maubeuge and Mons.
line," Capt. S. Milutinovich, bead of a
the
"Having received the solemn and ex- the whole German fleet from the batUkrainian Premier Named.
Thursday's attack started from th
Serbian recruiting mission to the
plicit assurance of the German govern- tleships down to the
Fifteen Inches of Snow.
as well lines prepared to aid the allies when
Amsterdam. A new Ukrainian mln new front gained Wednesday which reUnited States, declared.
ment that It unreservedly accepts the as the surrender of the ltblne. Met?., the opportune time arrives.
Breckenrldge, Colo., Oct. 29. Fifterms of peace laid down In his ad- and other
On some sectors the Germans are teen inches of snow fell here
istry has been formed with M. Llsogub sulted in an advance of between three
Sunday
fortresses, the allies to garas premier, says a dispatch from Kiev. and four miles on a front of fifteen
Phoenix Man Appointed.
dress to the congress of the United rison them."
The general added he slowly retreating, but nowhere are night, and the fall continued through
miles, in which mors than 6,000 prisof
States on the Sthof January, 11)18, thought there was small chance of a the French patrols permitting the Monday and Monday night.
Washington. Alfred Franklin
oners and many guns are reported to
Continues 26 Cent Copper Price.
nd the principles of settlement enunby
Phoenix, Ariz., was nominated
enemy to get out of contact with them,
German revolution.
ciated in bis subsequent addresses,
Washington. President Wilson ap have been taken. Tbe enemy is resistField Marshal Halg's men have re- Vienna Threatened With Feed Crisis President Wilson to be collector of in
Amsterdam. Vienna is threatened ternal revenue for the district of New proved a continuance of the present ing stubbornly, but the British are
tained the upper hand and taken
particularly the address of the 1:7,1,
of September, and that it desires to 30,000 SERBS DIE IN CAMPS more prisoners and additional guns with a food crisis. In the most acute Mexico', succeeding Lewis T. Carpen price of copper at 26 cents a pound forging ahead, capturing villages and
other Important points.
discuss the details of their application,
until Jan. 1.
form.
and war stores.
ter, resigned.
aid that thla wish and purpose eman- British Prisoners Released by Bulgart
Influenza Abates In Naval Stations.
Hawaii Wants Chinese.
ate not from those who have hitherto
Deadwoed Lease Ore Runs $576.
8courge Takea Way Westward.
Board to Promote Drying of Foods.
Say Serbians Succumbed to
Washington, Oct. 30. Surgeon Gendictated the policy and conducted the
Washington, Oct. 26. Three army
III Treatment
Honolulu, T. H. The Honolulu
Colo. A sample of selected
devise
To
methods
of
Golden,
Washington
In
Braisted
announced that the
eral
present war on Germany's behalf, but
camps did not report a single new
Chamber of Commerce has adopted a
fluenza epidemic is over In ten naval rase of Influenza Friday, and only two, ore from the Deadwood lease, Cripple drying fruits and vegetables as a resolution
from ministers who speak for the maurging Congress to enact
London, Oct. 24. The first party o.
at
the
Creek
metallurassayed
district,
food
of
tbe
means
supply legislation permitting the
conserving
Kearny, Cal., and Lewis, Wash., re- gical
jority of the retrhstag and for an over- 1,000 British prisoners taken ty the districts and that It Is on the wane
imports doa
Colorado
plant,
board
Isbeen
has
an advisory
in all other places except Pari
designated of Chinese laborers into Hawaii for
whelming majority of the German peoported more than 100 cases. The toBulgarians and liberated under the
and Mare Island, Cal. Re- tal of new cases for all camps, a state- School of Mines, returns 28.66 ounces by Secretary-- Houston consisting of the period of the war.
ple, and having received also the ex- peace agreement between that country land, S.
gold and 3.68 ounces silver to the ton, representatives of bureaus within the
plicit promise of the present German and the allies passed through .Sofia ports for the week ending Oct. 26 ment from the office of the surgeon a value of $576.88.
department of agriculture concerned Bandits Hold Americana fer Wanasm.
government that the humane rules of Monday en route to Salonlkl, according show a decline In the number of new general said, waa 1,375 against 2,772
with food production, regulation and
civilised warfare will be observed to dispatches to the Mail from the Bul cases from 4.373 to 2.091. with 207 the day before. Pneumonia cases in
In
Juarez, Mex. Three American minMontana.
conservation and of one representaBig Enrollment
both on land and aea by the German garian capital. They reported that be- deaths as compared with 887 the pre creased from 699 to 500 and deaths
Missoula, Mont. Enrollment for the tive each of the food administration ing men are being held for $50,00$
armed forces, the president of the cause of ill treatment at the hands of ceding week. The Pacific fleet re from 307 to 241. The camps which
United States feels that he cannot de- the Bulgars 80.000 of the 50,000 Ser ported 99S cases to date and miscel- reported no new cases were Wheeler, fall quarter this year at the Univer- and of the sanitary corps of the army. ransom by Eplfanio Holguin, ft Villa
cline to take up with the governments blans in Bulgarian prison camps have laneous reports during the week On.; Custer, Mich, and Meigs, Dis sity of Montana, 694- men and women, The board will have control of the leader, near Villa Abuamada, Chihuahua, It was announced hare.
broke all records.
dehydrating Industry.
showed 663 cases.
with which the government of the died.
trict of Columbia.
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RECORD

FOR FOREIGN

TRADE

New High Mark for September In Both
Imports and Exports Announced
at Washington.
Washington, Oct. 24. New high records for September foreign trade In
both Imports and exports were
by Jthe department of com
snerce. Imports were $262,000,000, an
Increase of nearly $26,000,000 over
September, 1917, and exports $550,000.-0aa Increase of about $100,000,000.
0,

For the nine months endlnr Sentemhor
1918, Imports Were $222,000,000. an
Increase of $40,000,000, while export
for the nine months, valued at
represented a slight decrease
Imports of gold were $2,600,000 durlni
September and $56,500,000 for the nine
months. Exports of gold were JZ5S0,
000 for September and $34260,000 for
the nine months.
Imports of silver
were $7,170,000 for September and
nearly $55,000,000 for the nine months.
Silver exports amounted to $10300,009
for September.
$4,561,-000,00-

Record Number of New Flu Cases.
Denver, Oct 30. Four hundred and
eighty-seve- n
cases of influenza, the
largest number yet reported, and eight
deaths were reported to the office of
the City Board of Health during the
Interval between Monday night at S
o'clock and Tuesday at the same hour.

Arizona University Under Quarantine.
Tucson, Ariz. Following the deaths
from Spanish influenza of two men in
he students' auxiliary training corps,
classes at the State University have
been suspended and a rigid quarantine
established.

Preventive" Orders Swamp Dealers.
Pal of Buffalo Bill la Dead.
Cheyenne, Wyo. Cheyenne liquor
Omaha, Neb. Thomas J. Foley, houses are being swamped with small
well known sportsman and a bosom shipments of liquors to Denver and
companion of "Buffalo 6111" Cody, Colorado points as a preventive or
.
died of a general breakdown.
euro for the flu.

President Asks Vote of Confidence.
Washington President Wilson Friday appealed to the country for vote
of confidence In his leadership, "both
at home nnd abroad," by returning
the Democratic congress.
$.000,000 Gees to Belgium.
Washington With the addition of
n $9,000,000 credit established by tbe
treasury for Belgium that nation's total loans from the United States now
amount to $1M,026,00. Tbe total for
all tbe allies Js 7,$2$.4?$.$M.

Boches Must Pay for Damage Done.
Parts. The question of tbe devastation wrought by the Germans In northern France waa the topic of a discussion In parliament The enemy will
be condemned to restitutions, for
which we will take guarantees, not being; able to rely noon his word," said
Stephen Plehou, foreign minister. "Ws
are near the end of sacrifices Imposed
by savage aggression for which its au
thors try to escape responsibility.
Their calculations have been upset try
President Wilson."

Fireman Probably Fatally Injured.
Rock Springs, Wyo. The store
building and stock of the Union Mer
cantile Company were destroyed by
fire, causing a loss estimated at $200.- wvered by' insurance.
000, partl
James Arthur, a volunteer fireman,
waa probably fatally injured.
Week's British Army Lasses Saj4B.
London. British casual ties- - for the
week ended Oct 2$ numbered 32449.
compared with 37.1M for the reviews
week.

.
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like some kind of partition between
the cows. 1 have tried nothing I like
t much as a piece of curved gas pipe,
It is cheap and cleanly. One makes
a great mistake In filling up a burn
with lumber to shut nut light and to
catch dust.
Everything unnecessary
In a dulry bnm should he done awny
with. This Is why I like the swinging
steel tie. It Is simple and atlll very
comfortable.
I have been In several barns that
seem to have enough windows and
still they were dark. Tliey were
plenty lurge and yet there was no
room to work about caring for the
cows. The hnrns were literally filled
with things that were unnecessary. A
few days ago. n dairyman was at my
barn. He askeil the size of It, and on
being told he remarked that It Is Just
the size of his and yet there seemed
to be just uliout twice as much work
ing room In It. He said : "Too seem
to have nil the things that are needed
in a barn and still it Is light and noth
Ing in the way."
In building a new bnm or remodel'
Ing an old one It Is well to tuke
plenty of time to arrange It as It
should he. After one thinks he has It
planned Just to suit his liking he
should wait a year and talk with progiessive dairymen and get their Idens
and he will be well paid for his trouhie. One of the very Important things
to consider In building any barn Is to
so .arrange It as to get Into It all the
Sunlight Is thn
sunlight possible.
best disinfectant known to science.
It Is Important to study 'the mat
ter of ventilation carefully and not
let a carpenter put in a system of
ventilation unless It Is known that he
thoroughly understands Just how and
what to do. Last winter I was in a
burn that cost a great amount of
money that was finished up with an
elaborate system of ventilation and
was cold and foul simply because
jet
Hit- ventllutlon system was J'ist top- -

FOR FINE

DESIGN

MODERN COW BARN
Sanitary Stables Necessary to
Increase Dairy Production,
HAS

HORSE

STABLE

WING

The Plan Her Explained Provides
Structure That Easily Can Be
Kept in Dry, Warm Sanitary Condition.
By WILLIAM A.' RADFORD.
Mr. William A. KadtorO will answer
questlona and give advice FREE OF
COST on all aubjecta pertaining to the
subject ot building work on the farm, for
the readera ot thla paper. On acoount of
his wide experience ai Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
lilnhest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No 1887 'Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.

There are very few dairy barns tlmt
are arranged as well as they might be.
A burn that is out properly arranged
on n not

be kept an cleun, dry and wm'in
as it should be.
The design Illustrated below makes
barn that looks bigger than It really
Is. Because of the proportions of the
different parts, the length and height
tire emphasized, and u very fine ap--1
earing barn Is the result. The main
section Is 30 feet wide by 84ft feet
This accommodates 38 dairy
long."
cows in two rows facing In. A wing
extending out at the hack Mil feet wide
I iv 41
feet long stables the horses.
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side down. The ventilators were draw
ing out all the warm uir and keeping
in the cold air hnd noxious gases. The
owner suld he knew something was
wrong, for his burn was always cold
and foul, but he hud an old, experi
enced carpeutcr to take charge of the
job and thought he ought to know
what to do. Now the laws of nature
arc not changed for an experienced or
inexperienced carpenter and If one
wants to build a burn and have It well
ventilated he must do It along lines
conforming to the working laws of nature.
Another point to be considered In
building a burn Is to arrange a convenient way for taking out the manure. It Is now well known that the
best and most economical way to handle manure Is to take It directly from
I am to field.
For this work the most
convenient way is to drive right
through the barn with the manure
Little carriers run on
spreader.
tracks or cables are an Improvement
over wheeling the litter out on a
wheelbarrow, but one can drive

'lliis part of the burn

Is entirely closed
the cow department by
light partition and sliding doors. It
i; u convenience to be nble to do all
lie work under one roof, but for sanitary reasons the horses and cows
should be kept entirely separate. A
).ci(i(l muny have commented on the
placing of the two silos la
connection with this barn.
If the cows ure to do their best la
the production of milk and butterfat
their quarters must be comfortable
and cleanly to the extent that their
lieulth will not be Impaired and their
product be secured in n condition perfectly fit for human consumption,
As a rule the greatest source of
uncleanllness comes from a leaky
barn floor. There Is no floor as
cleanly as a cement floor and I feel
that it Is in no way Injurious where)
the barn la as wnrm as a dairy barn
xliould be and the stalls kept well
I have used a cement floor
1'cdded,
li. my dairy barn for the past five
winters and have had no trouble with
garget or any other udder trouble. I
oil' from
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No Longer Devoted

to Prolonged

and Delightful Reminiscences
of Family Horse.
SMALL CAR SOON FORGOTTEN
Machines Have Grown Larger and
Latest Vehicle la
Affair, Entirely Up to Date.
r,
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Diagram of Stable Floor of
would not want to stand cows on a cement floor In a cold barn or on cement
net well bedded. It Is certainly the
cheapest and most cleanly floor that
One advantage
can be constructed.
Ir. using cement over planks Is that
It can be so built that a cow stands
no a level and still can ran all liquids
Into die gutter.
With a plank floor In order to get
the slant at the rear the front feet
of the cow most be elevated, which
tends to throw too much weight on
her hind quarters. The back 18 Inches
of the platform of my floor slants to
the gutter and In front of this point
It slants slightly toward the man-re- r.
thus patting the cow's four feet
on a level.
The bedding also stay
tinder the cow better than where the
whole stall Inclines backward.
I believe that most cow stalls are
too narrow for the comfort of the
ccw or the comfort and convenience
of the milker where the milking la
done by hand. Four feet Is none too
eunca room for a medium sized cow.

jwuttDi.. L.i!iL.
saaflsC

in Metropolis.

The automobile Is an Integral neces
sity of modern life,' We can no'more
do business or maintain our edlclency
without curs than we can without tele
phones or lights or sewerage In cities,
or any other of the thousand und one
things we have today our grundslres
wot not of.
The modern Car Is just us much a
necessity us a steam derrick, a delivery
truck or a locomotive.
Its manufacture would not reach the ustonlslilng
proportions r.f the present Industry If
it weren't. The estimated 1017 production wus almost 2,000,000 pussenger
cars 1,818,088, to be exact with a
vulue of $1,059,036,073 wholesale, ex
elusive or iw,uuu commercial cars
wlih u wholesale value of $272,7lKI,Hl,
We produce trucks and commercial
vehicles today worth more than half
the value of all curs made three years
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HOW A PAUPER
Terrazas Once Owned
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Acres in Mexico.
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OF WEALTH

Quietly in El Paso, Tex.,
Planning Recovery of Estate-So- ught
Refuge From
Bandits.
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AND MODERN AUTO
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El Paso, Tex. Euch evening at sunset an old nion with silver white hair
and a snowy beard muy be seen wnlk-In- g
uround the plaza tuking his dully
exercise with his two bodygaurds.
ago.
He Is Gen. Luis Terrazas, octoge
Three years ago 145.000 people were narian exile from Mexico, who lost vir
engaged In automobile manufacture. tually all his greut fortuue in the
Today there ure over half u million di- revolution of Mudero and Villa und
rectly engaged, und no one knows 'ex now is forced by political conditions
actly how muny more produce parts, in the country to live on the border.
accessories, garages, oils, tires, etc. When the Mudero revolution started "Doctor, Lawyer, Merchant Chief" Describes Some of the Town Tams That
Aided Farmers.
Some people who ought to know suy In 1011 "Don Louis" was known as the
that the automobile Industry will be cuttle king of Mexico. His herds num
rated us the first In the country in bered more than 200,000 heud und
have county ugents have reported that
1018.
grazed on a thousand hills and plains
they cleared through their offices more
Mexico.
His estutes
of northern
than 18,000 harvest hands from outTIRE REMOVER VERY SIMPLE stretched from the Itlo Grande to Chi
side the county and that more than
24
huahua City and he could ride for
7,000 town men, organized as "twilight
over his own acres,
shock troops," went in squads to help
Device Made, From Two Pieces of hours by train
which then numbered more than a
in the evening.
Strap Iron Doee Work Easily by
million.
These enumerations do not include
Pressing on Lever.
Big Business Interests.
Story of How Kansas Farmers a large number of retired farmers and
other townspeople who helped in tho
This simple tire remover Is made
From his offices In the state capital
Fought and Overcame Diffharvest but did not register, and do
s
from two pieces of
Inch General Terruzas governed this vust
not tuke account of thousands of boys,
iculties This Year.
strsp Iron one inch wide and 14 inches cattle empire, conducted a bank and
So great was the resimnse of men in
long and a piece four feet long, two many other Industries connected with
the emergency that less than 5 per cent
f
inches wide and
Inch thick. his cattle business. He und his lurge
The latter piece is used for the lever family lived In luxury lu the marble CITIES AND TOWNS HELPED of the women In Kansas were used as
harvest helpers.
to which the other two pieces are at palace on the Alumuda or ut Qulnta
tached with clevises, writes Lawrence Carolina, his summer home on the
F. Ashley in Popular Science Monthly. plains. Truln ufter truln of cuttle ar
The center clevis straddles the lever rived at the border from the Terrazas Faced by Big 8hortage of Farm Hands
and War Calling More Men Fedand the pin Is Inserted through a hole ranches.
to make the length suitable for the
His annual export averaged 25,000
eral, State and City Force
iiie mine nit; lunuer suuws
brand
Unit In Saving Grain.
heud, and the
the
spirit the greatwas as well known at the Chicago,
w er Is the advantage accruing to
Kansas farmers this year faced a w him, personally and from a busiharvest labor problem as serious as w ness standpoint. New Ideas, prouny in the country, it Is believed by w gressive methods, valuable busiofficials of the United Stutes departness connections can be gained
ment of agriculture. The story of how
only by rubbing elbows with the
Kunsus fought its difficulties and overworld outside his own fences.
came them demonstrates the high spir- w
Tuking an active and positive
it of patriotism in the country districts,
part in community events, Interthe willingness of the cities and towns w change of views with successful
to help out lu emergencies, und points
men of affairs, getting beyond
r w
the wjy for other stutes to meet
the border of his county and
w state and
problems next year.
mixing with people
w
Seven million acres of wheat called w this is to make himself felt In
A Lever Toggle for Drawing the Rim
for
wur
The
harvest
and
army
help.
his own community.
All this
From Opposite Sides So aa to Re
industries were taking increasing numhas a broadening value, not easy
move the Tire.
bers of men from the state. Itullroud
to compute In bard dollars and
fares had been raised, impeding the 5 cents, but quite easy to sum up
rim size. Several holes are bored In
A
movement
of workers.
the lever for these adjustments. The
shortage of w In profitable results.
from 90,000 to 100,000 men during the
end of tlie lever is shaped so as to
harvest season was Indicated by a la
make a bearing for the end clevis.
bor survey made early in the year by
An eye Is shaped In one end of each
Frugality vs. Shiftlessnese.
the county agents in
with
piece of Iron to take the clevises. The
Before the long, wet winter months
schools.
the
a
ends
have
to
in
hook
catch
opposite
The problem was up to the state set In, when the greater pnrt of his
the rim edge. The rim is stood on the
farm help specialist (representing the machinery and Implements are not In
floor or ground and the Irons hooked
use, the thrifty farmer carefully goes
department of agriculture and the ex- over
Into opposite sides of the rims, oue at
them, oiling, using paint when
tension division of the state agriculthe top and the other at the bottom.
tural college), the United States de- necessary, supplying broken or missing
The tire Is released by pressing on the
parts and putting everything under
partment of luhor, the county agents shelter.
lever.
These and other frugnl charand the farm bureaus. They received
from chambers of com- acteristics differentiate hlra from the
BLOWOUT WILL GIVE NOTICE
merce und business men's clubs. The shiftless, haphazard farmer who leaves
farm help specialist visited 85 of the his Implements exposed to the weathChange of Tires Can Thus Be Made
105 Kansas counties and discussed the er, who lets the fences around his
by Garage AttendantOften Indilabor situation with farm and town house und barn full down, perfectly
cated by Swelling.
L'uter at contented to throw a hoop over his
people at county meetings.
corral gate rather than put on a new
Wa Forced to Flee From Mexico.
eight district meetings delegates from
'
Sometimes a blowout will give warnthe farm bureaus and other farmers' hinge or repair the old one.
It
The
be
stock
taken
former,
for
Worth
may
and
Kansas
Fort
ing beforehand, thus allowing the tire
City
organizations from every county recchange to be made by a garage attend- yards as It was In Mexico. The Ter- ommended wage scales for the districts granted, is a plow-deey
and
be
to
ant Instead of by yourself In some razas holdings were estimated
and that lubor be paid by the hour Infarmer In a word,
sunny .spot on the road. If the tires worth $5,000,000 (gold) but were not stead of the day. At a state meeting
are Inspected In a cursory way every for sale at any price.
45 cents an hour was decided on as a a successful farmer; while the latter
Is a
and
Now General Terrazas and his fam- fair wage.
dny you will find that a blowout will
Individual whose failure he atoften be Indicated by a swelling or ily live in a rented house on Oolden
Men.
Town
Recruiting
tributes to anyone but himself.
Hill. He rides to his office In an old
lump on the shoe.
Late in May the farm help specialist
No
farmer could tolerThis muy be due to a sand blister. automobile and buys his groceries from
a
method
of
town
developed
recruiting
ate being in the second class; and, on
store.
If not, watch for a blowout. When the a
men
and
fields.
for
in
the
city
help
the other hand, every farmer coming
swelling Is caused by a sand blister
Property Confiscated.
Work was started under a proclama- under that
there will be a cut In the vicinity,
category ought to aspire to
countion
under
the
The
revolutionists
Madero,
by
governor through the
the first classification and now is the
through which sand and moisture have
killed
the
leaders
and
ty
emergency agents.
Working time to start.
made their way inside, separating the Orozco and other
his with the chambers of commerce and
tread from the fabric and forming a Terrazas cattle for food, burnedstores
his
retail merchants' associations definite
ranch buildings and looted
Farm Made to Pay.
lump.
and warehouses. Then Francisco Villa, records were obtained of approximatee
ten years a
For
farm in cenacting as commander In the north for ly 30,000 men in over 500 towns and tral Michigan failed to pay Interest on
General Carranza, Issued a decree con cities who were willing to answer the the
UNITED STATES ARMY TRAINING SCHOOLS
capital Invested. One year after
fiscating all of the Terrazas holdings, harvest call. Headquurters at Wichita the owners had been induced to make
lands and personal and 20 local offices were opened by certain radical
the
herds,
Including
FIT MEN FOR SPECIAL DUTIES OVERSEAS property. General Terrazas was forced the
changes the farm pnld
department of lubor to recruit men all expenses of operation and returned
to flee from Mexico before Villa's ad- from outside the stnte. In farm bu them
5
cent on an investment of
vance on Chlhunhua City from Juarez. reau counties the agents In nearly ev- $f0.000. per
These chnnges were:
He made the long trek to the border ery case accepted the responsibility
e
Sustitntion of
for
at OJInaga with the fleeing federal col- of reporting the labor needs of the
machinery; substitution of betumn. He never returned to Mexico.
to
offices
federal
labor
and
the
county
ter stock for unprofitable cows in the
July 22 last General Terruzus cele of distributing the harvest hands after dnlry herd ; adoption of the silo plan ;
brated his eighty-nint- h
birthday an- their arrival. In Cheyenne and Ituw- - allowance to the foreman. In addition
niversary, surrounded by his ten sons, lins counties this meant that the agents to his salary, of 10 per cent of the net
seventy-fiv- e
grandchildren nnd ninny had to organize a transport system Income from the farm.
more relatives. He maintains an office that brought the ha nest hands In from
Expenses of operating the farm, but
downtown, where he attends to his pri- the main line railroads by automobile. not the Interest on the capital, were
vate business dally and keeps in close an average distance of about 30 miles. deducted from the Income before
the
touch with cattle and market condi- Assistance in this work was given by foreman received his
The
percentage.
tions.
the agricultural agents of railroads.
owners yielded to the plan when they
It Is his dream to be permitted to
The result was that Kansas lost found that for every dollar the foresuffi
with
land
to
his
return
native
none of its wheat crop. All of the man got under such an arrangement
cient guarantees to allow him to begin grain has been safely harvested and
over again to
the Terrazas Is helping to turn the scales in the bat- they would receive nine.
fortune. .
tle of food resources.
Soak Seed for Fall Garden.
Thousand of Helpers Obtained.
Owing to the difficulty usually exGoes Calling; Meets Burglar.
Although complete data are not perienced In getting seeds planted In
Cleveland. Dudley Field went ovei
Is
to see his uncle. C W. Field, on a re- available from all counties, a definite the fall garden to germinate. It wise
cent evening. He arrived after dark record of 48,471 men being placed to soak them a few hours before plantCover the seeds lightly when
ing.
agenand when no one answered the bell through the various
It un- cies has been obtained. Of this num- planting, then soak the ground, and
found
and
door
he
the
tried
Motor Train t the Richmond School Passing in Review.
soil.
locked. Thinking to find someone ber more than 18,000 were handled by finish the covering with fine dry moisretain the
At the United States army training detachment schools at Richmond, within, he walked In and found some- the local labor offices of the depart- The dust mulchthewillseeds
to germinate
Vtu thousands of our boys In khaki are being trained for special duties with one. A real, live burglar had got there ment of labor and more than 3,000 ture, enabling
our oversea forces. The men, for most part, were mechanics In civil life. first and when he finished beating and were town men who went out to har- and to come up.
At the Richmond school they receive army training before being sent kicking Field Into unconsciousness he vest through the federal labor offices
The best way to use manure on the
overseas. There are classes for motor mechanics, engineers, structural Iron- gagged him, took hi money and got In Kansas City and St. Joseph. Mo
and Leaven- garden land Is to apply It broadcast
workers and for every other branch of the service requiring skilled labor.
away. Some time later members of the and Kansas City, Atchison
counties that and spread It abundantly.
worth, Kan. Sixty-nin- e
Motor dispatch riders are also trained at the school.
family returned and released him.
Already the nutomolille has become
the vehicle of family history. You
know how it used to be, how the family was forever recalling the duys of
Old Pet, or Sellm, and how the mention of the old family horses Inspired
prolonged and delightful reminiscences In which the family story
jogged along behind the memories of
the hays and the blacks and the grays
we used to drive, Tou remember the
peculiar understanding that existed
between mother and Old Pet, the gray
that had a crooked tall. Mother never
would drive any other horse, and cried
when the crooked tall wus trimmed
Into an absurdity In an effort to muke
It look straight.
Memories of Gray Mare.
Tou did not core much for Old ret
yourself, perhaps, for she was an ambling sort of creature; hut those Saturday morning drives In the country,
with mother holding the reins, had
a charm that lingers about the memories of that little gray mare. As for
Sellm, mother never understood the
dainty black's Impetuous ways, and
could not be persuaded to drive him.
By the time Red became the family
horse the children were beginning to
drive by themselves and not Just hold
the ends of the reins, and It Is a wonder that Red lasted as long as he did.
He was a tough one, though, that slenlittle bay, and kept
der,
his own Independence through many
years of trials that would have lessened the courage of another horse.
Queen, the big dappled
mare with the wavy white mane and
tall, came after IUd, and you remem
ber that father almost sold her to ev
ery circus that came to town; and
then Roy was the last and perhaps the
He was a real
best of them all.
horse, father used to say. Roy came
from Kentucky, and wns us proud and
as gentle and as gay and as wise as
a thoroughbred should he.
Automobiles to Fore,
That Is the way the story used to
travel. Now It goes by automobiles,
and they seem somehow to take the
family along more swiftly and through
stronger ways. There was not so
much difference, after all, between
Old Pet and Roy, but the new automobile seems in no way related to the
first one.
funny, little,
And while the family grew very slowly during the years of the family carriage, It has become, with weddings
and colleges and professions, smaller
and smaller with the most unpleasant
rauldlty during the years It has trav
eled In automobiles.
That narrow-chestelit
complaining,
tle one was very soon forgotten In the
possession of a grand affair into which
we crawled by way of the back door,
and which wearied us all with Its fuss
and noise. That one was turned In
for, of course, there Is no pleasant pas
ture for worn-ou- t
automobiles as
first payment on a second-hantour
ing car, a remarkable creation that
was forever losing Its parts and get
ting along Just aa well without them.
After that the family rejoiced in the
car, only
possession of a brand-new
to be convinced, before the year was
over, that there wasn't really any use
at all In having an automobile If It
was not at least a
one.
And so as the family baa grown smaller, the latest vehicle of the family
history being a
machine that would have
frightened Old Pet ont of her wits.
seven-passeng-
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Dairy and Horse Barn.
through the barn and load direct In
the manure spreader In one-hathe
time It takes to remove the litter with
the carrier, and yet the carrier Is
good where one has not the barn arranged for driving through.
In building a new barn, however.
It Is well to arrange for a central alIn my barn the driveway la
ley.
dropped six inches below the platform
where the cows stand and this makes
It much easier to dean the barn. T
gutters are ten Inches deep on the
cow's aide and only four Inches on
the other side. This drops the drive
way floor alx Inches and still the
liquids of the manure are held In
place. The gutters are 18 Inches wide.
A driveway should be not less than
feet, and this with the two gutters
IS Inches each way makes, a driveway of 12 feet over all. This Is none
too wide for driving through with the
spreader.
Building a barn that one
Is to use for a lifetime Is a serious
piece of work and should be well
thought ont and studied over before
beginning It.
lf

Avoidable Wear on Tires.
Bearing Adjustment.'
When the wheels of an automobile
After taking up lost motion in a
bearing, take care in making the final get ont of alignment there Is mon
adjustment that the strain of the bolts wear upon the tires.
does not come on the Journal but on
the faces of the bearing lines or bushExamine Tiro Rims Often.
Every owner who Is particular about
ing.
his car should examine his rims and
tires at least once each week.
Installing Tire Chain.
In Installing tire chains don't try to
pull them too tight If the chains are
Pushing Car Along.
Never push a car along by placing
held in a fixed position aa the wheels
revolve the tread of the tire is likely the bands against a panel or by bold-lo- g
to be worn and loosened.
the door handles.

Bend Thieve to Farm.
Seattle, Wash. Milking cows, dig
gtng potatoes and doing other farm
work at the Willows, owned by King
county, 1 the sentence now being given to youthful automobile thieves by
Judge King Dykeman, In the superior
court here. The Judge believes wholesome labor Is better thsn sentence to
a reform school.

"Oermhuna."
San Francisco, Cel. Germhuns."
That' the newest designation In Saa
Francisco for our Teutonic foe.

two-hors-

Manure Is a very valuable product on
old worn soil.
e e
This Is a year when special care
should be taken to save all the feed
grown. It will all be needed.

Two of the worst troubles which
When great numbers of chinch bugs
truck growers have to endure are the
occur at harvest they are almost sure
Insect pests and plant diseases.
to migrate into adjoining cornfields.
Backwheat Is a rapid grower and
soon shades the ground completely so
There is no more Important factor
that weeds do not have much of an op- In gardening than the liberal use of
barnyard manure.
portunity to make headway.
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Election of W. 11. Walton to the
I'nited States senate la urged by the
gentleman himself and by the Demo- emtio
ampaign committee, on the
ground that he would "stand by the
J 'resident."
Let's see if lie would.
Let's seo if he would make a good
itibl er stamp, following blindly in all
the President might direct, as his sup
porters claim he would.
Wlllium Randolph Hearst, assailed
by loyal citizens all over America
and
tor his
activities, conceived the
brilliant idea of having a lot of simREPUBLICAN TICKET
ple minded congressmen put their endorsement upon the Hearst brand of
So Herr Hearst arrangpatriotism.
United States Senator
ed a great party In New York, on
for County Commissioner
ALBERT B. FALL
4th, 11)18. His petition for a speOtero County July
cial train was denied, but be offered
Commissioners who
One of
to furnish Pullmans and to pay every
Congressman
Fe
on a cash basis
of
the
from
time
nickel
the
expense
B. C. HERNANDEZ
Rio Arriba congressmen left Washington until
their return to Washington. Notwlth-- !
.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
that position for the past two yean,
standing every man, woman and child
Jude of the Supreme Court
It.
KAiNULUS
In Hi I'nited States was being con- has made a splendid reputation for
Bernalillo stantly enjoined to save in every way
Marcelino A Ortiz needs no intro- efficient supervision of the schools.
duction to the voters of Santa Fe, as She has never failed to wield the
jiossihle, Herr Hearst wanted a spe-- i
For Governor
rial train of Pullmans for bis "rube"
he Is acquainted with all of them. strong Influence for improvement and
O. A. LARRAZOI.O
'
from Washington. Automobiles
As county clerk during the first five bettermen of the schools in the rural
San Mipucl guests
were provided for the guests in New
years of statehood he made a splen- - districts, with the result that the
York and a special reviewing stand
did record for efficient management splendid work started In this county
Lieutenant Governor
was erected, from which they were to
of that office, and bis other official by John Vincent Conway a few year
BENJAMIN F. PANKEY
monster
the
watch
There
parade.
Santa Fc
experience has been extensive, in ago is being carried on In such a way
whs a big dinner in the evening, with
eluding several years in the office of that the education of pupils reaches
entertainers on hand to en
assessor, for which he is now a candi- - a higher level every year, and the
Secretary of State
MANUEL MARTINEZ
liven the occasion. There was plenty
Marcelino Is one of the most ao- - tendance is steadily increasing in pro- I'liion 10 (Ji ink, as well as to eat which
s
not portion to population.
tlve and effective
did not hurt Mr. Walton's feelings
e
Mrs. Warren has been especially
only in the county but in the state,
State Auditor
in carrying out the many calls
and bis success Is assured.
uuy
EDWARD SARGENT
of the state superintendent's offioe
Heir Hearst's invitation, generous
Rio Arriba
for assistance In war work, and the
JACOBO MONTOYA.
though it may have been, did not apschools under her supervision have
State Treasurer
peal to the thinking members of coJacobo Montoya is a young man been one of the leading factors In
CHARLES U STRONG
Some forty-odnfess
accepted the
Mora invitation nnd reveled in the hospiwho will carefully perform the duties bringing about the succebs of the nuMr. Walfon
of the
of the office of Treasurer of the coun merous drives for money and work
tality
0
help the war during the past two
was among the forty-odd- .
for the next two years. We
Interviewed
Attorney General ASKREN
Ity
O. O.
in New York, Mr. Walton said to the
Is Mr. Montoya's Inten-- , years.
it
(derstand
Chaves
tlon to take charge and remain In the
newspaper men that he knew of no
N. HOWARD THROPE.
office in person, which is one of the
reason to criticise Mr. Hearst, much
Instruction
Public
of
Superintendent
less to question bis loyalty. Asked
things the voters always prefer when
J. H. WAGNER
"Jack" Thorpe, one of the moat
selecting their public off iclels. He
Dona An i about l ho campaign which the New
He is well and favorably known so' congenial
Mexico council of defense was c6n-- j
good fellows tn
far as his acquaintance goes, but of Santa Fe county, Is the Republican
Commissioner of Public Lands
ducting to stop the sale of Hearst
j cource, not to the extent of
candidate for county surveyor. While
NELSON FIELD
publications in New Mexico, Mr. Wal-- j
Socorro ton called to mind Unit the council
like Armijo, Closson and Ortiz, who he has not followed surveying recent-ar- e
candidates on the same ticket.
was composed largely of Republi
ly, he did for many years and is well
Corporation Commissioner
cans, and insinuated broadly that any
qualified for
J. M. LUNA
ADELINA
For a number of years he has fol- action on the part of the council must
Valcnc
lowed livestock raising and Is suo-lie purely a political play.
,
Mrs. Adelina
the cessfully pursuing that industry at
So, the evidence shows that Mr.
Republican candidate for county bup- - the present time,
HERNANDEZ ELECTION CERTAIN. Wnltui, of New Mexico, stands with;
erintendent of schools, who has beldj There is no chance to beat Jack.
Herr l.ei.rst. Mr. Walton and his!
Present indications are that Hon. friends cannot deny this, llut Mr.
will be elected to Walton cannot stand with Herr Hearst;
TJ. C. Hernandez,
and with President Wilson at the
congress by a safe margin.
Mr. Hernandez served in congress same time. He t an no more do this
a
made
ll
and
splenan he could be in New York and
In lf!15 and Pllfl.
did record for efficiency and in things Washington at one and the same time.
accomplished for New Mexico, prin- POIt:
f err
cipally in the line of appropriations,
Hearst, in Pill, called Presi-- i
in which he assisted in bringing over dent Wilson a traitor to America.
two million dollars to the state.
(Jet the full significance of this: He
was defeated for did not suggest
Mr. Hernandez
or insinuate
that!
two years ago, largely by 'resident Wil'im had committed some
the liquor Interests of both the stale act which might possibly lead some
and nation, the local men opposing people to believe that he was not serv-ihim because of his pronounced prothe best interests of America, ushibition views and efforts to have ing the words which have been used
in
this
submitted
'amendment
the
he re.
He devoted weeks to the cam- A
CONVENTION, in this district, Judge Holloman has during the long term
during
Ftate, and the national liquor inter-t-st- paign of calling the President a traiadopted a course which' was of great which time he and his colleagues got'
knew
him
because
they
opposlnc
tor. usiiKi both cannons and editorials
benefit
and
has
which
tended
uie
public
of
out
debt and
county entirely
i tf3' fQt'
Tlie Republican convention of Santa
that his vole in congress would be In put Ibe commander- in chief, in this
towards construction and develop- on a cash basis and handled in a businngainst them at any time and in any li: b! before Hie millions of Hearst Ke county held In this cityof the latter
ment.
ess-like
and
most
manner
successful
one
the
all
was
manner in which the li'iuof question readers. Thai is Herr Hearst, who part of last week
Judge Holloman has been chairman the vexing questions which arose on
attended and harmonious nommiLiit be an issue.
s.ivs thai President Wilson is a trai liiiTCly
of tho Liberty Loan drives for the account of the change from a Terri-'
Mr. Walton, on the oilier bund w.is ler. Mr Walton stands with Hearst. inating conventions the county has
ten northern counties of the state tory to a State.
ever had.
Vnown to be opposed tn the prohibiand
their
success
Herr
has
Hearst
Genaro
that
President
extraordinary
says
candidate
for
Quintana,
ami
in
Ibis stale
tion amendment
The delegates
got been largely due to his work and
immediately
Wi
n is a
to America.
Mr.
commissioner from the third district,
to any form of liquor
down to business, disposed of the preeona'ly cpi.o'-et.
'Va'ton says that be knows of no
is a business man from the northern
thrvc-forand
ion
ibil
the
with
and
work
by roni'ivss,
proh
proceeded
liminary
to
Holloman
should
be
retained
erit
icjse !!' usl
port of the county, where he is very
received the cited snepn?! anil
nomination et the ticket. Less than in Judge
his present position and the pros popular, and will make with the other
Two years later in I'Mil-It- err
s
of the bii' liquor
for
financial
the
was consumed
hours
two
are that he will be by a plural two nominees, one of the stroneest
interests of h" c"'i-i- : ry who tonfri-liuto- Hr.irt.t still ,..,,. 1'h'.; h:s rom h work of the convention, except that pectsof anywhere
,
v..
irom 1,1100 to 1.5UU and most business-likity
I'n
boards the
i :y
declared
Wilson,
va:p
in
hold
was
the
lor the defeat
an
e!ra
meeting
iidjouriied
-votes.
.,
IV
e
county has ever had.
ii, (vti r! rill
v.,, i;.
of Mr. Lcrr-andfor the purpose of disposing
veiling
r
iv.t )....,
A'- - Ve'
,.: ,...., of
o 1..V :.;nee roiii dl'V
and arranging for the cam- i
.v.h it, in i." Air. Wiillon Ftamls
ROMAN L. BACA.
t:ie v. 1..
til lie ver ve
EPIMENIO ROMERO.
r '
t!
of a
lienor li.ter-- i
T;, P. Pavlcs was selected for coun':
ft
, "i
i erg
;t t..
I
!
lo care
T!l Republican convention of Fan-- ;
ty 'iiairn n and a new county
Kpimenlo Romero, Republican can-t- a
A'.
:t
.
3
a
mem-;.one
of
Fe county d.d well in nominating didate for
romiiiittee
twenty
is
from
the
probate
judge,
.
li
y
i
f
lot
k
s eif'c'ed.
P.oinan L. Kaca f.jr representative, northern part of tho
county. His nom-Mwr
'i he new committee represents
not
Uaca has served this county in ination was a good
-ias he is
X '5
,selection,
r
1.'
if'.- ,
i
element of the par- the house in four or five sessions, he influential
inly the
in that tsection
of the
i't
imI( !.
I
r.ot ir ry, hut the independents who two has been the speaker three times and
a ci
s
and
an
has
enviable
county
reputa-i111''
it
ilOW
liurns p ars ago affiliated with t lie Demo-rattair.f v.
an able pariianif .itarlan and astute tion for honesty and square
K cH
dealing
ml
i'i '
when
loader in legislative manipulations.
and elected n county ticket.
with his neighbors and all those with
II.
i:
Vili
i
ia 1.lies
STLDENT AND WORKER
o man wuo nas ever served in ino whom he has come in contact in a
al PresM.-nWilson. And
Mr
from any county in the state iness way.
J,;
.r.i r! I' if in id- ncpuh- Walton irois clear over to New York FOR DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTICE has secured more benefit for his home
FIELD SAFE, JUST, HONEST
$200 to $400 per year from the stockIlcnn nominee fur the Sijie Sunn lnc to accept the bospitlaity of Hearst,
county than has Mr. Baca for the counman who has become a resident and
ALFREDO LUCERO.
tourl. will in, ike ii. i active person.il to put his seal of approval upon the Judge Reed Holloman, Republican ty of Santa Fe.
citixen.
prosperous
New
The
officer
most
in
campaign for election.
Judge Itiy- - Hearst brand of loyalty; and he says fandidate for judge of the First judi-h- e
important
His election is certain and we preAs most of the state lands ar
i
can find no reason to criticise cial District, had no sooner assumed dict that he will be the
nolds helievo that :i juilicial officer
so
as
the
Mexico,
fat
Alfredo
taxpayer
of
Lucero, the Republican
grazing in character, th Stat Land
has no business in active partisan poli- Hearst:
his duties than he performed a Berv- - the next House, and thus Speaker
in position candidate for County Clerk, is well concerned, is in state una
Commissioner is the officer in which
Can the citizens of Xcw Mexico Ice for the citizens of half a dozen to do a
tics. That is what tlie people believe,
"'"'onar.
for
that
deal
for
his
qualified
position, having,
great
constituency,
the cattle and sheep men of th staond Judge Reynolds c:in give the vo trust Mr. Walton to stand by Presl- - counties of this state by refusing to
served a number of times in official
that official 1 custodian of the te ar mora directly
interested than
ters or New Mexico no better argu dent Wilson and America? Do they permit the New Mexico Central Rail-dar- e
and having also had a great tate's millions of acre of landi,
positions
ALBERT
H.
CLANCY.
other. Th leasing of these
to make him a senator of the'R'ay to be torn up and dismantled.
ment in support of his election than
deal of business experience onhls own now contervatively eitimated to be any
lands
of
is
interest to a large numIs given In his course in living up to I'nited States for a term of six vears? Owing to this wise and
million dol- ber of them.
worth about ixty-fi- v
acconnt
Albert H. Clancy Is one of the Re father's and in connection with his lars.
his ideals of the duty and dignity of Can New Mexico dieest Mr Wnltnn' decision of Judge Holloman this rail-interests and establishments.
Th
contests which develop be
cur courts. Judge Reynolds is not on- - record and then hope that he would road has been reorganized and large- - Publican candidates for representa-- Mr. Lucero
is especially well known
By no mean all of the atate' se- tween two or mora cattla or
ly provlne the consistency of his at'i- - make even a reliable rubber stamp r ly reconstructed and Is serving the ,ive from this county.
over
all
the county and his plurality lections have yet been approved by men for a leas of th isms tract of
Mr. Clancy is the son of the late
de in the present campaign, but has
people at both ends of, and along its
will undoubtedly be one of the larg- the government and ceded to th land is in many cases of
vital inter,
evidenced it throughout the entire per
line better than ever before in its Harry F. Clancy, one of the proml- - est on the Santa Fe county RepubAN ABLE ATTOrnpv
state, but within the next two year est to each of them, and of impornent lawyers of this city, and is a lic an
lod of his seven years on tho Second;
history.
New
ticket.
clearMexico'
should
be
title
tance to th stat that th lessea
Judicial District bench, in which he1 Q Q Askre th
nephew of
general Frank
When the campaign for stante-widr0D,lb,)ran
ed on all of them, and those now should be responsible and reliabil.
has given the state a practical illus-- date f3r
Prohibition was on last year, Judge w- Clancy. It is not strange,
i
General
adone
of
held
red
A,torney
by
Nelson A. Field, th
vp
department
tape
GEORGE W. ARMIJO.
fore- of the best type of the judicial fh8 Ieadn- republican
followed the profession
ded to the cash producing assets of candidate for this office, ha
t.rimna, awv'ers of the Holloman took a leading part in pre- - of hls that ho and
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Officer Judge Raynolds is a man of pastern
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of
Dee
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study
the
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advantages
gained
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part of the state in fact he is senting
Stat.
stockman
H is
for
many jraars.
law at an early age. For several years
George W. Armiio. the Rennhllcjin
Under th wis manacament of thoroughly acquainted with land of
no - uioinc,
i
, x',.result that his efforts aided in nlHne he has been connected with the firm candidate for sheriff, is nrobabllv Mr.
,i,
Ervien the creator part of th New Mexico, with th state law gov
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For County Commissioner, First District

Charles C. Closson

JOSE ORTIZ y PINO

For County Commissioner, Second District

Republican Candidate
the
County

Jose Ortiz y Pino

put Santa

For County Commissioner, Third District

Genaro Quintana
For Probate Judge

high-clas-

Epimenio Romero

s

For County Clerk

vote-getter-

ao-tiv-

Alfredo Lucero
For Sheriff

i

un-jt-

George W. Armijo

'

j

For Assessor
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Marcelino A. Ortiz

the-"job- ."

For Treasurer

OTERO-WARRE-

Ottero-Warren-

Jacobo Montoya

For Superintendent of Schools

Adelina Otero Warren

I

For County Surveyor

I

N. Howard Thorp
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FOR THE NEXT SIX YEARS?
In his demand upon the Country for the Election of a Democratic Congress, President Wilson Asserts that his Appeal is for the
Welfare of the Nation, and not for the Welfare of his PartyThat it is an Appeal of Patriotism and not of Partisanship. This Appeal is to the Voters of New Mexico, as to the Voters of Other States. We have a Duty to Perform in Electing a Member of the
United States Senate,who will Serve for Six Years, during which the most Formidable Problems Our Nation has ever been called
upon to Face must be Solved.
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ALBERT B. FALL HAS BEEN NOMINATED BY THE REPUBLICANS TO SUCCEED HINSELF IN THE SENATE
WILLIAM B. WALTON IS THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

IF NEW MEXICO VOTERS ARE GUIDED BY TRUE PATRIOTISM, WHICH WILL BE ELECTED ?

WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS OF TRUE PATRIOTISM ?
More: Readiness to Do what is Best for One's CounWillingness to Sacrifice All for One's Country, even to Life Itself ? Aye-a- nd
try, whether or not Sacrifice is Involved; to Perform the Duties of Citizenship with
Conscience, not Prejudice nor Partisanship, as the Guide

Which Man does the Welfare of the State and Nation Bid You Choose

T
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Y
His . Record and Qualifications
Y
Y
Senator Fall is the man of whom Senator Henry Cabot
Y
Y
Y Lodge said:
Y
"He is man of great force, courage and abilY
yY ity; very able lawyer, entirely fearless and alT
Y ways devoted to the highest interests of his own
Y
It would be litY State And of the United States.

Albert,

a

B.

Fall

4

fr
Y

His Record and Qualifications
Mr. Walton is a one-terCongressman who achieved his
nomination to Congress two years ago by the arts of the local politician and who secured his nomination to the Senate
by a clever convention deal, which was made in opposition to
the wishes and efforts of the bigger, abler men in the Demo-

cratic parly.
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Senator Fall is the man of whom Neill B. Field said in his
keynote speech to the Democratic State Convention:

"He has a bushel of brains."
Could any keynoter have said that of Mr. Walton?
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a

yry tle short of a calamity to lose such a man as Sen
ator Fall from the Senate in these perilous times."
fy Could any Senator afford to say that over his own signavYf ture, of Mr. Walton? -
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William B. Walton
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Y

During two years in the House of Representatives of the
United States he has not uttered an important word upon a
pending important subject. He has secured no legislation desired by his State, and has not even tried to secure it; his land
grant bill having been introduced as a political afterthought,
after he had anrcurced himself a candidate for the Senate.
Mr. Walton and his partisans have not advanced one argument in behalf of his election, aside from the statement that
he is a Democrat and will vote as the Democratic administration bosses tell him to. His campaign is based upon his thorough qualification as a "rubber stamp'
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Senator Fall is the man of whom Democratic party leaders

say in private:

"He is too able; that is the trouble with him.
He is a constant menace to administration control of Congress,"
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Would Mr. Walton ever be a menace to anybody because
of his too great ability?
Senator Fall is the man who scored Congress, his party associates and party opponents alike, for their tardiness in granting: absolute power to the President for the
conduct of this war. He is one of the men who led in the great Senate campaign
which speeded up our war preparations by many months and enabled Pershing and
his first army to get onto the fighting line in France in time to turn the scale and
save a world?

Would it be Patriotism to turn down such a
man- -f or a rubber stamp?
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LONG LIVE THE KING
ROBERTS RINEHART
By MARY
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"It is

THE

CHANCELLOR

SUGGESTS

my intention, Lieutenant Lar-iscto place the crown prince in your
personal charge. For reasons I need
not go into, It Is imperative that he
take no more excursions alone. I wanf
a real friend for the little crown
prince. One who Is both brave and

MEANS OF OBTAINING

A

Copyright,

1917,

man, testing the eye to discover If he
could see through it. "I am sure his
royal highness meant no harm." M.
I'uaux went out, with his handkerchief to his eye.
While Oskar, his valet, put the
crown prince into riding clothes, Nikky
nnd Miss Bralthwaite had a talk. It
began by Nlkky's stating that she was
likely to see him a great deal now,
nnd he hoped she would not find him
p
in the way. He had been made
to the crown prince, vice
Count Lussln, who hud resigned on
account of Illness, having been roused
at
out of a healthy sleep
to do It.
Not that Nikky said Just that. Whnt
he really observed was: "The king

by Mary Roberta Rinehart

ing, that Hedwig would not be there-Therwas a difference In Nikky when

The Countess Loschek was rhlrtj,
and very handsome. In an Insolent
way. She was supposed to be the best
dressed woman, ut the court, and to
rule Annunciate with nn Iron hand,
although it was known that they
quarreled a great deal over smull
things, especially over the coal fire.
Some said that the real thing that
held them together was resentment
that the little crown prince stood between the Princess Hedwig and the
throne. Annunciuta was not young,
but she wus younger than her dead
brother Hubert.
The countess yawned.
"Where Is Hedwig?" demanded the
archduchess.
"Her royal highness Is In the nurs
ery, probably."
"Why probably?"
"She goes there a great deal."
The archduchess eyed her. "Well,
out with it," she said.
"There is
something seething in that wicked
brain of yours."
The countess shrugged her shoulders.
Not that she resented
having a
wicked bruin. She rather fancied the
idea. "She and young Lieutenant Lar
Isch have tea quite frequently with
his royal highness."
"Little fool !" snld Annunclatu. But
she frowned, und sat tapping her teacup with her spoon. Site was just a
trifle afraid of Hedwig, and she was
more anxious than she would have
cared to acknowledge. "How far do
you think the thing has gone?"
"He Is quite mad about her."
"And Hedwig but she is silly
enough for anything. Do they meet
anywhere else?"
"At the riding school, I believe. At
lenst,
Here a maid entered and stood
waiting at the end of the screen.
"His excellency, General Mettlleh,
said the maid.
The archduchess nodded her august
"Go
head, and the maid retired,
away, Olga," said the archduchess.
"And you might," she suggested grimly, "gargle your throat."
The chancellor had passed u troubled night. Being old, like the king,
he required little sleep. And for most
of the time between one o'clock and
his rising hour of five he had lain In
his narrow camp bed and thought. He
had not confided all his worries to the
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ROADS

At Its meeting In Chicago tbe
United States Chamber of Commerce
adopted a resolution that the government, through the president and the
director general of railroads, be petitioned, among other things, to "complete trunk highways for heavy traffic
where they can be used In relieving
railroad congestion." Note the phrase
"heavy traffic" which calls, not merely for graded highway rights of way,
but for hard surface; cement, asphalt
or brick roadbeds capuble of sustaining the heaviest trucks and dependable
in all sorts of weather.
The day is coming In fact, It Is
here when such highways are almost
an absolute necessity. In some sections of the country, due to railroad
Inadequacy to meet the traffic demands, paved
highways
are Indispensable to commerce and
community prosperity.
So, while we are building roads let
us build them, not for today, but for
the days to come, says Atlanta Constitution. It will be cheaper in the
long run, nnd vastly more satisfactory from the "word 'go.'"
The
saving, nnd
the time economy, In hard surface
loads were clearly demonstrated by
a Northern motortruck firm In a
practical test completed some time ago
when a consignment of heavy merchandise was moved overland from
Detroit, Mich., to Toledo, O.
"The total pay load carried by a
four-totractor truck and two trailers wus 12 tons," says Automobile
Topics in discussing the trip. "The
load was distributed as follows: Two
tons on the truck, six tons on a five-to- n
trailer and four tons on a three-toThe trip was made in
trailer.
eight and a half hours over 48 miles
king.
of cement and asphalt and 12 miles of
Evidences of renewed activity on the dirt road. Almost exactly as much
part of the terrorists were many. In tm was required to travel over the
the past month two of his best secret dirt road as over the cement, because
agents had disappeared. One had been
found the day before, stabbed in the
buck.
The chancellor had seen the
But it
body an unpleasant sight.
was not of the dead man that General
Mettlleh thought. It was of the other.
The dead tell nothing. But the living,
under torture, tell many things. And
tilts man Haeckel, young us he was,
knew much that was vital.
At five General Mettlleh hud risen,
exercised before nn open window with
nn old pair of Iron dumb bells, liud followed this with a cold bath and hot
coffee, nnd had gone to early mass at
the Cathedral.
He entered the boudoir of the Archduchess Annunclatu, and the countess
went out another door, and closed It
behind her, immediately opening it
about an Inch.

Hedwig was around. When she wts
not there he would do all sorts of
things, like jumping on his horse while
it wus going, and riding backward in
KINGDOM OF KARNIA
the saddle, and so on. He had once
loyal."
even tried Jumping on his horse as It
Afterward, In his small room, Nikky
galloped past him, and missed, and
Willlum Otto,
Synopsis Tin- crown prince of Livonia,
hud been awfully ashamed about It,
(imposed a neat,
speech,
ten years old, taken to the opera by tils mini, tires of the sinking nul
in which he expressed his loyalty,
But when Hedwig was there, there
fcllps away to tin- park, where lit- makes tin- - acquaintance of Hobby
was no skylarking. They rode around,
gratitude, and undying devotion to the
Thorpe, a little American boy. ltctuining to the ptilnce ut night, he.
crown prince. It was an elegant lit
and the riding master put up jumps
finds everything In nti uproar ns u result of the search which hits been
tie speech. Unluckily, the occasion for
and they took them, .ind finally Hedmade for him. Tin- same night the ehimeclhir culls to ('(insult the
It had gone by two hours.
wig would get tired, and ask Nikky
boy's grandfather, the old King, who Is very 111,
"I I am gruteful, sire," was whot
please to be amusing while she rested.
he said. "I " And there he stopped
And he would not be amusing at all.
The crown prince felt that she never
Otto was asleep, and riding again the and choked up. It was rather dreadCHAPTER II. Continued.
really saw Nikky at his best.
2
little car In the land of delight. So ful.
The riding school had been built for
"I depend on you, Captain Larlsch,"
"iler roynl highness "
that, turning a corner sharply, he
officers of the army, hut was now used
said the king gravely, and nodded his
"Arinuncluta Is n fool," snld his mafell out of bed.
by the court only. Here the king had
of dismissal.
On the other side of the city the head in a gesture
jesty. Then, dismissing his daughter
ridden as a lad with
Mettlleh,
backed towurd the door, struck
Nikky
Willi a gesture, "We dnn't know how little American boy was
ulso. a
his close friend even then. The favorhassock, all but went down, bowed
to rulse our children here," he snld At that exact ttnio he asleep
was being
ite mare of his later years, now old
I
inpatient ly. "Ttie I'.ngllsh do better. tucked up by an entirely efficient and again nt the door, and fled.
ami almost blind, still had a stall in
"A fine lad," snld General Mettlleh,
And even the Germans "
placid-eyeAmerican mother, who felt
the adjacent royal stables. One of the
It Is not etiquette to lower one's under his head to see that his ear was "but no talker."
king's last excursions abroad had been
"All the better," replied his majeseyebrows at u king and glare. Hut not turned forward. She liked
to visit her.
"I am tired of men who talk
Oenernl Mettlleh did It. lie was rather
ty.
ears.
Overhead, up a great runway, were
m
well. And"
"I
he
smiled
poor subject. "The Germans huve
faintly
Nobody, naturally, was tucking up
the state chariots, gilt coaches - inam tired of you. You talk too well.
not our problem, sire," he said, and I'rince Kerdinnnd
William Otto.
Or
conceivable weight,- traveling carriages
Htucli up his niustnehe.
to Ids ears. Hut, of course, Vim make me think. I don't want to
of the
periods, sleighs in
life.
I've
think.
been
all
"I'm not going to raise the boy a attending
my
thinking
there were sentries outside Ills door,
which four horses drove abreast, their
prisoner," Insisted the king stubbornly. and u valet de chumhre to be rung It Is time to rest, my friend."
panels painted by the great artists of
General Mettlleh bent forward and for. and a number
of embroidered
the time; and one plain little vehicle,
CHAPTER III.
placed n hand on the old man's knee, eagles scattered about on the curtains
very shabby, in which the royal chil
"Wo shall do well, sire," he said and
things, and a country surrounding
dren
of long ago had fled from a Kar-School.
At
the
"to
raise
all."
the boy at
gravely,
Riding
him whirh would one day he his, unulan Invasion,
There was a short silence, which the less
Ills royal highness the Crown Prince
In one corner, black and gold and
Ferdinand William Otto was In disking broke. "What Is new?"
"At any time," said General Mettforbidding, wus the Imposing hearse in
"Wo have broken up the university
grace.
was
lleh, and
which the dead sovereigns of the coungrimly silent.
He had risen at six, bathed, dressed,
meetings, but I fancy they go on, In
"Well?" inquired the king, after a and
try were taken to their long sleep in
He
In
to
unall groups. I was gratified, howmass,
gone
disgrace.
"You have something to sug
time.
the vaults under the cathedral. Good,
on
had breakfasted at seven-thirtever, to observe that a group of stuI take It."
had, and Indifferent, one after the
and one egg, In disgrace.
dents rheered his royal highness yes- gest.
The old soldier cleared his throat. fruit, cereal,
other, as their hour came, they had
terday as he rode past the university Sire." he began, "It Is said that a He had gone to his study at eight
taken their last journey In the old
A
o'clock for lessons. In disgrace.
buildings. The outlying districts are chancellor should have but one
pas- long line of tutors came and went all
catafalque, and had joined their forinter.
Too (pilot,
o, too, Is the cirj-sion, Ids king. I have two, my king
bears. Many they had been : men of
ulre."
and he worked diligently, but
morning,
and my country."
Iron, men of blood, men of flesh, men
All mornhe was still in disgrace.
"They are watting, of course, for my
of water. And now they lay in stone
The king nodded gravely. He knew ing
long and in the Intervals between
death," said the king quietly. "If both
crypts, and of all the line only two
passions, relied on both. And tutors he hud tried to catch Miss
only you were twenty years younger
remained.
than I am. tt would be better."
He found ! them both a bit troublesome at Hralthwalte's eye.
One nnd oil, the royal vehicles were
fixed the general with shrewd eyes. times
Kxcept for the most ordinary civilshrouded In sheets, except on one day
"Once, some years ago, sire, I came ities, she had refused to look In his
"What do Ihose asses of doctors say
of each month when the sheets were
to you with ii plan.
The I'rlncess direction.
obout nie?"
removed nnd the public admitted. But
The French tutor win standing nenr
He Hedwig was a child then, and his late
"Kven nt the best, sire "
on that morning the great hearse was
looked very ferocious, and cleared Ids royal highness was still with us, a photograph of Hedwig, and pretenduncovered, and two men were working,
throat. He was terribly ashamed that Kor that, and for other reasons, your ing not to look nt It. Prince Ferdinand As He Passed Men Lifted Their Hata one
nt the upholstery, which he was
and Women Bowed.
Ids voice was breaking "Kven af the majesty refused to listen. Hut things W illiam Otto had a suspicion that the
brushing. The other wus carefully oil
tiest, bnt of course they can only give have changed. Between us and revo- tutor was In love with Hedwig.
sent for me last night, Miss Bralth
the wood of the body. Suve for
lution there stand only the frail life
nn opinion "
I'rince Ferdinand William Otto did waite, and and asked me to hang ing
of a boy and an army none too large,
them, the wide und dusky loft was
"Six months?"
not like the French tutor.
around."
and already, perhaps, affected. There
empty.
"A year, sire."
lie also found the sun unsettling.
of his ffcered trust I
Thus
"And nt the worst :" said the king, Is much discontent, and the offspring Resides, he tinted verbs. Nouns were None theNikky,
less
sacred
to
tiling
The archduchess was having tea.
either,
with n grim smile. Then, following of discontent is anarchy."
different. One could do something that he spoke lightly. He glanced up Her boudoir was a crowded little
Hut
The
snarled.
Mettlleh
had
king
own
ids
line of thought:
"Hut the
with nouns, although even they hud at the crossed swords, and his eyes room. The archduchess liked It be
taken Ids courage in his hands, and a
Into his were hard.
people love the boy. I think."
way of having genders.
cause It was warm. The paluce rooms
on.
went
Their
heredand
neighbor
head popped a recollection of a de"They do. It Is for that reason,
knew. She were mostly large and chilly. She had
And
Miss
Brnlthwalte
was
foe
Karnln.
Could
I
itary
they lightful pastime of the day before
sire, that advise particular caution."
over and put a hand on his a fire there on the warmest days In
He hesitated. Then, "Sire," he said any longer afford the enmity of Kar- nothing more nor less than flipping reached
arm. "You and I," she said. "Out spring, nnd liked to put the coals on,
of
cause
discontent
was
One
nia?
the
"there Is something of
Countess Loschek, lady in
earnestly,
paper wads at the guard on the scenic of all the people In this palace, only herself. Sh had them wrapped In
which I must speak. The Committee expense of the army, and of Ihe forti- railway ns the car went past him.
waiting at the court, who Is in
of paper so she would not soil
The
archduchess
hates
and
I!
you
pieces
the
Ktirnhin
fications
border.
If
along
of Ten has organized again."
love with Karl of Karnia, plots
I'rince Ferdinand William Otto tore him. I see It In her eyes, She enn her hands.
allied with them, there
to frustrate his marriage to HedInvoluntarily the king glanced at Kamia were
off the corner of a piece of paper, never forgive him for keeping the
was
she
not
Tills
afternoon
alone.
so
no
of
would
be
need
an
great
urmy. chewed It deliberately, rounded and
he photograph on the table.
wig. She Is already involved In
The very Lounging at a window was the lady
throne from Hedwig.
an Intrigue with the ruler of
"Forgive me, sire, If I wakeg hitter They liatl the mineral wealth, and hardened It with his royal Angers, and guards down below, the sentries at who was waiting at th time, the
The
old
the
Karnln
dream aimed it at M. Punux. It struck him
seaports.
memories. Hut I fear "
Karnia and she prepares a senow
we
bow
know
are
was
Countess
do
Loschek.
our
ahe
Just
doors,
they
a
to
of
of
the empire,
the sea, in the
railway
"Von fear!" said the king. "Since
cret message for transmission.
eye.
a
was
but
she
rather
wigging,
loyal?"
getting
realized.
would
be
when have you taken to fearing?"
Some Interesting developments
M.
"The people love bim," said Nikky remarkably calm.
things happened.
Instantly
He pleaded well. The Idea was not
"Nevertheless." maintained General
are recorded in the next installnnd clapped a hand to doggedly.
I'uaux
archthe
"The
three
last
yelled,
times,"
Mettlleh doggedly, "I fear. This quiet new. To place the little King Otto his eye. Miss Rralthwaite rose. His
ment.
"The people ! Sheep. I do not trust duchess said, stirring her tea,
of the last few months alarms me, IX on the throne and keep him there
wrote a rather shaky the people. I do not trust any one.
a sore throat. In my opinion,
had
highness
royal
l)angerous dogs do not bark. I trust In the face of opposition would re- French verb, with the wrong termina- I watch, but what can I do? The very you smoke too many cigarettes."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
no one. The very air Is full of se- quire support from outside. Karnln tion. And on to this scene came food we est "
would furnish this support.
For a Nikky for the riding lesson.
dition."
"He Is coming," said Nikky softly.
Looked Like Money.
old price.
The king twisted his
surveyed the scene. He had, And fell to whistling under his SHELLS CUT THROUGH WIRE
He was a ballroom boy, but so welt
The price was the Princess Hed- of Nikky
liands together, but his voice wus
course, bowed inside the door, and breath.
groomed that he looked like ready
quiet. "Hut why?" lie demanded, al- wig.
all that sort of thing. But Nikky was
Together Nikky and Prince Ferdi- New Projectile Haa Scissors Attach-me- money. She was a sweet
"That Is my plen. sire," Mettlleh an informal person, and was
young thing
most fretfully.
"If the people lire
Another Releases Short
nand William Otto went out and down
quite
apt
and he was striving hard to make an
"Karl of Karnlu Is anxious to bow deeply before his future sover- the
1'ond of the boy, and I think they are, finished.
Chains When It Explodes.
marble staircase. Sentries
great
to- - to carry him off, or Injure him, to marry, and looks this way.
To al- eign, nnd then poke him In the chest. saluted. Two flunkies In scarlet and
impression, muses a Gotham exchange.
There seems no limit to what the They were standing before an automowould hurt the cause. Kven the ter- lay discontent and growing Insurrec"Well !" said Nikky.
gold threw open the doors. A stray new
shells can do. One of the latest bile display window In Broadway.
rorists. In the name of a republic, can tion, to insure the boy's safety and his
"Good morning," said Prince Ferdi- dog that had wandered Into the court
shells has a sort of scissors attach- "There," he said, pointing to an exlo nothing without the people."
throne, to heat our swords Into plough- nand William Otto, in a email and yard watched them gravely.
ment which, when released by the ex- hibit marked $3,050, "is the car I'm
"The mob Is a curious thing, sire. shares" here he caught the king's nervous voice.
"I wish," said Prince Ferdinand
will cut through the strongest going to get for the girl I marry. I've
Von have ruled with a strong hand. scowl, nnd added "to a certain ex"Nothing wrong, is there?" de- William Otto, "that I might have a plosion,
Another re- had more expensive ones, but for
wire entanglements.
Kir
pie know nothing but to obey tent, and to make us a commercial manded Nikky.
met
has
who
a
dog. Yesterday I
boy
leases a number of short chains when standing up qualities and class at the
as well as a military nation, surely,
M. I'uaux got out his handkerchief
a dog. It sleeps on his bed at night."
It explodes. These chnlns are sure to same time you can't beat that model
sire, it gains much for us, and loses nnd said nothing violently.
Nikky looked back. Although It had
us nothing."
"Otto!"
snld Miss Brnlthwalte. been the boast of the royal family for wreck anything they touch, says Popu- there." "Oh," she cooed, beaming with
lar Science Monthly.
"Hut our Independence:" said the "What did
rapture. "Won't
"Why, helyou do?"
a century that tt could go about unThe scissors shell has an opening in lo, Eddie!"
The fnntasy was Interking sourly.
"Nothing." He looked about. He attended, that Its only danger was the
casing through which the cutting rupted by a loud, cordial voice as the
However, he did not djsmlss the was quite convinced that M. Puaux from the overzeal of the
people In arms
idea. The fright of the afternoon had was what Bobby would have termed
They are slightly re- intruder laid his hand on the young
not since the cessed project.
their
showing
loyalty,
In order to avoid wind resis- man's shoulder. "I haven't seen you
weakened him, nnd If Mettlleh were a poor sport, and bad not played the death of Prince Hubert had this been
tance. The arms are attached near since you quit the taxi game. I hear
right the royalist purty would need game fairly. The guard at the rail- true In fact. No
guards or soldiers the nose of the projectile. They are you're driving for the Blanks now.
outside help to maintain the throne.
way, he felt, would not have yelled accompanied them, but the secret pomounted on steel studs In such a man- How'd you like it?" And a little while
"Kiirnia !" be said. "The lion and and wept. "Oh, well, I threw a piece lice were
always near at hand. So ner that they can rock nnd expand In later the
the Iamb, with the lamb inside the of paper. That's all. I didn't think
girl was saying with a little
man
sure
a
made
that
looked,
Nikky
order to throw the free ends outward sigh: "Let's go to the movies. I see
lion ! And in the meantime the boy " it would hurt."
In civilian clothing was dote at their nt
the base of the shell.
where a new nickel show has opened
"He should be watched always."
Miss Braithwnlte rose and glanced
and led the way across the
The fuse is made In the ordinary over in the avenue."
"He has Lussln." Count Lussln was at the carpet. Hut Nikky was quick. heels, to the
school.
riding
square
and behind It Is a chamber for
the crown prince's
He put bis
Quick and understanding.
A small crowd lined up and watched way,
the
Men and Watches.
"lie needs a man, sire," observed shiny foot over the paper wad.
charge. The projectile Is
the passing of the little prince. As firedexplosive
Just as any shell Is fired. The
the chancellor rather tartly.
Special talent often makes fine
Paper !" said Miss Brnlthwalte. he passed, men lifted their bats and
The king cleared his throat. "This "Why did you throw paper? And at women bowed.
explosion releases the cutting arms spurts ahead and genius sometimes
nnd they cut through any object with soars grandly, but It Is the steady-goinyoungster he Is so fond of, young M. I'uaux?"
"I have a great many friends," be
sort of worker who gets the most
I just felt like throwing some said with a Blgh of content, as they devastating force.
The chain shell Is considered siml-art- done In the end. and Is the most relihe asked, with Ironic deference.
thing," explained his royal highness. nenred the riding school. "I suppose
"A good boy, Rlre. You may recall
except that the short chains are able. It Is with men as It Is with
'I guess It's the sun, or something."
I don't really need a dog."
wound around the galne and sepa- their watches the most reliable and
that his mother " He stopped.
Nikky dropped his glove, and mirac
"Look here," said Nikky, after
by disks which keep them In serviceable are the ones steadily at
I'erhaps the old king's memory was ulously, when he had picked it up the pause.
"Look here, highness, yon rated until
the projectile Is emptied. work, a writer on the Canadian Herplace
good. I'erhaps there was a change In little wad was gone.
well
friends
treat
didn't
very
your
Sometimes the chains are weighed ald observes. There Is a Pennsylvania
Mettllch's voice.
"For throwing paper, five marks," yesterday."
who has retired on
ends. When the ex- railroad
at
"A good boy?"
said Miss Brnlthwalte, and put It
"I know," said Prince Ferdinand heavily takestheplace the chains fly out a pensionengineer
after 48 years of service.
plosion
"None better, sire. He Is devoted down In the book she carried In her William Otto
But
Prince
meekly.
with fearful force, and In addition to "I have carried one watch for more
to his royal highness. He Is outside pocket. It was rather an awful book. Ferdinand William
Otto had thought
d
forward movement thnn 26 years," he says, "and It always
now."
On Saturdays the king looked It over, out a defense. "I got back all tight their
the right time. A good engineer
".''or didn't It" He considered. "It was they rotate rapidly. Needless to aay, kept
"Rrlng him In. Til have a look at and demanded explanations:
la must have a good watch; It does the
there
where
hit
something,
they
I
him."
Ave
A
marks
gentleuntidy nails,
worth It A policeman shook me I"
most important part of his work." It
'left
Nikky. summoned by a chamberlain. man never has untidy nails. Otto. For
"Which policeman?" demanded Nik- nothing
Is said of this engineer Jhat he haa
stopped Inside the doorway and bowed objecting to winter flannels, two ky In a terrible tone, and In his fury
German 81 Ivor.
been an exceptionally sober, orderly,
!
For
marks.
deeply.
Humph
pocketing sugar quite forgot the ragging he had preGerman sliver Is manufactured In steady-goinman, whose health haa al"Come here," aald the king.
from the tea tray, ten marks ! Humph t pared for C?tto.
three general ways, according to Pop- ways been good and hia record always
He
advanced.
For
of
lack
attention during religious
think ru not tell yon. If yon don't ular Science Monthly. It la composed clean. But doesnt rata go without
"We Shall Do Well, Sire, to Raise the
"How old are youT"
Instruction, five marks. Ten off for mind."
of nickel, copper and tine In varying saving, when we know that his watch
Boy at All."
"Twenty-threfive
aire."
and
Inattention
for
the sugar,
only
fortune smiled oa Nikky that day. proportions. The German method la always kept the right Hue?
I
out
of
voice.
The
"In
What
dominant
Instruction
have Had, Indeed, bee smiling dally for to melt all the copper to be used In
the grenadiers, I believe."
.he
to religious
boy
of the
the prospect
the way,
s
yoa to aay, sirr
Nikky bowed.
some three weeks. Singularly enough, the mixture, and
Tibet History Lost. '
of the
a
on
few
the
Princess Hedwig
"Like horses
William Otto the Princess Hedwig, who had .been nickel and line In n graphite crucible
aald the king sudPrince Ferdinand
throne,
The history of Tibet Is lost In the
It
in
the
looked at Nikky and Nikky looked placed on a pony at the early age of and then add the rest of the nickel obscurity of the long ago, for Its cus
public squares
denly.
demagogues
would be the end."
back. Then Ferdinand William Otto'a two, and who had been wont to boast and tine. In the English method the toms date back to the morning of the
"Very much, aire."
and
closed
hia
The king leaned back
"And boys?"
left eyelid drooped.
Nikky was that she could ride any horse in her copper, nickel and sine are melted world. Its people come from the an"1 some boys, aire."
astounded. How was he to know the grandfather' stables, waa taking rid- all at one time, then more copper and cient ages, and It Is only known that
eyes. Hia thin, arched nose looked
pinched. His face was gray.
Quite right, too. Little treasury of strange things that the ing lessons. From twelve to one
"Humph!
sine are added. Should the metal ap- they belong to the
"All this," be aald, "means wbatt devils, most of them." He drew him- crown prince had tapped the previous which was, also singularly, the time
porous, a fireclay pipe contain- branch of Keene's Homo' Ilongollena.
To make the boy a prisoner, to cot self up la his chair. "Lieutenant afternoon? But, after a glance around Prince Ferdinand William Otto and pear
Is pushed Into the metal mixpitch
ing
oft his few pleasures, and even then, Larisch," he said, "His royal highness the room, Nlkky'a eyelid drooped also. Nikky rode In the ring the Princess ture to deoxidize It. There are eev
Many Seem to Think to.
"
t any time
the crown prince has taken a liking He slid the paper wad Into hia pocket. Hedwig rode also. Bode divinely. eral American methods. One la to melt
Like everybody else, the paragraph-e- r
haa hia dull days, though, perhaps,
"Yes, aire," said Mettlleh doggedly. to yon. I believe It la to yon that our
"I am afraid his royal highness has Rode saucily. Bode, when Nikky waa a copper-nickalloy and then grad"At any time."
hart your eye, M. Puaux," said Miss ahead, tenderly.
fright today Is due."
ually add the preheated cine. In an- the rest of tbe people feel that the
All through the palace people were
To tell the truth. Prince Ferdinand other method monel metal la used as paragrapher haa more of them than
Nlkky'a heart thumped. He went Bralthwaite.
"Not at all," aald the unhappy young William Otto rather hoped, tbls morn- - a base.
steeping. Prince Ferdinand William rather pale.
anybody elan. Wilmington News,
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Improved Highway In Ohio.
there was no foundation to the road
and both the trailer and trucks
sank. Three fourths of a gallon of
oil and 22 gallons of gasoline were
used on the trip."
The real pith of the "argument lies
In the fuct that almost as much time
more oil and gus
i nil, of course,
wus consumed in traveling 12 miles of
dirt road us was required to make
e
the 48 miles over the
highway.
And again:
Consider the differ
ence In value of the respective types
of road td the abutting property and
to the county and the state containing
them.
hard-su'-fac-

LOADS AT END OF GOOD ROAD
Double Amount of Team Power Re
quired to Haul Wagons Over Unimproved Country Highway.
To see what happens at tbe end of
the good road, a public road specialist
of the department of agriculture recently hud observations made in differ
ent sections of tbe country. Observers
teamsters
noted many country-bounwho drove two loaded wagons, hitched
one behind the other, to the end of the
good road, where tbey left one wagon
by the roadside to be returned for
later while all the power of their teams
was devoted to hauling a single wagon
over the unimproved highway.
Farmers bound for market frequently were seen to haul wood and similar
products ti the beginning of the good
road, there dumping them and returning for n second load. When this arrived, the two loads were consolidated
and easily hauled by a single team the
remaining distance to market over th
Improved road.
d

Price of Good Roads.
If a carpet wilt protect a floor then a
blanket on a road. If maintained. It
conservation. Many an old macadam
road can be saved If taken In time.
Perpetual maintenance Is the price of
good roads.
Crooked Road la Dangerous.
With modern means of traffic a
crooked road is a dangerous road,
therefore, every road builder should
endeavor to straighten his gutters. Besides, crooked gutters have a bad appearance.
Women Need Good Roads.
Women on farms need roads so visiting may be made easy, especially in
the winter when there Is most time for
visiting.
.
Use for Milk Only.
Milk pails and cana must not be
used for any other purpose than that
of handling the milk.
-

Clean Cows Before Milking.
Before the cows' are milked flanks
and adders must be brushed thorough

If.

ACQUIRING A
HABIT
By GERTRUDE ATHERTON
Of TTm VlgUamtmj

'

Probably nothing could humiliate us
more than to be forced to adroit any
superior quality in a race for which
we have a profound loathing and contempt And yet it la a fact that the
national habit of thrift In Germany
la one secret of Its prolonged resistance to the combined might of the civilised world. It la quite true that before the war the German were gross
eaters, but they wasted nothing. The
moment the civilians were ordered to
eat less and save the scraps they drew
in their belts and did as they were told.
It might be difficult to control the
cravings of their distended stomachs
but to scrimp and save involved no
long apprenticeship, cost them practically no effort whatever.
The same may be said of France.
While Kngland as wasteful a nation
m our own was Issuing repeated and
almost frantic warnings to her people,
devising constant new methods to control their natural extravagance, and at
one time threatened with starvation,
the French simply went on economizing and never were In danger for a

moment

I never shall forget my first visit to

Paris. It was to friends, who lived In
great style, but If I happened to feel
hungry during the day or when I went
to bed late, I either had to go hungry
or satisfy my healthy young appetite

at a conflmrle. There Is never an extra roll In a French household. Exact rations are bought every morning for the day. If there are children
In the home, who must he fed between
meals, that la provided for, but nothing whatever for eccentric appetites.
I rebelled vigorously and denounced
the French as a mean, stingy, economical race, my opprobrium extending to
the Americana who drifted supinely
into the national hnblt.
Easy to Follow Hoover's Rules.
Little did I think In those days that
the national habit of thrift and severe
economy In France was one of their
greatest sources of strength. The national debt of France before the war
nan subscribed to almost exclusively
by the peasant class and lower bourgeoisie, people who periodically dug
Into their stockings and bought a new
bond. Nothing can exceed the
of those classes. It was for this
reason that Le Blen-Etr- e
du Blesse,
which was formed at the request of
Ihe French government to provide delicacies for the wounded soldiers in the
hospitals of the war zone, was a pri
self-deni-

What Are We Going to
Do About It?
Br

B. E. HARRIMAN
Ot Tim Vision

vate organisation, the funds to he rals
The men must
have the tempting and delicate foods
or die, but If the government hud taken over the task Itself, that would have
meant another tux, to be followed Immediately by a popular outcry. To the
average French mind delicacy rhymes
with luxury, and It would huve been
impossible to convince the millions
drudging at home that wounded men
tieeded whut they- never hud hud before, 111 or well.
When I lived In Munich I had a
8n'lss maid In whom I hud Implicit
land Justifiable) faith.
She would
come to me periodically and say.
"Madame, je n'al plus d'argent," and I
would hand out several hundred marks.
That was all I hud to do with the
housekeeping during my seven years'
resldence In Germany. And yet my In- comparable Elsie would never give me
anything to eat between meuls bur
xwlebach, which in Germuny is as hard
as the thrice accursed national heart.
I have found It comparatively eus.
to follow most of the Hoover rules, fof
I have always eaten meat merely as a
matter of duty, and took kindly to
Graham biscuit with my morning tea.
Moreover, the bread and butter habit
at lunch and dinner I have ulways
thought vulgar. But to eliminate waste
has been a different matter. Still I
have in a measure succeeded. There
Is nothing In the bread box or anywhere else (except the inevitable boxes
of Graham biscuit) hut the dully ration ; so that now when I come home
In the afternoon hungry I either forget It or eat a few more Graham biscuit which I sliall never look at again
after the war Is over.
Will Be Greatest Nation.
I mention this personal experience
because It Is no doubt that nf many
others. In n short time It will be the
experience of everyone in the United
States; for the wuy this nation has
waked up, denied Itself Its eustomary
luxuries In order to put the money into the Liberty loan und War Savings
stamps Is the most significant thing In
Its history. And as there is something
very fascinating about thrift und economy after It has been practiced for a
time no doubt the hubit will he a lasting one, and this nation will reach
heights of wealth and strength of character that Its most ardent native admirer never would have ventured to
predict. More than any other single
cause does a nutlonul habit, If it is
a good one, knit n nation together,
prevent the disintegration which comes
from the softness of
And for the formation of this hubit
of thrift, und the lucid exposition of
what thrift means in the winning of
the war, we must thank the War Savings stamp campaign. I doubt if any
Individual in this country, barring the
traitors who cull themselves pacifists
and I. W. W.'s, has fulled to buy himself at leust one War Savings stamp.
ed by subscription.

will keep our bed und food und home
clean. The line that will maintain the
purity that we have attained through
the refining by fire. We must say to
the Hun In liurope, In America, In Asia,
anywhere he may be found :
"Get to work within the confines of
Build up and puriyour own country
fy your land. Purge It of the tilth
that clogs Its spirit. Wush it clean of
the evil it has clung to so long.
it with years of sucrlllce und earnest work for the right. Then, after
the leaven has worked and passing
decades have carried away the lust
gruln of (he old devilish doctrines and
beliefs, then it is possible that the
nutious may grant you amnesty and
let you go out through the world at
large once more. It is up to you. Get
to work on yourself."
Letting Ihe Hun wander at will after
this war Is over will he like leaving the
line of fuse burning and merely cutting
off the deud end after the spark had
crawled Inward toward the magazine.
Allowing him to hnve the same old
freedom to come to our shores would
be as foolish, und as disastrous in the
end, us It would be to smother a fire
with cotton loosely piled.
No Room for Traitors.
President Wilson and his advisers
have a great many mutters to handle
und many questions to decide. Let us
not leave them to do ull the thinking
or all the talking on this question. The
American people ure concerned to such
a degree in this matter that they
should not delegate to any inun or body
of men. the task of thinking for them.
They should do their own thinking and
when they have had time to formulate
a plan that looks feasible and
thoroughgoing, they should say to their
servants at Washington, from the president down:
"Here! You put this through along
the. line we have laid down. It Is no
time for fooling or for doing party
politics. Put up the bars and spike
them fust so uo one one can slip them.
We have
stouiachful und we must
have time to dlgest it before we swal
low any more."
Then get busy with the American of
foreign birth and Americanise htm or
throw him over the bars to the soil
that bore hi in. We have uo room In
America for the man who shouts
"Hurrah for America !" and follows It
with a whisper of "t.ott aei dank, Ich
bin Deutscher."
e

This war will end some day. Some
folks are already planning what they
will do after It Is over. Are we? .
I read the other day that the German
and Austrian prisoners now in Russia
had resolved, almost to a lnun, that
they would not go back to their former
homes when the war ended, but would
emigrate to the United States and Canada. What will our twin countries say
to them?
Muke
"Come right along, brother!
yourself at home. Tuke this chair,
It has a higher back and thicker cushbeer with
ion. Have a glass of
me. I'll tell the wife and she will cook
up a mess of sausages and make some
biscuit and open her best canned fruit
for you. Let me adjust this stool under
your trench shoes and offer a cigar
to while away the time till the dlnuer
Is ready."
Will we talk like thatt Oh, will
we?
If we do I shall start out on a hike
Into the frozen north and begin to live
on whale steaks and seal blubber.
Isn't It about time for uh to begin to
plan? Should we go on with our job
of licking the Hun and never look
ahead to the time when he is going to
become an economic question? Should
we let things slide till he Is on the
sea, coming over in any old bottom
that he can rake up, prepared to grab
off a lot of New World coin and land
and help us make our laws nice and
easy for the Hun at home?
Or shall we tell the Hun In Europe
to get Inside the Hunnish lines and
stay there, while he works out his own
salvation? Shall we say to the Hnn
who, being In America and enjoying
Ita advantages, has elected to go back
to Hunland and Join In the frightful-nes- s
that has "been the backbone of
Kaiser Bill's plan, that it was no more
than should be expected and he Is welcome to come home to us?
8 tart With Clean 8late.
Shall we open our Internment camps
and let them spew out upon our land
the rotten messes tbey now hold? Having a dean dish and wholesome food,
shall we defile It with propagandists
and spies and enemy agents? Having
made our bed with clean sheets' and
pillowslips and blankets, shall we turn
the covers back and let the wallowing
swine, from the roadside mudhole
creep within?
There is only one line of conduct
that we can follow with honor and
commonsense, and that Is the line that
Ice-col- d

.

This Bird Can Sew.
The "tailor bird" of India la an excellent seamstress. When this bird decides to build a nest it chooses a leaf
that sulfa Its purpose and perforates
the edges with Its beak. Then It takes
a long piece of grass fiber and sews
the edges together, making a pocket
If the leaf Is not large enough. It la
pieced out with another leaf. At the
end of the seam the bird makes a knot
In the thread to prevent unraveling.
This pocket la mtt the bird's home,
however, but only the beginning of It
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These boxes may be filled with any
combination of prohibited nrtlcles, except those on Ihe list barred by Ihe
postul officials. The articles prohibited
are all Intoxicating liquors, all
iniiierlnl. including friction
mulches, and any composition likely
to ignite or explode (cigarette. 'lighters
come under this classification), liquor,
and fragile articles Improperly packed.
I'lider the regulations no note or
or written matter of any kind
will be permitted to reinuiti in the
Inllam-iniihl-

I

table-spoonf-

Cross. After the package has passpil
the Inspection of the Hid Cross representatives the Christmas label bearing the address of the man for whom
It Is Intended In placed on It. The person sending Ihe package. In the presence of Ihe Ited Cross worker. Is required to allix stamps, sufficient to carry It to Kohokch. N, J.

"No Christmas parcels will be
for shipment after Nov. 20.
The cardboard boxes or cartons to be
provided for these parcels are M Inches
by 4 Inches by II Inches In size. When
packed, wrapped, and ready for mulling these boxes must not weigh more
than three pounds."
The American Hed Cross has agreed
to provide these cardboard boxes and
to supervise their distribution to relatives of the soldiers who present lie
proper Christmas parcel label credentials. Tin1 following is an oullliie of
the procedure to be followed by persons planning to send one of these parcels abroad
tin receiving one of these Christmas
parcel labels It should be presented at
the nearest chapter, branch, or auxiliary headquarters of the lied Cross,
where the holder will receive a carton.
These labels are not expected to rem h
this country before Nov. 1, but by
that time each Ited Cross brunch will
have lis allotment of boxes, bused on
over-sen-s
Ihe number of soldiers In sen-Icfrom hat community.

Wide and Narrow Braid.
Uriiid trimmings from the niirrow-s- :
siiiitm-liin ihe widest of Hercules
One fllids dresses eovereit
lire used.
with wide Hercules i roiu .lie i.em iiiin-wato the waist and again on Hie
blouse from Ihe waist nearly lo the
imder-iirii- i
point with tt narrower
width on Ibe sleeves from Ihe wri-- t
lo the elbow.

I

:

one-thir-

hail-cupf-

d

one-hal-

e

boxes.
When Ihe package hil been packed it should be taken, unwrapped Hie!
unsealed, together with the label am!
siilllelent stamps, lo the nearest collection center deslgnafeC by the llil

box.

I

The Dolman Retjrns.
winter wrap of heavy liliic
satin Is made like Hie dolman our
wore and has lonu
grandmothers
monkey fur along the bottom, nrouii'l
Ihe neck and where Ihe sleeves would
be if there were any. Of course dolmans do not have sleeves.
A new

Fur Garments, Eccentric and Pretty

d

l.oise-radlsh-

Stern truth dirt Kentlc Tliori-iWhoever squander time
AkiiIiiM eternity as well
I'oiomlls entlurlni; crime.

tell-

-

He Hull iliiys good to another man
does Kood alii In himself, nol only in
but ill every act of ilnltiK
C!i!ieiieiii-cIt.Ofor I onscfnlisnesri of
ample rewind Reiicen.

Kor

lores without end.
- Itev.
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BREAKFAST DISHES.

Life's coffers hold nn nucleus dress
:
That- - lie amy Idly
And prcscm lus Is future loss

I

St run

S''
,ks dislike Ihe
pluniiiitg lor the first
liicul of Hie day,
it is the hardest
llleul to keep out of
ihe rut of monotony.

;

i

FEW UNCOMMON

SOUPS.

S
of liol soup Is
a good itppcti.cr us
well as a refreshing

Broiled

I

und

nourishing beginning of t In- ineiil.
Cut Hue two onions, ii carrot and
three stalks of celery. Fry In a little
IM
Commitiiow
It hot fur, then add a
quart of water, a
hnylcaf. a iiiblcpoonful of powdered
sweel herbs, sail und pepper and a
of curry powder. Simmer
for 2l minutes, strain mid mid ball' a
r ii if ul of boiled rice.
Sunk over night one cupful of dried
In the morning drain,
lima lien i is.
cover with six cupfuls of cold water;
add a small onion and half of a carrot. Simmer until the vegetables are
very soft. Ittib through a sieve, reheat, thicken with two tablespootifuls
each of Hour and butter; thin with a
little cold milk ami add to the hot
Add a cupful of hot rich milk
soup.
and serve at once.
Slice an onion, fry in sweet fat ; ai'd
a large sour apple, chopped, a sprig
each of thyme ami parsley, a buy Ion I',
a tnblespiMiufiil of lemon Juice, a
each of salt and curry
Add four cupfuls of chicken
stock; simmer lor l!i minutes, strain,
add half u cupful of boiled rice und
serve ul once.
Cover a ham tsiiic ami a beef bone
with cold water, add a hmI of nil pepSimper and two cupfuls of split
mer until the peas are soft. Take out
the bones, season with salt and iepier
If needed ami serve.
Cut Into dice two carrots, a quarter
of a small cabbage, half a turnip, half
an onion, a isitato and two stalks of
celery. Fry in a little hot fat, add six
cupfuls of water or stock and salt and
pepper to season. Simmer for half an
hour and serve very hot with croutons.
Salaify Soup. Scrape and Hean
three bunches of salsify, cut Into dice
and soak for IS minutes In cold water.
Drain, cover with fresh water and cook
one hour. Add a quart of milk, two
tnhlespoonfuls of butter and suit and
pepper to wesson. Bring to the boiling
point, add three crackers, rolled fine,
and serve at once.
miw-de- r.
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Mush-room-

this season with the Holds
iJTlatlwil WyTuriknh
of
ii
delicious
in ii s b r o ii in s. they
should lie found ill various dishes.
lliivnr lends a zest
Tin Ir elinriiciei-isiilo any dish.
Choose large, linn mushrooms. lie- liiovi the slems; peel ami wipe with
'a dump cloth. Cub Willi melted hut-- !
ter ami broil oei- a clear lire. Serve
wild a sauce iiiuile with molted butter.
lehiou Juice, and uiim-eparsley.
Mushrooms cooked in a little hut it.
su.soned well and cream or milk added then served on well buttered toast,
Is n dish til for a queen.
Fried Eggplant. Slice the eggplant
in
slices ami pare; put
In i. deep dish and cover with cold wi.lilsl as Ihe perplexed reporter of have it thai Ihey are so much Invert..
Soak one hour; drain, fashions Is about to
lier well sailed.
begin to. describe This little wrap has pockeis in the
wipe, dip in egg and crumbs and fry some fetching new fur garment as a ends at the front. A mufl to wear
brown.
caM, she discovers that II has an in- with it in obi weather is of seiilsUin.
French Toast. Make baiter of two disputable claim to be called a scarf. like it, but has no squirrel IrimiiiiiiL-- .
In spite ol the llkiiu.' for old wrapv.
ggs well beaten, u cupful of milk and And when she has decided that It bea talilespiHUiful of melted fill ; add u longs to the straightforward,
upright nothing equals li popularity scarf and
little united lemon peel for lluvor; dip and downright scarf family, she finds muff sets. There is a great vuiielv
and In capes with iiiiiITv to
the trimmed toast into the batter on It consorting with n bell, something in t
both sides; fry in a little hot corn oil. scarfs ami capes have heretofore not mutch, and one need never question
their good style. Handsome furs do
Kccentrlc and Interesting
Baked Hash. Butter a shallow hak-- I done.
ins dish and pile In the bash lu.ide of these are the terms that beloi.g to the not need lo follow fashion's whine.
lent a they are imi rich for that.
chopirtil. scasomsl veal with a hard-- small fur garments that have camouof
tales
to
ear
:
alluring
melted
also
willing
fat.
i
egg
chopped
lrtceli lielHM.r IllleU clionoed mill a lit-- : flage this season. Tbey look like so
or
brotl
tie
gravy to moisten. Bake! many things we finally have to call
them by the most Indefinite of terms
m ill crisp.
are that anyUneven Fringe.
Ham Toast. Take a half cupful of merely "garments" tbey
way.
eel-- , cooked ham. finely iiiiuosl. half a
Fringe is still used with distinction.
a
which
is cape Tills is a style that might
Here Is one of them
t iisMMinful of anchovy paste, a dash
easily have
are been run to the
of cayenne, mid powdered mace; add so fur us the back and shoulders
ground, but because of
half a cupful of milk mid an egg well concerned, a scarf so far us the front the cleverness of the designers it in
a Jacket, if we take the still a good style and excellent resnlist
Irtutcn; stir till thick; take from the gees, and
Is made of Hudare still obtained with fringe of iiianv
fire and spread thinly on bullered belt's word for It. It
a collar of Siberian
has
son
and
seal
sorts. Perhaps a mark of the newer
touched
A
toast.
egg may be plsi-eusage of fringe la this: Cuevenacss.
squirrel. And this Is another characon each slice.
of fur garments this season. Fringe on the edt-e- s of panels is so put
Baked Apples With Honey. t 'ore teristic one
of them but bus two kinds on that it hangs very often lu
irregular
four large apples and plai-- In a baking Hardly In
Its make-uor uneven lines. Some of the
of fur
dish. Mix together
cupful
in
shown
the
and
blouses
fur
The
little
have
wrap
fiiiigeii
of water,
cupful of honey and
one tablespoonful of butter substitute, Illustration, worn with a heavy suit. sleeves, with uneven edges. Someibe
for
winter
fabric
Is
warm
of
even,
the
times,
frock itaverage
enough
and sprinkle with cinnamon, pour
over the apples and hake nntil tender, weather and an ideal affair for au ' self Is fringed out to give the righ'
tumn and early winter. Women wear effect.
with the seasoning.
these small garments with wonderful
The many women
ith
grace and It Is no wonder that furs
have carried over into Hie summer the Krilish air service are called PenIs
and
for
It
months.
style
they guin.
At
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The Prehistoric Buffalo.
Influence of Chinese Turbans.
huge buffalo with enormous horn
It Is a strange thing, this dominating
Is conplcuous In prehistoric rock draw- Influence of China upon our costumery.
ings lately found In Algeria. The Afri- When the first Chinese hats came into
can elephant Is also a striking feature, existence they were considered amusand other animals Include the Hob, ing; when Chinese tunics were worn
leopard, gaselle and domestic gwtt with separate skirts they were considand sheep.
ered eccentric; when Chinese Jewelry
was splashed over our costumes it
wss considered overartisllc a GreenDanger.
Wt Certainly Would.
"If you have cracked lips be care- wich Village method nf dressing that
"Would you call eating lobster and ful whom you kiss," says a noted phy- carried ont the proverbial desire of
Now we
cream putting down a disturbance?" sician. Be careful whom yon kl
any- the - artist to be different.
haall thee thing as part
accept
way. Boston Transcript.
jnerles a correspondent
100,-00-

If

iff"" Jf

sny-iu- u
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Palm Sugar Production.
In my opinion no one Is fit for God's
service until he la willing to be conThe total palm sugar production ot
sidered mad by the world. They said India Is stated in an authoritative pubPaul waa mad. I wish we had many lication to be about 800,000 tons, ot
0
more who were bitten by the same which Bengal produces roughly
At someone hat
kind of madness.
tons, worth $2,400,000. India's tosaid : "If we are mad, we have a good tal production of sugar, both from
Keeper on the way and a good asylum cane and palms, is somewhere about
3,000,000 tons
at the end of the road." Moody.
year.

High Valuation.
Humility consists not of thinking
"Petrograd Just now must be) the
meanly of ourselves but In not thlna
paradise of bad actors."
Ing of ourselves at all. Mosea wist
"Why sor
ham not that his face shone. If humility
was Just reading; that
there is worth $300."
speaks of Itself It la gone. Moody.

Hie

good-size-

wide-awak- e

Understanding the Bible.
I believe that the Bible Is to be understood In the plain and obvious
meaning of Its passages; for I cannot
persuade myself that s book Intended
for the Instruction and conversion mt
the whole world should cover Its true
meaning In any such mystery and
doubt that none but critics and philosophers can discover It. Daniel Web-te- r.

can reAmerican soldiers in
ceive but one Christ mas package each
this year and each package must
weigh not more than three pounds, ac
cording to regulations announced by
Ihe war department. Itees for men
In the navy, however, may weigh Iweii
ty pounds.
The regulations governing Christmas packages fur soldiers have Just
been completed after conferences between the war and postoltlce departments und the American ted Cross.
"The men themselves will decide
who Is to send these parcels. They are
now receiving Christinas parcel labels
with instructions to mall these labels
to the person In this country from
whom they wish to receive the holiday

LEFT-OVE-

housewife sees that
cupful of the
even (lie crumbs are
small
bits of beef
conserved.
'lie who
left from the platter
has mil observed
may be milled to n
Ihe wasie from the
ami
brown sutiee
cutting hoard will he
served hot on butIhe
at
Gtrtui )
surprised
flt
tered toast for
ll amount
In Cowmiiatow
of crumbs
luncheon dish, makJp
which are left after
III
ing a most satisfyeach meal. In a short time a cupful
nr coiHiiof
11
ing meal.
is ready for various dishes.
Roast Beef Sand
Bread crumbs amy be substituted
sandwiches. For four
for Hour in griddle cakes, steamed
of
one
make
brown
wiches,
cupful
bread, muffins and gingerbreads,
suuee; when cooked add one
One uml a hall cupfulsof breadcrumbs
of minced pickle. Cut Ihe will
replace one cupful of Hour, In
mid roast beef very thin. Cream two u
recipe culling for two cupfuls of (lour
Inblcsponufuls of butter or other sweet one
and u half cupfulsof bread crumbs
Cut and add to It
of a
be used lo replace one cupful of
of mustard; spread Ihe may
lensponiif'ul
making a mixture lighter than
bread with Ibis. I)p slices of beef Hour,
one made cuili-clIf the
of flour.
in Ihe hot sauce und place them on
crumbs ure wry dry more liquid will
Sprinkle with a very lit- h" necessary.
tle chopped or crushed bacon and add
Bread Crumb Griddle Cakes. Pour a
the top slice. Serve on a hot platter
sour milk over a cupful of
nod pour boiling sauce over all. To (upful of
cnunhs ami let them soak overnight.
like the brown sauce, mell two
Add one benieii egg, a teuspoouf ill of
of butter: add two of sodu to
anoilier capful of sour milk,
Hour anil stir until well browned; add
a tablespoon! ul of molasses and three-f- i
suit and pepper to tuste and a cupful
tin lis of a cupful of Hour and a
of beef or thin gravy.
ul of salt.
Beat well and
Beef Pie Cut cold roast beef Into bi.ke the cakes on a hot
griddle.
Inch squares, using two cupfiils. Put
Cheese Pudding. Beat one egg
Into a quart baking dish and season
slightly; add two cupfuls of milk, salt
well witli half a teuspoouf ill of salt, a iiiii'
pepper to taste. Souk one and a
(lash of pepiN-r- . a tuhlcspntiul'ul of
half cupfuls or soft bread In Ibis mixor
of
a
catsup
cupful ture and line Ihe bottom nf a greased
of cooked, seasoned tomatoes. Pour
to a
baking dish. Sprinkle
the
meat one cupful of broth or
oyer
of grated cheese over the
gravy mixed with water. Cover with luoislened bread, then cover with
a erusl maile of baking
powder biscrumbs and hake In a slow oven
cuit, cut out with a small doughnut imlil it thickens like eusiard.
cutter. Kor this pie
f
a cupful
Bread Pudding. Soak a cupful of
of Hour will he sufficient.
Mule bread crumbs in two cupfuls of
There Is no more dcliclour. way of milk, until soft; add one egg yolk
serving cold roast than in thin, rosy sUghlly beaten, four tubleVpooiifuls of
slices on a
of a tenspoonful
platter with ci ni sirup,
sauce like catsup, of salt; mix ami bake In a deep pudBuy
.
or cucumber sauce.
ding dish. 4."i minutes In a slow oven.
Stuffed Peppers With Beef. Par- Spread a thin layer of Jelly or jam
boil six green peppers for live min- over lite lop of the pudding ami cover
with ihe meringue made from Ihe
ikutes, then stuff with u mixture of
ed rice, and rare roast beef or steak white of the egg; add n tnblespoonful
well seasoned and chopped, and moist- of u.uple sirup and a few drops of
ened with brown sauce or soup stock. vn ill In. The use of lirenil criinibs foiCover the peppers with buttered st ufliiiK is well known. We need hut
crumbs; place In a linking pan and to be reminded of iiiaiiy ways to use
bnste with broth while hakim:. Serve cm ry "ruiiib. so Hint nothing be
w listed.
with brown sauce.

10:23-8-

1. Boys With a Difference (v. 27).
Esau and Jacob were in decided contrast. They differed In appearance
and disposition. Esau was a cunning
hunter, a man of the field. Jacob was
plain man, dwelling In tents. They
were born that way. Every child born
Into the world possesses a peculiar
bent which we call Individuality. No
two are exactly alike, even twins like
The wise parent,
Esau and Jacob.
the
teacher, the educator,
seeks diligently to discover that peculiar Individuality, and to give It direction according to the laws of Its
own being. This bent Is the basis of
character.
Neither Esau nor Jacob
Both are
Is an Ideal personality.
selfish.
II. Parental favoritism (v. 28).
Isaac loved Esau because he did
eat of his venison. He ought to have
loved him because he was his son;
hut It Is a sad commentary tipon a father that his love for his son had such
a sordid basis ns that of his stomach.
Isaac, however, was like mnny today
whose love Is secured through their ap
petites. Ilehecca loved Jacob, though
we are not told why. Perhaps It was
In this rebecause of his cunning.
spect he was like his mother, who
practiced craftiness to a finish on her
husband. Cleverness is a bond which
strongl; binds together many people.
Many hold the respect of their friends
because of their shrewdness. Irrespective of their moral qualities. Parents
should treat their children alike. To
show partiality Is both unwise and
Even when children possess
unjust.
pecnllar'qunlltles which call forth parental affection, It should never be made
manifest that preference Is made,
III. A Birthright Sold (vv.
1. Esau's profanity (Heh. 12:18-17)- .
Re sold his birthright for a bowl
of pottnge. The birthright was the
right nf being at the head of the patriarchal family, a position of honor and
Influence, ns well ns being the Inheritor of a double portion of the father's
This being a gift of God
estate.
should not he despised. He came from
hunting physically exhausted. In this
moment of distress, hn thought only
of that which promised Immediate sat
He wns willing to relinIsfactlon.
quish all claim upon the future. If
only his present desire could be gratified.
A profane person Is one who
for the enjoyment of the present will
forfeit all claim upon the future. He
would gladly gain both worlds, but
seeing that mess of pottage he lets go
of the future for the present. Swearing Is profanity, but not the most common.
To be tinder the sway of appetite Is to be profane. What profanFor a moment's sinity about us!
ful pleasure men and women are
throwing away Innocence, happiness,
and their souls eternally.
This la
most serious, for acts are Irrevocable.
2. Jacob's cunning. It was right that
Jacob should have the birthright, for
I: was according to God's plan which
had been pronounced (v. 23), hut his
scheme to get It Is to be condemned.
He took advantage of his brother's
weakness to drive a sharp bargain.
The same thing Is practiced when under the force of necessity unlawful Interest Is exacted, or property Is bought
Under price because one Is obliged to
sell.
To get rich at the expense of another is to practice Jacob's sin. Modern
competitive business methods to a decided extent are of this type. Let each
one ask: "Is my name Jacob?" The
end never Justifies the means. God
said that the elder should serve the
younger. It was his plan that Jacob
should be at the head, but God was
able to bring his own plans to pass.
He did not need the scheming of Jacob and his mother to further his
plans. To do evil that good may come
Is always wrong.

THINGS FROM
BEEF.

loyal,

U--

MATERIAL.
ADDITIONAL
TEACHERS I Corinthians 8:1-112:15-1Hebrews

KeMoi-upon your present
of which every inun has many, nol
on your misfortunes of which all men
have Home.

USE EVERY CRUMB.

LESSON TEXT Oenesle 26:27-3GOLDEN TEXT Every man that itrlv.
th for the mastery Is tern Derate In all
things. Now they do It to obtain a cor- an weorruptlbta- .Sub' "owni J."1
,1 Corinthians 11:28.
DEVOTIONAL READING Romans It:

d

1

ii
.'f ;

(By REV.

There Is a dull light of worldllnesa
evil things do not reveal
their terror. There Is a moral twilight In which even glaring wrong does
OUR BOYS
not expose Its hldeousness. There are
commonly accepted standards before)
By MARY ELIZABETH RODHOU8E which, even shabby things do not appear mean. But when we bring this
of the Vigilantes.
crooked conduct or this shabby char
God make us worthy of our boys.
Fearless and true as they must be.
acter Into the presence of the Light of
Clear-eyeto face reality.
Life, the revelation Is astounding In
And blithe withal and glad of heart.
the glory of the Lord all our decorated
evil and all our powdered hypocrisies
Help us each one to do his part,
With faith serene and spirit high
show themselves for what they truly
As they who teach us how to die.
are. J. A. Jowett
God make us worthy of our boys.
The nest Is made within the pocket
The end of a slender branch is always
selected, and as the leaf retains Its
natural color the home of the bird Is
concealed very effectively from animals and other enemies of birds. People's Home Journal.
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and psnvl of our common rverrih.r
life. The little square Chinese tunic,
with its flaring mandarin sleeves nn-its ornamental bunds of silk ami iiicihI
braid, passes by w ithout comment ;
string ourselves with Clin-s- e Jewelry
s though we were playing a mrt lit
"The Yellow Jacket." Hid we
t
the Chinese hat witho'it etiology t,
coolie or mandarin.
t

aci-ep-

Among the new turhsns V one
cinnamon velvet smocked i yellow
the center of the

of
la

The influenza Bltuatlon In this city
for a time teemed brighter and re--i
porta from several patlenta who have
been desperately til were moil encouraging, but over forty new cases
have been discovered since last Saturday. While this town bai been
more fortunate than other places in
the state, several deaths have resulted from the epidemic.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A Rising are re
Sergeant IS. C. Tafoya, of this clt,
juicing over the arrival of a llttln
m
i llanos Itising. Jr., at tlielr home last'wuo is with me American nriuj
'France, has written to his uncle J..Saturday.
folwell
as
the
IM. Anayu that he as
For'mor adjutant General Harry T.
Kmita Vn hnvs m well. John
Herring has been promoted to lieu- - Mares. Leo Lorenzo. "Panky" Sena,
tenant ro'onei in tne ordnance ae- - Joe Uardinelll and Alfredo Herrera.
partmont
The latter aluo has a brother in the
and Alfonso Herrera Is at pres- I'tank Unix, .lr linotype operator army
tatlonrd
eflt
at Camp Johnston, Florl- at the .suae Itoi.urd, who has boon 111
da,
lur the punt ton day-- from an attack
ol' tlm influenza Ih r'c
Jobez Kogerson, of Bradford, Pa.,
erlng.
nn nfroH tnin'tt; nnd ntirt.v enroute to
iluiiH ;il thu front aro now experts kos
AngeleH, California, was taken ili
;uiil oan trot to Lho music of tlm Van - L' few n,ne8' from this city last Sun

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
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O. O Askren, Republican candidate'
for attorney general, is in the city.1
Rdwnrd Evnrntt Young field organ- izer for the Republican party was a
visitor this week.

was a fine lot of lambs and Denver
was the market they were sent to.
Hoy

HEW MEXICO

Spanish-America-

A deputyRevenue Collector was

here

last week Investigating charges mado
by some one who likes to meddle, that
a number of our farmers bad not turned In their Incomes correctly. So far
as we have learned, he found the

NEWS REVIEW

General and Personal
Don W. Mink, Silver City editor, Ix
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It you were busy being glad,
Tucumcarl Heads List
cheering people who were sad,
Mrs. Briscoe, chairman of the memAlthough your heart might ache a bit,
You'd soon forget to notice It.
bership committee of the Red Triangle League, has been advised by diIf you were busy being true
rector J. L. Graham of El Paso, that
to
To what you know you ought
do, Tucumcarl Is at the head of the list
You'd be so busy you'd forget
In the membership rank, of the Red
The blunders of the folks you're met. Triangle League in New Mexico. Ia
that city 640 paid memberships have
If you were busy being right,
been secured and forty more have
You'd find yourself too busy quite
signed up.
To criticise your neighbor long,
The membership fee Is $1.00 oft which
ten per cent Is retained for expenses
Because he's busy being wrong.
Rebecca Foresman.
of the local organization, and the balance Is sent In to the general organisation to be used In the army work
The Faithful Bister.
of the Red Triangle League.
Of St. Francis Catholic School, assisted by the Sisters from the hospi- What's Required of a Nurse.
Mrs. L. S. Hlgbee, chief of the navy
tal of the Blessed Mother at Roswell,
have conducted the emergency hos nurse corps at Washington writes:
in St. John's "A girl mar have flickering dlmnlM
pital in Chihuahua,
church near Roswell for the Influen land the features of a movie queen;
ts patients. The Sisters of St. Fran she may be able to fluff np a pillow
els are normally
Instructors, not or write home to a man's family, but
nurses, and their excellent work in sua muni, bibo Know now 10 areas us
this Instance Is all the more noble wounds, causing the minimum of pais
and must know how to move a fracon that account.
tured limb without
wrenching the
Soldiers' Rest Room.
newly set bones apart The romantic
Rooms are being fitted up In the young girl untrained but thrilled with
Curren building at Tucumcarl, and the desire for government hospital
within the next few days the Rest service, has learned that smiles and
Room for the soldiers and sailors will a sweet disposition alone are not so
be open. These rooms will be at- necessary to the conservation of the
tractively furnished so that the men lives of our boys as a sound knowlpassing through that city may have edge of asepsis, the ability to recoga place to rest and enjoy the comforts nise symptoms and an understanding
of
life.
of dietetics."
And
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Kinds

Swastika

RED CROSS ROOMS
New Museum Building
Sewing room open every afternoon, 2 to 5.
Gauze room open every morning; (except Saturday), 10 to
12.

Every afternoon (except
day), 2 to 5; Thursday

Anx-rifiii- i

I

Anthracite
Madrid.
Cord and
ing
Factory Kindling.

ings, 7:30 to WO.

Sweaters In Demand.
Division headquarters is In posses
sion of an Important telegram from
which requests that
Washington,
chapters concentrate their knitting
activities on production of sweaters.
Urgent demands for military relief
make this necessary. A. R. O. Rays.
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Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
M ore

POTATOES

CC'ic

yew EfMrififed,
J&Win. SjuccOl?

Here it your opportunity to insure
against embarrassing errors in selling,
and poor choice of
pronunciation
words. Know the meaning of purzlinq
war term. Increase your efficiency,
which results in power and success.

In this way jou will greatly assist in the
great wsr tasks of the United States Food Ad-

ministration.

WEBSTER'S
DICTIONARY is an
toachcr, a universal qucatinn
answerer, inadt? to mwtt your
needs.
It is in d lily use by
hundreds of thousands nf
311c-- rt

over.
.ful men and ..mf:Q tiie
09 Il4n.nflO Words. I70
lustrations. I2.0.IO l.ioftraphlculFn-trii-- s.
30, 000 (.eurapkical Subject.
eRl!WPR!7E. (IJirW. Award)

POWER RATE

7c per K.
300 K. W. 6c per K.
400 K. W. 5c per K.
All in excess of the above 4c per

';,p.niW-P;.fiii-

EttOYUi'JU.

and LiiL'. PaI'I S Ediliaai.
Puc.-i
WKITE fvr Sivim-I'ocket M.ip9 if you omo titif i. .p. r.
CEGILAR

W.

C. & C. MRRIAM CO.,

W.

Springfield. Mass.,

f. 5.

A.

W.

K. W.

Special

Rates for Cooking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY
e3

j

Tlie rain which tell last Monday
seems to have been pretty geueral all
over tiiiH part of the state. It was the
hardest .shower we have had for many
months 18 hundrethn of an Inch of
rain tailing in a very short time.
t'Hrlsbad Current.
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HELP WANTED.

Corner Palaea

V00bS AND SAW MILL HELP WANTED
Vi'e want "5 nxn to work
in sawmill
tf.eirinrr camps ami to mnlu-- hrw n tics, inin
M117
Iew Mexico.
props, etc.. at
Ciind u.iges and desirable living quarters
Come prepared tn po to work.
FEDERAL
CO.
TIE ft
Velarde, New Mexico.
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PERSONAL

Washington

anta Fa, Naw Maxico

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

SUMMONS BY PUBLICATION
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Thess tiny CAPSULES
are superior tn Balsam
of Copaisa, Cubebs or

"
Injections, and
KUEVCS ia (MIDY)
24 HOIKS tSa

una
out

V

tflseates

MKOflWliSflCS.

with-

n

Lonltdential Itst tree.
Old Reliable Club,

The

732

Calif.-- No.

Madison,

,

ARE YOU SINGLET Would you mar
ry if suited? Let me find your ideal

I

TREATMENT

QUICK

Emery Webb of Victory, is rejoicing MARRY IF SINGLE for ure marriage belt
over his beans doing so well. He had largest in the Country vstalilished 13 yeari
Thousands Honorable Wealthy members
something over 9,000 pounds.
Wishing Early marriage, both sex. Strictly

-'

Lambs Shipped to Denver
filteen car loads ot lambs were shipped from the stock yards at Roy last
This was a combined
Wednesday.
shipment of several sheep raisers, including S. Floershelm, P. A. Roy, F.
S. Brown. D. M. Martines, H. C. Abbott ot ML Dora, and several others.

EDWARDS

ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

FOR THE MOST OBSTINATE
CASES
Sold By All Druggists

The Drlgger Cattle Co., of Wichita,
Kansas, unloaded 2100 head of cattle
here several days ago. The cattle
were shipped from the Osage counGRANT
try in Oklahoma to be placed on winter pasure, 700 head going to the
The new compressor at The Great Apache Canyon east ot town and the
Eagle Mine, Red llock, will be in op- balance going out near Pasamonte.
eration within a few days. The ore Des Moines Swastika.
bins and chutes are overloaded on acA farmer near Folsom had 27 hands
count of the trucks being out of comin his fields recently helping to harmission. Lordsburg Liberal.
vest his crop. He paid these men 30
The Mangneae mine at Caprock, cents an hour and fed them. Isn't this
about 20 miles northeast of Lordsburg, an evidence of good times to both
was the cene of a fatal shooting re- the employer and the employes.
Juan Gonzales had been dis- - Des Moines Swastika.
cently.
. 1. ..
a r
uA
c ill ; .. u v.. nnnn,ninini
l uai gcu 1IU1U
ui;uui)iiaiui
01" Francisco
Vallenzella. He went and
Peter Haley, of Texas, has leased
borrowed a 30 3i rifle, then returned for a term of years the J. N. John
to the mine at night and watched his ranch 6 miles from Folsom and bought
chance and shot down Vallenzella, at several hundred head ot cattle that
the same time wounding Jose Zazaya. were on the ranch. The ranch conGonzales then made hsi escape In tlu tains over three thousand acres. This
darkness. He is still at large. Isolds-bur- Is the third big ranch near Folsom
Liberal.
to change hands in the past few
weeks.
MORA
.

M'FIE

CLASSIFIED

YOUR Fl'TURE FORETOLD t Rend dime,
reliable, conage, birthdate for truthful;
vincing trial Trailing. Ilarel Hausr, P. O.
B ox,
Los Angeles, Cal.No.

j

NEW INTERNATIONAL

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

VV.

The Red Cross Sale
Held last Saturday afternoon at
San Jon, Quay county, netted the
handsome sum of $84.00.

The Las Cruees Chapter
Are now working on the rush order
from the war department for 300
a
suits, which are requested to
be completed within three weeks.
Christmas Gifts From Switzerland.
During the Influenza epidemic In
A Red Cross bureau is to be orOld Mesilla
ganized immediately for the purpose ter furnishedthe local Red Cross chap
soup, eggs and milk
of undertaking the sale In this country of articles manufactured by In- where needed and rendered aid In
Miss
Shirley
terned prisoners in Switzerland.
It every possible way.
is the Intention to have the articles Thomas and committee In charge rls-lte-d
the locality at once and hare
on the market for the Christmas seabeen doing noble work relieving needy
son. A. R. C. Rays.
cases, following a conference of the
executive committee with Dr. Ger-be- r,
Red Cross Uniforms.
health officer and Dr.
Members ot chapters of the Red! Sextoncounty
of that city.
Cross should not wear any
uniforms except those of the; In The Recent
Campaign
Canteen Service and Motor Service,!
For clothes for tho RsWIon
which are the only ones sanctioned
conducted by the Red Cross
gees,
No Red
by national headquarters.
Quay county was called on
Cross members should wear any other chapter,
for 300 pounds.
The generous reuniform than those authorized
by sponse was 1,390 garments weighing
Washington, and no chapter should 916 pounds, besides a
hogshead of
adopt any sort of uniform without shoes and hats.
the conseqt or approval of division
A. R. C. Rays.
headquarters.
The Portales Chapter.
Has received 126 pounds of knitting
Another Allotment
yarn, which will be worked up into
The local chapter atCarJsbad have pnrments for the soldiers as soon
as
recpive"d orders for another allotment the influenza epidemic
has passed.
ot
2,000
consisting
Roosevelt county's quota for pajamas
pads.
from the war department Is 200 pairs.

--

200 K.

Sun-

even-

M

,,.,;r.v,

l

The Roswell Chapter.
Has furnished several pairs of pajamas, 25 night dresses and a number of handkerchiefs to the Mexican
Relief Work at the emergency hospital in that city. These garments
were much needed for the Influent
patlonts.
The members have been working
on the large surgical gause allotment for October, which was finished
on time, thus keeping up the splendid record of the Roswell chapter.

""
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Even Roses Do Their Bit
The judges in thw City Beautiful
contest at Roswell last week awarded
the prise of $5.00 to Mrs. H. J.
Swarts, of that city for the fairest
and most beautiful rose in the non-re- d
division. Mrs. Swarts has turned the
money over to the local Red Crow
chapter.

NEW MEXICO
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T,.ti ;;d1'1
.,.,,,.,

ine Chicken Dinner.
T. H. Blakeney of Hope, was the
genial host at a fine chicken dinner
given recently for a few of his
friends in that little city. Every one
enjoyed "Uncle Tom's", hospitality
very much.

HOW TO FORGET.
charges were all unfounded and In
some cases he reduced the Items If you were busy being kind,
charged by the farmer. Roy
Before you knew it you would find
Tou'd soon forget to think 'twas true
That someone was unkind to you.

BERNALILLO

Found Profiteering.
Joe Messalla, of Albuquerque, proprietor of the City Feed Store, drew
OTERO
a fine of (25.00 which will be contributed to the Red Cross, or will
Otero county has been pretty well
have to close his store for ten days
for selling flour above the price fixed wet up the past ten days by a number
Amado Chaves, former member of,
by the federal food administration, 'X rains. Alamogordo News.
the state tax commission Is here
officials announced last Saturday.
from Albuquerque
Lee Gifford, who has been in the
s
garage and auto repair work at
Alfrel M. Dergere serving a s secCHAVES
for several years, several days
retary of the Knights of Columbus
ago purchased the Prult Garage busiwar workers has arrived In France.
The last of the alfalfa Is being har- ness of Drew E. Prult, and will convested and though the weather Is too duct the business at the Hutchison
damp for choice hay, it will make garage building. Alamogordo News.
Former Governor Mlgue. A. Otero,
"nUnuT
good feed and at present prices none
to
leave Friday for Panama,
suffering of It should be wasted Lake Arthur
plans
was Ion"
QUAY
Times,
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,- where he holds a federal appoint-- '
to the
ment
nomlas
In
tnarahall
the Canal Zone. I!'"mtril,
hus accepted the Democratic
The recent rains have Seen worth
,lor
o
nation for county clerk of San Miguel;
The roads between Roswell and
MrManuel Otero, of Albuquerhave been extremely bad for thousands of dollars to Quay county,
Professor Lacy Sims of Alamogordo
county.
i'lue, a formor Santa Fo resident, wlin waB n conference with members of the past several days and the mud dui tney nave unocKea we ooitom
Rosoe R. Hill, president of the Lus boon seriously ili from influenza the state
department of education has caused a great deal of trouble In out of her roads. House News.
at
Normal
school
SmnlRh Amcrlcnn
pnnuiuoniu ia reported much better tnlB week Mr Sims will go to Wash-F- i traveling. Roswell News.
on
official
In
Is
Rlto
T. A. Henson shipped three cars of
the city today
today.
education of
,nBton to- agBl;t ,
to the Kansas City market last
cattle
The
Is
thorTheater
Wh?
B,die
being
Liberty
mt;, K church,,,, In common with
week. House News.
arms
both
He
work.
cleaned
and
renovated
this
oughly
lct
stiepecialized
F..
I.. ,hB
tail other housoa of
T
Rodgern count,- hlehway
when a boy and tnrougn a ntetime in week while the closing ordinance con- nt Tnmnm fnuniv wnqkinin
.1..
A number of our farmers are rush
educational work where he has oc-- tlnued to be in effect and when at
t thr
a vUltor
state house from two siiimin m n,i iimr.
i.
their work preparatory to sowing
furl her services until the dancer occupied positions, Mr. aims is mwu last the time for the opening comes, ing
V'Xintalnair.
rail.
it will be In ship shape to commence a larges acreage to wheat this
for the work he is undertaking.
inllinmza is past.
They report that the ground is in betW. H Olllenwater former chairman
work for the winter months again.
ter condition for wheat sowing than
From across tbo sea comes this Roswell News.
MIsb Helon Knapp one of the Santa
o the Republican state contral com-- ;
it has been in for three years and the
o
glorious news from our gauani men
,ri,foo u .mni. iMp ivnnVa TtHttnrs Kn w.,,n,r i,.,ii(u, u.i., r..i.t
drawback this fall is the scarcity
BlllesBefore
many
tr- the capital.
volunteer uur.se several weeks ago, and the 'o,1.
F.
A. Odell, of Roswell, proprietor only
of seed for planting. House News.
woeka a11 army equipment, food or tne star cafe in that
roceivod ordora to report for duty at
:'re
has
city
w111 be our3A
Remeuv
H St Morris hlehway suporln
She leftlnicn an(I Met!!
(;am,, Kearny Caliloruia
bought the Busy Bee restaurant and
Budge and Charley Hedgecoke ' un
tnndnnt for Hornallllo, Sandoval nnt during the week in response to the UPr ,nat now 18 the tlm' more vital will also conduct
that
eatery In the loaded a car of cotton seed cake for
one
and
each
when
every
ountlos Is In the city on of
Valanci
'than
ever,
future.
'
(Glen-rifor Mr. Caler last Wednesday.
must back up those brave lads who
f'"inl niminns.
Tribune.
liiu la Sum i mill on ih Job an are fighting for liberty and peace.
.?. R
Saint of Albuquerque, and ig bufjy movng ui8 j,0y8 t0 tne front patriotic Americans In the V. S. A.
COLFAX
Oorge tTlrlck of Carrljozo are amongj T10 attor .ll t of ,HHt woek three not only want Metz but Berlin too
ROOSEVELT
thoRe nttendlng the meeting of the, ( ompanlon, oxceilont specimens
a
to
finish.
'and
of
Germany whipped
Patriotic Family.
Mite tai coramlRSlon
U.
8.
aoliliern
husky
passed through
Mrs. Wm. Edwards of Trinidad,
Mrs. Guffey of Valley View has
,n8 west
Miss Chester Wrenn, of Providence, ,",",""''u" '"""u"'
Colorado, while here last week. In- sheared her goats, (9 head,) and now
R 1., who spent the FeverM months
NO "DICKERED" PEACE vested $1,000 In Was Savings Stamps, has 23 pounds of mohair for sale.
Taoa passed through Santa Fe
uocause ol tin- - nsoa.nliiie work of
placing a part of the money from the Elida Enterprise.
enroute home.
recent sale of their home In this
(the state board of historkal service,
Ed Rickard of Valley View is buildcity where she thought it would do
the most good.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ing a larger tank on the old Cooper
y
wards
have been residents of Raton place, and will drill another well. Says
1J
01
Tovlament
Republican Leaders in Treaty
"i'ti. '
ne
for many years and their old friends he is going to plant a patch of Alfalfa.
"f lh"
shooTgartn aarmydfor
Making Senate.
regret to learn that they have decid- He has one of the finest gardens in
ed to make their home elseyheret his neighborhood. Elida Enterprise.
Mrs. O'Rryan and daughter Mrs A
,
lv.
oM1.,,.
,liv
lyu,0 Their two doughters, Misses
.V.
Lollle
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who worn 11 ,WI.;ulu
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of
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training
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for their home
Tesuque """ hPinlh ami
s'"fp
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In the Senate, doing hosnltal work at Ixtm inniu
,.uder
va,ey
Local mohair growers last week
timistie tuin of mind he writes that Kouniled on earnest wnrnliii: ntf.ilnst Calif. Miss Mayme has
recently tak
Alexander Road who Is now connect- he hoped to Im hack in old Santa Fc nny premature or compromising pence en tne examination for Red Cross shipped from Lake Valley 40,004
pounds of mohair for which they reed with the hydrogmphlc department;1""1'" many mouths.
with Gunuuny. He demanded a peace work overseas. Raton Range.
ceive 82 cents per pound. Verily, the
o? the state englnee's office, spent
I'etor Henderson formerly! dictated only by victorious Amcrlcun
S'n'geant
mohair growers are in the swim.
several days In Rio Arriba county, in the garage business in Santa Fe and Allied iiimies, a peace Involving
CURRY
Hillsboro Advocate.
this wook.
It.is written from France where ho is
surrenner.
nnini s unciunlltlornii
dlIt
ms address aroused the grciiiesi
A. 11
And'Tson In charge of voca- sciviiiM wit the ,'.4Jd machinein gun
SOCORRO
Hearted
which
nil Interesting letter
Allied couii'ries, BigThe JournalClovis People
.,n t
tional training for the state depart-mon- t l e
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Rainbo
states
"the
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Cattle
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uisiory
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izens who fought the influenza epi- Socorro Shipping
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here."
Henry Bteen shipped out several
llel the recent Teutonic overtures demic In Clovis so
n c haiu. :il lassos.
determinedly. There cars of cattle to the Kansas City markSplendid v.iiH.-- ilio p;ist two weeks, for peace were made, Republican lead is probably not another town in the et last Saturday going along to see
E Johnson county highway su
where
citizens
country
of all classes;
'
perlntendont of Grant county, and .
.
:X"7;
went to work with more determina- that they reached there in good shape.
Charles Morrow, county commission
. m . ...
tion to stamp out the plague and who ' The Nation's outfit
mrruunu me.muei.v wen, on recur
out two
er ere In the city to confer with the norougn y in wis cuy ana
nursed the Bick with more care than train loads of cattle shipped
Gcrwith
to
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etfect
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Reports
"dickering"
last Wednesday
titn i rnmmUKlon
Qf
gtaU hag
ha
J(.'inil. they did, right here in Clovis. Clovis and will follow with heavy shipments
ruins recently. Willie t.r, tt j .u ln n, of North Hnkota, In- People are big henrted and the kind Inter in the week. Magdalena News.
It is stated that John Joerns for received hein-in the season this will neverthe
ite
a
accountant,
vesolution ooinnilititiK the that It pays to live among.
practicing
years
m.iny
range conditionn iii;.terlally. ,f(H, suites ngnlnst any (elation of
will he appointed to succeed Rupert Ins lic-tTORRANCE
DE BACA
F Asnlund as secretary of the state
.., four brldees wer- hostilities or pence negotiations with
u,..l0lU
Mr Joerns Joined
tax commission.
Hun
surrendered
until
the
(iennnn.x
e
Veda Cooper has proven herself the
the tax .ommlsslon force In February.
mnk
Iteeent high water in the I'ecos damy H1, BKr(., ,
by t,e repent f(()od9 ftre de., llnrnn(lm
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the
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the
this
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place
quite
highway department.;
O. A. Davlsson
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as we have learned. She brought
extent. It Is estimated that It will far
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most four and a half pounds, and measW:ilton. candidate for senator,
Water for irrigation is no
20 and a half Inches in circumRichardson candidate for congress, 01'n 'hat haR given way. It Is being Republican lenders In the Senate, who damage.needed
this season, hut it will uring
In the longer
ference. Mouutainair Independent.
and Felix Garcia, candidate for gov-- ; repaired and a temporary structure insisted there miisi be no
bo
to
repair the dam for
prosecution of the war uhr.utd or lis nextnecessary
ernor, were among this week's arriv- - Is (livening lourisi irarric
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VV'dllaco Will
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state
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office
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tho (Jlorlttu country. ;o cars couiu
W'uul terms
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Henry llenneyer has harvested his'
lcfi.irne Warden Theodr.re Rounlt. for the past seven years has been of
them, and the buy.
peace and reparation do you lin- potato crop. The variety was small he had for shipping
to
J- -.
r f, vardorf, Kiln Tinner and nnmmfctQlnnnrl rnntnln and ordered for
er employed Mr Hill to get help and
P"o?"
but the flavor delicious. Nels Curtis' drive
Vn'tlii C rdesky have returned from report to Camp Cody, Doming,
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lie recently passed an examination appear
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EDDY
which Is about as good as any of thorn
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did. He marketed them last week.
the next Soouie Mich an event would
Kstuncla Herald.
Big Cattle Shipment
'a it joy in IScrlin mid Willi
be halU
Messrs Beeman, Queen Plowman
dread by our Allies.
mid Crowdisr ot Mul.ta, shipped six
UNION
ciii'lo..i! oi at tlo irom Texas polnu
to this dace recently.
were
These
nnil I'ixnn line
Tb"iv Is no Sin
John Miliken of Folsom sold seven
U'igin:lly New Mexico herds that were
i
In I he 1. enris of tl
people,
to Texas e,rass during tho carloads of steers to an Kl Paso pack,oa:. (.Vrrill.os Coal, All
hnl the
f " roi h lenders in Con- summer
An muiUoiii of tins ship- ing company, five carloads being shipin piddle
e .trn I'
ment shows to what ati aits the cattle ped last w eek. It is stated that John
X. M.,
St cam Con
;irw
lists aro rjuuetJ: when the train cleared over nine thousand dollars on
Ton and tie y
p:i roiling it
the transaction, he having bought the
Coal. Madrid S mi tl.
ai rived which was lo carry Mr.
Coal,
I'ecos to receive the six loads steers last spring and fattened them
'
CL.U 3 FEDERATION
WOMENS
Sawed Vmv!.
Des Moines Swastika.
WILL POSTPONE MEETING or cattle, it was c.irrj ing 7 loads at his ranch.
of New Mexico cattle to some point
Owinn to influenza the annual ,n Tcxa.-- ' i'"r iras.Cui'isbad Current.
George Dardonls of Folsom Is a
j
nm 'i'i'r of the state fe loration ot
PHCNE 85 MAIN
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be
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he!d
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woinens i. is
The I'aiishad cotton gin is turning iiia adopted country. George has a
24
has
in
23,
and
Unto:!
tuber,
'
Folsom.
out the l'icocj stui f in quantities, and goat ranch about 8 miles-fro:
been
the yarns are full of wagons loaded He owns several hundred milch goats
witli coiien waiting their turn all the and employs his countrymen to milk
Tucuo-iar- l
time. I'p to laat Thursday morning, them. Mr. Dardonls informs us that
Gets M. E. Convention
of nine
The ::''le city of Tucumcarl was re the gin had turned out 169 bales and he will make a shipment
wagons in the yards thousand pounds of cheese next week
fently - lected as the next place in had twenty-tw50
cents
which li e New Mexico Conference of wain ting. Carlsbad Aryus.
per
that is contracted for at
the Methodist Episcopal Church South
Some of these goats average
pound.
will hold its annual convention next
Jim Simpson, of Chalk Bluff, ship- a profit of $15 per month to their
ped four cars of cattle to Kansas City owner it is claimed. Des Moines
Jear
lust Thursday. Hope Press.
Swastika.
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SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF SANTA FE, ss
Mrs. Richard J. Burns, Plaintiff,
9103

vs.

Richard J. Burns, Defendant.
ibsolute satisfaction; Many wealth) In the District Court for the First
wishing marriage; honorable con
Judicial Distr.ct of New Mexi'idential ; members descriptions free
co for the County of Santa Fe.
Mrs. Cappel.
Oakland Calif
The said defendant, Richard J.
-- No. 112.
is hereby notified that a
Burns,
NEW
FAIRMOUNT MATERNITY HOS
PITAL for confinement; prices reasonable, complaint has been filed against
may work for board; babies adopted. Writ, him in the District Court for the
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 E. Vth
Kansas City, Mo. No. 203.
county of Santa Fe, state aforesaid, that being the court in which
DRUG AND LIQUOR HABITS treated bi
said case Upending, by said plainsnethodi
scientific
and
humane
the most
at Magdalena HospitaL Magdalena, N. M. tiff, Mrs Richard J. Burns, the
Address all communications to Dr. H. J
general object of said action beAbernsthy, P. O. Box
ing for absolute divorce, as will
MARRY IP LONELY; for results try me. more
fully appear by reference
best and most successful "Home Maker",
hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strict to the complaint filed in paid
of
ex
ly confidential; most reliable; years
free. "The Success cause. And that unless you enter
firrience; descriptions
Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oakland
your appearance in said cause on
Calif.-orbefore December 14, 1918, judgment will be rendered against you
WIDOW, 36, WORTH $37,000, Income
to
snxious
others
and
msrry
many
yearly,
Mrs. Warn. 2216H Temple St. Los Angeles, in said cause by default.
Cat-In witness whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand
MARRY. RICH widowa and maidens wsnt
kindly, amiable husbands. Old as 60 invited
and the seal of said court
Messenger Club, Box 584, Los Angeles. Cat
at Santa Fe, New Mexi(seal)
co, this 1st day of NoHandsome French lady, 21, worth
A. D. 1918
vember,
$125,000. Anxious to marry honorable
T. C. de Baca, CountyC Jerk.
gentleman. Mrs. Warn. 22164 Temple
Luis Pacheco, Deputy.
St. Los Angeles, CaL
Box-75- 7

--
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COMPARISONS, CRUEL BUT TRUE, BLAST
i OPES DEMOCRATS HAD FOR VICTORY
The Pitiless Spotlight of Publicity Bores Into the Camouflage
of Democracy's Candidates: Facts, Not Idle Words,
Presented to Voters
v.
WILLIAM "BILLY" WALTON,
-QOOO FELLOW," 8TAN0 FORTHI

The Republicans are offering to tit

rotars of their state at a candidate
(or Congress In Ibis time of crisis (or
the country a man whose patriotism

wat made chairman of the committee
on expendlturea of the Department of
Justice, which met the lam time ttier
was a blue moon, along about 1817,
which never hat reported a bill and
it at Important as the committee on
ventilation and acoustics. He was put
on the committee on war claims,
which also never meets and was mad
last in rank on the committee on Indian affairs, one of the third-clascommittees of the House. He got a
place also on public lands, a second-rat- e
committee.
Later he quit the war claims committee and Joined the irrigation committee.
As a member of th committee on
public lands bit $7,500 t year activity
consisted of bringing in a bill for tb
relief of a man from Alabama, one
the relief of a mau in Texas and
one for a citizen of New Mexico. From,
the Indian affairs
committee hei
brought In a bill for the relief of sv
man in Arizona.
A monumental record of statesman'
ship as shown by the congressional
record for $15,uoo In salary.
What Did He Do?
He introduced twenty bills or resolutions. Five were for pensions or
increases in pensions, NONE of which
have been passed; six were petty relief bills, two to correct military records In the Civil War, two to correct
proofs on homestead entries and two
for claims by citizens against the
NONE of them have
government.
been passed. Other bills were for a
public building (pork) at Silver City,
preserving certain battle grounds in
the ttate, granting land to the village
of Hot Springs, relief of Grant and
Luna counties and Sliver City: to re
lieve the Pueblo Indians and for a
grant of public lands to the state.
All these were petty bills tl
could have been drawn by any clerk
except the latter, which was simply a
repetition of bills which had been introduced In every Congress by Senator Fall. NONK of them have been
passed.
He made a half dozen speeches on
the floor and got leave to print halt
a dozen times.
That is the Democratic Idea of congressional timber.
Now, Compare Them
Compare the two:
Hernandez, a Republican in a Democratic Congress, gets nearly two million dollars for good roads in New
Mexico and votes four timet to prepare th army and navy of the nation
for war and votes against th surren- der of American rights to Germany.
Walton, a member of the Democratic majority. Introduces twenty
bills, of a petty, personal nature and
for money for some small locality,
gets none of them passed, reports four
of five bills for citizens of other
states and makes half a dozen
speech ea.
Which timber Is solid oak and which
is mesquite?
And if that was the Democratic
idea of timber two years ago, has it
improved in the nomination of the
Honorable White Vest Richardson,
who makes political speeches during
the Liberty Loan drive, is known as
Roswell's
tree planter, and
finally made up his mind to run for
Congress solely because the salary
argument finally persuaded him?
Walton has made a record of zero
per cent In achievements In Congress
and Is good enough from the Democratic point of view now to go to the
Senate.
Hernandez made a record of 100 per
cent statesmanship and Americanism
in two years and secured the largest
appropriation given any Republican In
proportion to the size and population
of his ttate for good roads
It it up to you, Mr. Voter of Intel- ligence.

and whose siatesmansblp have been
proved lu the parson of Ben C. Her
naadas.
Mr. Hornandez was In Congress
from March 4, 113, to March 4, 1910.
His term expired before the declaration of wtir was wade, but he bad an
opportunity to vcte on four of the
great preparedness measures and oa
one question involving the rights of
American citizens. HE VOTED RIGHT
EVERY TIME.
He voted FOR the Kahu amendment which sought to Increase the
strength of the army Just a year before war was declared. The Demo
crats defeated the amendment, but Mr.
Hernandez was even In favor of
strengthening the army so that we
might be In some measure ready to
aid the democracies of the world
against the Huns.
He voted for the Brandegea amend
ment a few weeks later which sought
to create an army of 2SU.U00 men.
The Democrats defeated that, leaving
the army stripped naked, but Hernandez was statesman enough and patriot enough to be ready then to do
his part to make the nation ready.
Hit Record Clear.
He voted FOR the establishment of
volunteer reserve army. He felt
that war was inevitable and wanted
tb citizens of the country to be per
mltted to begin training (or the crisis
that wat ahead of the nation. It wan
again by the Democrats, but
Hernandez kept bit record clear.
Ho voted FOR the motion to fore
th Democrats In control of the naval
affairs committee of the House to
bring in a bill to strengthen the navy.
Tb Democrats defeat that, but Mr.
Hernandez was on record eleven
months before war wat declared as
and
realizing that war mutt com
wanting to increate both the army
aid navy. When the Cooper resolution to surrender the right of Amor-loa- n
ships to handle cargoes of arm
and munitions came before the lower
bona of Congress Hernandet stood
tow square on hit Americanism and
his patriotism and refused to vote to
surrender a single American right at
too dictation of the insolent Huns.
For Prepared-)- .
Ben Hernandez voted five times on
patriotic preparednesa and war meat-ra- t
He voted right
In Congress.
every time. Does any voter doubt bat
that If tb voters of the state of New
him be would
Mexico had
have voted for tb war and for the
selective draft?
Dow any voter doubt that whan he
goa to Washington nest March h
will vote for every war measure need-ato win the war and that he will
oppose an Inconclusive peace?
That la the kind of timber the Republicans offer for congress, a man
who hat been there, who baa voted
right and who hat made good. He
made good conspicuously In on mat-ta- r
of domestic concern to New Mexico when he went before the good
roads committee, Democratic in tb
main, and in a Democratic House, and
obtained a federal appropriation of
nearly two million dollars to aid is
building good roadt in New Mexico.
Long after the war Is over annually
hundreds of thousands of dollars will
be coming to thlt state to build tip a
groat road system as a result of th
energy and Influence of Ben Hern an
daa, a Republican, In his first term in
a Democratic Congress.
Inter "Billy" Walton.
What kind of timber did th Demo
rats replace Hernandet with two
yoars ago? With Billy Walton, whose
chief claim then, at It It now, Is that
bo Is a "good fellow." What hat the WOULD YOU HAVE BRAINS
OR MONEY AT 8ANTA FE?
good fellow done? Well, one thing he
did NOT do was to be present and
The only criticism which hat ever
vote on the prohibition question when
It was up before Congress in connec- been seriously advanced against Hon.
tion with the agricultural bill. He Octaviano A. Larrazolo, the Republican nominee for governor in this
DODGED
Tb only thing ha ever did do of ttate, Is that be it the biggest man
fit1""'1 Importance was when be of bis racial descent in the entire
wont to New York city to see a Fourth Southwest and that be bas been loyalof July parade as the guest of the un- ly proud of his Spanish ancestry. In
popular William Randolph Hearst. Ha a public life in the ttate which exfact that tends over more than two decades
had no scruples at th
the only Democratic objection to him
Hearst bad been persistently
Is that ten years ago he quit tbem
before war was declared. Ha
when scores of other Con- for reasons, which still make them
gressmen wore repudiating th Hearst wince, and became a Republican.
invitation as an insult to themselves Tbey were glad enough to have him
and their constituents, advertised this as their candidate for Congress three
stata aa on with a congressman who times during the territorial days.
The trouble with O. A. Larrazolo
was to anxious for a junketing trip
that bo would make It on Hearst from the Democratic standpoint is
money, money- - whtcb was open to that he has brains. There is no abler
lawyer in the Southwest, there is no
grave suspicion as to its
loyalty to the allies and to the abler public speaker in the Southwest.;
That type of man, if he is elected to1
United States.
the office in November, will be govWhat' H Worth t
ernor. He will not be a rubber stamp
do
bis
(allow
What
lor tome ape tats lawyr whs could
at Las'
s

fr

batn

I

ever-bus-

n

whole-hearte-

d

not run himself and want to be go
amor by proxy.
Democrata Are Desperate.
How desperately the Democrats ar
put to It to find an argument against
Mr. Larrazolo is shown in their lying
circulation of a misprint editorial
statement in the New Mexican, published at the time of the Republican
state convention. So mendacious was
that publication by the Democratlo
state central committee that the New
Mexican Thursday, October IT, editorially denounced Sellgman and tb
Democratic committee and announced
its unqualified support of Mr. Larrazolo.

The Democrats have nominated
s
Felix Garcia for governor. Mr.
activities, so far as anybody has
been able to find out, have been confined during a lifetime of 60 years, to
accumulating money In bis home town
of Lumberton. There is no proof that
he has executive capacity, no claim
that he has a public policy which will
advance the interests of the Btate.
His spousor is J. H. Crist. The Democratic convention took bim on Mr.
Crist's say so, and now the stale la
asked to be equally confiding.
Who Is Crist?
Mr. Crist is chiefly known as a lawyer who occasionally wins a case, and
as the author of the platform of'the
last Democratic state convention.
which was so long that most of th
delegates went to sleep, and Indeed
it the longest state platform ever
adopted by any convention of any
party since the United States waa
formed.
Mr. Garcla's ability to sell ties to
the Rio Grande, bis chief financial
achievement. Is to be subordinated to
Crist's genius for government If be is
elected.
The contest is between O. A. Larrazolo, the Republican, a great lawyer,
a great speaker, a splendid gentleman,
and Mr. Crist, alias Felix Garcia, aa
unknown attorney of Santa Fe and
Rio Arriba county, with a penchant
for many long words.
The only other argument advanced
for Garcia, alias Crist, is that he has
an opulent and facile checkbook.
The people of this ttate need brains
in the executive chair, not a mer
fountain pen.
Gar-cla'-

DO YOU WANT A PROMOTER
AT HEAD OF LAND OFFICE?
In an Interview given to the Santa
Fe New Mexican Friday, Nelson (Meld
of Socorro county, th Republican
candidate for commissioner of the land
office, a great big honest rancher of
the broad plains of the Southwest,
honestly and honorably outlined bit
purposes and views In connection with
the office, if he is elected, at follows:
"At commissioner of the state land
office I shall not fail to realise that
I am the servant of the people of the
state and that I have been empowered
to safeguard the enormous land and
school interests of the state which
are involved In the administration of
that office.
"I was not a candidate for the nom
ination, but I recognize both the great
responsibility and the great honor of
being in charge of the land Interests
of the ttate, and I propose to give
every man and every interest a square
deal, absolutely.
"I do that in my own affairs. I
have done that as county treasurer of
Socorro county. The people of this
Btate are entitled to have an administration of their land affairs by experts, fully equipped with a knowledge of the administration of the land
laws.
No Politict in Office.
"I do not propose to know politict
In the selection of my assistants, and
l have not made a pledge of a tingle
place in the office to any person, and
will not consider appointments until
after the election. I regard th state
land office as the biggest business
Institution over which tbe state bas
any control, and I propose to administer it in a strictly butinesa way. To
do that, of course, meant that my
office force cannot be selected for
political reasons, but must be selected
for tbe service they can render th
taxpayers of the state.
"Tb great rang industry must be
taken care of. That great asset ,of
New Mexico must have a fair deal
from the state land office and at the
same time it must not be forgotten
that the interests and development of
the school system of the stat is
bound up in the wise, sensible and
Just distribution and leasing of state
lands. Equity and fair dealing are to
be the only policy of the stata land
office If the voters of tbe
'f entrust
me with Its management tin th next
two years.
No Strings en Office.
1 was shocked at th untimely
death of the late Robert P. Ervien,
who was one of the moat widely loved
Mat tn tb stat and who daU Jut

f

at the olose by statute of eleven years
or service to the
people of the stale
has brought genuine and general sorrow.
He rendered great service to
the people of the slate, and the extent of his work as an empire builder
was only measured by the length of
the service which he was enabled to
render.
"I have no plans for the administration of the state land office which I
wish to withhold from the public. I
simply plan to serve the people of the
state to the best of my ability, to
make the lands of the statu yield a
revenue to the state and to the
schools, to use them to build up the
great range industry as will as the
Interests of the homesteaders, and to
leave the office as I enter It, the first
of January, my own man with no
strings on my administration of the
affairs of the office, based always on
a foundation of patriotic motive."
That manly statement
tells the
story of Nelson Field. Every voter
will trust It.
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WELL RECORDS
SUPREME BENCH NOMINEES

The Republican nominee for the Supreme bench it Herbert F. Raynolds of
Albuquerque. He has a record for but
one thing close consistent application to his practice as a member of
the bar m IJeruallllo county aud a record for absolute Impartiality and Judicial poise on the district bench. He
is of the finest judicial type, a great
lawyer and a judge with a clear record
He bas no political record be
cause Ins interest and activity lias
been altogetbei bound Up with Ins pro
fessjon He was nominated for the supreme, bench by the Republican state
convention solely because In w.m recognized as the sort of jurist and lawyer ho would .adorn the highest court
in tlie state.
Ids opponent, Richard II llanua,
now finishing his first term, was
nominated In Hill as a reward for political activil)
lie bad bulled the Republican party because be could not
dominate it. in faune.-it should be
said that in his judicial capacity he
has echewed politics, but for the past
seven tenia w
UC HUB UCCU Oil Llie
bench lie 1ms been one of the leading
and most active politicians or the
Deuiociatie party.
Choice of the Bosses
He was the choice of the lieii'ocratic
uusses mis jeai ior me nomination
lor the polilical ofllce of senator. Hu
was active in all the star chamber
councils of the bosses during the con
vention and laid asido th ermine for
weeks ai a time to play politics, at
which he Is one of the masters of his
party.
Who do the votets of this state prefer for the bench?
Jud-iRaynolds, who, when he Is a
itieinhei of the Supreme Court, will be
as tie has been as a district Jud&e, a
lawyer and jurist who absolutely refuses to have any connection with
iit--

e

WALTON COSTS VOTERS
$500 A SHOT
Congressman Walton's own paper i
Silver City advances the argumen'
thai .lr. Walton should be promotecl
to the United States Senate because.!
of the record which Walton has madnj
as a member of the lower House o;
Such a challenge is oni
Congress
that i
Republicans can handily ac
cept and one which constitutes iu it.;
the must potent argument posti
ble why Mr. Walton should nut go tr
the Senate, but should be retired tc
private life.
It is unnecessary 10
point to Urn
Democratic
admission or Senatot
Fall's ability. I' is only sufficient th;it
the Walton record in Congress be con
shlered The federal government wli:

state prefers

a "good fellow" to t
"bushel of brains" as its senator,
As a candidate on hiB record, thera
Is no excuse for his candidacy what
ever. His record Is a blank. His can.
dldacy cannot riBe higher than Its
source.
Three personal hills reported, nine-sel- f
,ee" personal bills Introduced, none
passed, six speeches made, three mora
items in all, nons
printed, thirty-onof which occupied more than thirty
seconds in performing and thirty minutes lu drafting and paid on nn avei-agapproximately $;n0 for each otm
of these arduous tusks, tnsks without
legislative result. Rather a peculiar
soon h.ive paid Mr W.illon
fo' sort of record on which to ask promolas services as a emigre; small It Is tion to the I'nited States Senate.
It is an Issue which Mr. Walton
extremely doiib'fnl if anv congress
.,.,, o.. ..V.
..L't (..I I...I.I
not have permitted his astutt
inn
mull lo.o tii
fi.-o'i-

'

n

H

,1

... . .
... ,. ,
p.,!
mull u t
in llliei;a ieS! MMliiioal .....i,i,b.. 1.iV imuo.
proof of standing and Influence thanj
lb.' congressman from New Mexico,) FRIENDS OF WALTON SAY
who somewhat remai kably offers bis,
HE IS A eQOOD FELLOW."
"record" as a
for his promo-- j
ti,.,.
Congressman William B. Walton,
First, committee
whose sole claim to national notoChairman of th eon.mitte. on ex riety exists in ibe fact that be was
penditiires In the I'i par! merit of J us one of the quests at a fiesta staged
tict'' w1"''1' Ut: 1 ""'l ti",llu u'"' y stcen by William Randolph Hearst ou tha
singl.i Fourth of July, in New York City, por
yeais ctoi. w Inch did imi
tions of which entertainmeut
conbill or resolution leioired to if an
which Is ubuut as impurtaiit as tin! sisted of a Lucullan banquet and a
committee on ventilation and acous special performance of the Ziegfeld
tics
Follies, including the Dolley Sisters
.Members of the committee on pub and the Dooleys. now seeks to supHe lands and as the sum total of h.' plant Senator Albert Bacon Fall lq
labors thereon,
bills, one lor the
Alabama, one for
zen 01 Texas and

reported out thren
lelief of a ci'lz"ti ol
the relief of a citione for the relief o!
a citieii of Anoii.i
That abor con
si.sted merely of attaching bis name!
to the report and tin listing the bills
Into a hopper and at that they were
all for citizens of other states than

Washington.
"1'pon what meat dutb this our
Caesar feed, that he has grown so
great?" we well might Inquire with
Shakespeare.
Walton's friends say he is a "good
fellow." The term "good fellow" describes a multitude of men, hull fellows
well met, "good spenders," raconteurs,
prominent clubmen and persons ol
that Ilk.
Did you ever hear of a "good fellow" achieving much more than a
reputation for greatness among cabmen, chauffeurs and other people ol
the night?
Did you ever hear of a "good fellow" electrifying the United States
Senate or bringing Into being a bill
which would effect the nation's wel
fare?
Carefully have we scanned the United States Senate roster since the days
this august body was formed and w
fall to find therein one single man
who might be described as a "good fellow."
Does New Mexico desire to set her
self down as the first stat which will
send a "good fellow" to the United

And Then the Promoter.
His Democratic opponent, George
Or Judge Hanna, who is an honest
A. Davison, was the worst ben ten men
on the Democratic state ticket two jurist on the bench but speudB most
otf ,np lHn''h ,n P0"11"1
years ago. The reasons that made!01, ,lis
clietnes and manipulations?
the people defeat him then exist now.
He is a real estate promoter of the
Judge Manna is 5n per cent of th
Pecos valley who la universally re- time a Jurist and the other 60 per cent New Mexico.
Committee Never Meets.
garded as the most unfit of all the a pull tit lau.
Member of the committee on war
unfit and weak nominations made by
Judge K.iynolds la a Jurist 100 peri
claims which never meets and Is purethe Democratic state convention. He lent oi the time.
ly a formal commi'tee, existing to glva
represents nothing but his own desire
a worthy Democrat a chairmanship.
to be commissioner of the land office. SARGENT A BUSINESS MAN;
DE BACA JUST A POLITICIAN.
Member of the committee on Indian
H lacks the cordial endorsement and
affairB, out of which ho never was enapproval of his home people.
Everybody wanted Ed Sargent to be trusted with the duty of reporting a
The public is asked to choose between a discredited candidate such as state auditor except Ed Sargent him- single bill.
Subsequently he quit the w ar claims
Davison and the frank, vigorous, opeu self, lie had to be drafted. He was
statement of policy made by Nelsa drafted because he was regarded at committee and went to the Irrigation
one of the strong, clean, active bust' committee, where also there Is not fi
Field, tbe Republican candidate for
ness men of the state against whose line of the Congressional Record tn
tbe land office.
record not a breath of challenge had show any activity on his part.
ever been drawn. He was nominated
Second, his Introduction of bills and
RICHARDSON, THE UNTRIED,
by the Republican convention as the resolutions, his real legislative record:
He Introduced five personal pension
FACES VETERAN HERNANDEZ. type of business man that the intelligent and Independent voter wants to bills; two bills to correct tbe military
see In charge of the business office record of Civil War veterans; two
Benigno C. Hernandez, the Republi- of the state.
bills for claims of private citizens State.-can nominee for Congress, served in
Sennit;'.'
There was no politics In Sargent's
Or does New Mexico want a man
Congress from March 4, lKU, io March nomination. Sheer fitness dictated It. against the government; two bills to
correct
titles
to
homestead
a
lands;
4, 1815.
as her representative In
During that time he bad an He has never been a politician. He bill to erect a
public building at Sil- w ho never has had the termWashington
opportunity to vote on five of the wouldn't know bow to frame up a deal ver
"good felto create a national park
one
City,
eight preparedness and patriotic meas- to carry a precinct. He Ib Just an uplow" hung on him. but who bears an
Cliff
at
one
the
crea
City;
limiting
ures which have come to be regarded
standing American who has made a tion or extension of forest reserves In Impeccable reputation as a lawyer, a
as the test of patriotism aud states- success
of his own business by honest this state, one to preserve the battle Jurist and a mau of business; who
manlike vision.
rose from the earth to the high posimethods and energy and hard work, grounds at Gloricta; one
granting tion ha now holds and who bas never
Though be was an untried mau from and who will carry Into the office of lands to the
of
Hot
village
Springs; even sought the honor (?) of
a far western ttate and went to Wash- state auditor exactly tbe same quali- one for
being
the relief of Crant and Luna branded
a "good fellow."
ington without long association with fications in administering the affairs
one
to
civilize the Pueblo Incounties;
Think well of the breadth of Albert
eastern interests which fait the men- of the state.
dians, and one griming public lauds Bacon
ace of tbe Hun, he proved his capacFall, the statesman, the typ of
De Baoa Demands Priee.
to the ftate. (The latter was simply man this
nation now needs In th Senity as a statesman and his fearless
HiB opponent, Marcus De Baca, was a repetition of the bill which has 6em
ness as a patriot by voting for every
ate. Think well of the multitude of
nominated by the Democrats as a re Introduced by Senator Fall repeatedly bills he
has had a hand in moulding.
preparedness measure which was ad- ward for his
POLITICAL activities In his seven years In the Senate ami H- Is the
vocated during the time be wai in
tvpe of the man we need at
For several years be hat been which be lias twine passed through the this
solely.
instant, a man who stinds behind
Congress. He voted for increases in
the
Republican
House).
upper
fighting
viciously
tbe army and increases In the navy
the President tin ! the administration,
in Sandoval county, while claimThird, his utterances on the floor:
goading them on to redoubled efforts
every time those increases were pro- partyto be a
Ha made four short speeches on the to win this war
Republican. The bosses
ing
with no peace
posed.
wanted him to continue the pose this floor and three times got leave to save It Is bnsed speedily
on unconditional sur
He was successful in securing a year in an effort to cause a defection
remarks In the record.
Fnll will not vo'e with the
render
large appropriation of federal moneys among Republicans In his county, but print
Summarized this Is what the state. rest of the administration
"rubber
for tbe construction of good roads In he refused. He claimed the pay for
of New Mexico has got (or J 15.000 apHe cannot
b
str.tnp" sena'ors
the state of New Mexico, under w hich uis eeivit.es in
and de proximately in salary and
ouier
yenis
four
nor
bluffed
forty
coerced
A'hert Bacon
every year for years to como tnere manueo mat ne De permiueo io ae
In Congress by Fall Will
ni(mtn
representation
reri'isent the people if Nev
will be a steady stream of federal clare himself aa a Democrat and that
Mr wiltonMexico to th" lest of his aiuli'v.
money flowing into the stale to aid In he be permitted to declare himself as
I. Assignment to three third class
V.
H
William
n will be a spine
the development of New Mexico's road a Democrat and that be be placed on
committees and one second class com less
voting whii h ever
reprtsea'a'i
system.
to
tbe ticket. The bosses finally hud
mittee.
way the
weather vane
If he goes back to Washington next yield to bis demands and nominated
2. Reports on three bills of a pure !
points. T'le paltry twenty bil's he In
March, he will vote with the Republi- bim.
ly personal character for citizens of troduocd wt lie in ( 'eng, oh are unsuf
can party, that Is, the war party to
Do the voters of the state want a other s's'es.
ficlent. In the opinion of his friends,
continue in this war until the Ger- man for auditor who is a business man
S.
Introduction of nineteen bills of to elect him 'n supplant Fali. o
they
mans have made an unconditional sur- of unimpeachable integrity and ac- a
purely personal character which have put forth the additional reason
render and every drop of American knowledged ability in th person of
have been drawn by any prl for his tlecticu that h Is a
might
"good
blood that has been shed Is paid for Ed Sargent, or do they want a politivate secretary and were of smaller n.i
by another nail driven into German cian, whose nomination for auditor tlonal Import than the
of
Would
be
proceedings
you
represented by a
militarism. Ben Hernandez will never was given at the point of a gun, poli- the Tow n Council of Sliver
City, hav statesman oi by a food fellow?"
line up with the pacifists in Washing tically speaking, as pay for purely ponn'h'tiT to d i wfh nat'oral lei is
'ng
ton, who today are threatening io lose litical services of umaltbtulness to his lath.n or
nation, d aftairs
ILLNESS IS BARE ESCAPE FROM
in diplomacy what we have won with own party?
I. Fo'ir speeches and tbree leave
DISASTER FOR WOVEN WORKERS
tbe sword and the machine Run
to print
Judge Richardson, his Democratic FRANCE AND BELGIUM
Record Inconspicuous.
W;.s'i:ngfon D.
workopponent. Is a lawyer who has a t;ood
No less conspicuous record
SUGAR
AMERICAN
GET
In
ers
record at the bench and bar.
His
Governmental off es have
a
he
made
of
the
merr.her
by
possibly
capacity as a statesman has never
The bills Introduced are found illness, when anything like
Ninety-fiv- e
per cent of all refined Congress.
been so marked as to cause it to overerrsn-- bills of the n.ost Inconsevere, a m sfortune, if not a dlsas
purely
to
Btate
United
flow the confines of the Pecos valley, sugar sent from th
sequential ::lnd So were the bilia bo ter. The crltlca'. period has come
where it has been kept hidden under th Allied nations went to France and reported.
when they have recovered sufficient
a bushp). He was nominated for ConBelgium during tbe drat Ov months
ly to be discharged from a hjsptui,
gress In the Democratic convention a-- of this roar.
at that
a consolation prize and first declined
He did NOT ptss a single one of but not strong enough to return to
T2 per cent, or nearly
Franc
got
and then decided to run when the
them The House never paid any at- work.
88,000,000 pounds, and Belgium receivDemocratic bosses wanted to avoid ed
Until the War Council of th
nearly 11,000.000 pounds, or tS per tention either t,. the bill j he Introon
to
the
Lucero
ticket.
put
having
duced or the bills he reported.
omens christian Associa
cant
Young
He is absolutely untried. If he goes
la each country this sugar waa doled The only time that Mr. Walton got tion opened "Vacation Ixxtsje," at
to Washington he will be under the
at by a strict rationing organization. Into the limelight as a representative Cherrydale. Va , they were eompelled
domination of Champ Clark and Kit
The entJr amount to the Allies In of tbe state of New Mexico was when to regain their strength in cramped
chin and Dent and other Democrat Ir these live months 23,791 tons, almost he was one of the few, the
very few quarters of a rooming house, and it
leaders who fought all pn pareduess half of which was shipped In May la congressmen who
bas proven a slow process. Now.
Invitathe
accepted
f
of 1 per cent of tion of H arst to he
measures, fought the declaration of only about
of the lat when they have been discharged by
guests
war on Germany and fought the selec our total annual consumption.
ter at the Fourth of July demonstra- the nurses, they are taken to the
tive draft. Richardson's chief claim
iu iififi rr
country for a rest and the result la
tion in New York City
to recognition is a white vest and a
The congressman has initiated no thay return sooner and stronger to
tor
speaking endlessly.
capacity
legislation of natlonsl Importance, has their work in tbe great offices front
MORE FRUIT and LESS SUGAR
A vote for Richardson is a vote for
not brought a single dollar to the ing the capltol, and take up again
a rubber stamp congressman, who
state, has no committee assignments their part In the war struggle of th
How?
will be under the domination of the
worth mmMoning and. in fact, has "a nation.
Laos
Mora
pacifists.
record " thai Is practically a blank so
"No peace talk should be considered
Jam
Canned Fruit
A vote for Ben Hernandez will be a
far as it Indicates either energy. In- until our armies are on German soil
Dried Fruit
Jelly
vote for a Republican who voted right
fluence or achievement,
and Germany's smiles have surrenFruit Butter
Pttauri
At a candidate on the p' at form of dered." Congressman Fess. Chairman
in all war Issues and who will contwo FUMm
Frtoh Fruit
war
Is
vote
tinue to
right anttl th
being "a good fellow,' Mr. Walton hars of Republican lAUfcresslwoal Oswalt- won right
man elalma to consideration If tb
poll-tics- ?
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For Superintendent ot School for lug funds for the erection of said ad--, Hon shall be ho arranged that It may
dltlou to the Capitol building, there be houted from the heating p'ant tupthe term of 2 yearn:
Adellnu Otero Warren, Republican, 1b hereby authorized and created a. Plying the present Capitol Ilull.llng
i'ubllc notice in lifinbv git en thul
bonded indebtedness of the 6tate of 'and such addition shall be connected
an election will he hold In luu Coun- Santa Vo, N. M.
ihu piesent Capitol Duildlug; on
Clarence O. HurrUon, Democrat, New Mexico In the sum of two
ty of Santa Ke, In tlio dime of New
dred thousand ($1.00.001)) dollars, and the ground floor hy a pssaagewny
Mexico, iinil In hi' viii'loUB preclnctu Santa Ke, N. M.
W. U. Donaldson, Socialist,
Otto, there shall be Issued two hundred properly constructed, according to the
thereof, ou the 6th day of November,
bonds of the denomination of plans and seplciflcatlons of the archl
A. 0. lbIS, for the purpose of voting N m
Vor
one
thousand
term
for
the
(1,000) dollars each.Ucct. and said addition shall be an
olf!
Surveyor,
ele
County
the
and
upon
following
ting
2
Said bonds shall boar Interest at the near fireproof as it Is possible to
of
towlt;
years'
cits,
f
N Howard Thorpe, Republican, Kan- - rate ot tour and
per cent perl i..uke It, and when completed shall
The following Is ;i list of the tanits
annum, which said Interest shall be bo occupied by the State Ubrary,
of the candidates for each of the mil J ta l u, N. M
in gold coin, ornate Supreme Court and all officesJohn Walker, Uernocrut, Santa Fe, payable
offices ux the sumo are on file In the
its equivalent in lawful money of thel connecied thorewltb, and the Attoroffice of the Count) Clerk, of tJanla j M
'
H. S. Martin, Socialist, Mortarty, N. .Lulled Stales, on the first day of July "'
KV
the
County, New Mexico, unil
The said con mission shall
and the first day of January of each
unl .Mexico
1'Offlofllie
udilrcHs of each of
,
"
flv"
candidates: and the (dace wheiu ml judges of Election and Voting Places year at the office of the State Treus-"
u
urcr ot tuo tlute ot iNOW Mexico.
to liu helil In eai h procim-. ,7
election
'
Precincts:
tliB,
',
By
to wit:
In said County of riuntu
.""1'.
c,oulyuf
'V',','
principal of said bonds shall be made
l.lias Valde. Lorenzo Komero,
1J,ut;;
bearer in gold coin, or,1!"" ,) f"a,
Kor L' S. Senator
the Term
"WWon
, Univalent In
!
and Emilluiio Hoyhal.
lawful money of the,
of six (j) years
hareof
School House No. 10.
Allien Llacou
Kull, Kepubllcun,
States, thirty years after their Bnu
iited
In the
OBWald
2. .Martin Acuua,
draw1 "
Dlgneo diUOi aud it shall be
Three Rivera, N. M
t0' h
V
H
to ids that they may be redeeufed at '
Walton, lienicn rat, Silver and Ti.noteo Crlego.
d about .aid
af-llouseSdl"01
Ume
M.
at
of
X,
uuuSfna on the
tion
Btale
lue
Cil,
Audi
i. Seferino Alarld .Manuel Baca y. w,r tun year, from their date. The
U. I'. Metiair, Sue-l- 1UI, AJbuiiu;r
udaor ataS
"SS-SlU? St.at?
Campos and Juan Delgado.
Hue, X. M.
hw
boas shall state when and where pay-'- . li.- "Dd
nuiiani, u u
Ss 1,'jui House, Ward No. 1.
I'm- Represent. pivij
in
- '
Coligreas
able, rate of interest, and when and
payment, and the State TreasI
Cainito Alarld, Jose Domlnguez, wuure the interest shall be payable, lor the
For the term of two (L'i ears.
on
same
presenta-- j
the
shall
urer
pay
le! lialui"!, Hepuljlic.ui
Kctliltlltl C
Jesub 'lapia.
and shall be signed by the Treasurer ,i. ' a,
..in ..r ihi. riiiida
office of Justice of tbe Peace.
,,
.ji.,1,1
and Cioveruor. and shall be attested by
t'anjllon, X". M.
lunula hfrAhv
ii mm rut,
U. A. itii liardHon,
6. Caiidelario Komero, Felix Lopez mu Secretary of State and bear the
'' ul
X. M.
and .Jomj Dolores Komero.
acul of the state and shall he known as
l
yiie ml,mt,Ta 0f such
AlbuWaller II. Dlllic-ullou:,e No. 5.
the "Capitol Addition Building Bouds."! ;' ,; Bhal, l)Uallfy by taking the'
(1. Andies
FranclBCo The faith and credit of the stale JS!1 ..
C. He Haca,
... .u- Ullel'UUU, X. M.
'in.r
m.mero and J. U U A. Carrltlo.
For Governor, fur the term of
hoiehy pledged for the prompt
g)lflU hom their offices until the
School House,
yeurs:
incni oi auiu oonus. uuu iuo mra
of said addition unless re
7. Dolores
intavlan.i A l.arra.:olii, Republican,
Is ihereou as herein provided. If the c(),iolion
Ksplnoza, Tonias
lor
cause, hy the Governor,
moved,
Ius Vegus. X. M
Llalo and .lames Coleman.
stale bhall eluct to tiercise its ngni. d ,u L,ase auy vacancy shall occur
l.im.lier
ilai la, llfinocral,
Kafael Cranito's Hall.
,
to redeem auy of said bonds ufter leu
n, r,iivrnor of
ton, X. .M
8. Dooai'iano
Angel, Apolonio Cha- years from their date, and in advance U)o Bl,lt(J shall tul sucll vacancy lu the
Mian li. Moiillon, Socialist, Mogul-Iove. and Jose A. A nay a.
he
of maturity, notice thereof shall
saiiio manner us other vacancies 111
M
X
School llou.se.
giicu hy puhliculion by the Slale state offices are filled. When such,
For term
For Lieutenant tjovrrnor
Duiiaciano
a
Gonzales,
in
Felipe
newspaper published
Ireasuier
j.
is completed the architect
of '1 years-and Antonio H. Gomez.
in fuulu Ft) New .lc.ico, once a week building
employed by such commission shall
Jtetiji.min 1'. r.llll.ei. ItepublfeUl,
School House No. 1).
wouiis
uexi
lour
ioi
successive
prior
of State copies
filo with the
Santa I'e, X .M
In. J R. Giainmcr, W. F. iruett and to the date fixed for redemption, and ,.r 1,,, nhinaSecretary
noil 8 ueeif ICatlOUS for
I.
iT.it
eclel
i:imer i:
il a bond so called lor redemption
Perry Ferguson.
bullding. alld wUeu Baid building
Vegas. X. M.
School House No. 10.
uot preseuied al the time requested is
el.,11- t.
dan.
completed, it shall be juspecteu oy
AUStill l.ii.elo
U. Frank Davis, Juan Davis, and u shall cease to hoar interest from
X Al
the Governor, Statu Auditor and Stule
Aranda.
and after lUa date so fixed for re- Treasurer, and if found to bo In ac-- ,
- lull
For the Human
Seeietal'
m liuol House No. 11.
dempuou.
and specUi-- ;
cordance with the
toriu of 2 Jc.irs:
l Juan Sanchez, George F. Ludl; see. u. Interest coupons shall he canons, il shall be plans
accepted.
.Manuel .Martin v.. Ileputilicau,
.Manuel G. Moiiloya.
to tho said bonds and the
and
attached
Sec. 14. This act shall hu submitted'
gan, N. M.
Itool House No. VI.
said coupons uhall be consecutively to ihe
J nun J Derail. Dene.elttt, Clnyt in
people of the State of New -- rr
LI. Vidal Olivas, Salmon Velasquez uumbereU and shall specify ihe nuiu-ai.i- i
:
v
r
X. M.
Mexico for their ratification at the
alto
Juan
which
nor
Gon.uics
y
bond
ihe
ol
aie
iioybal.
iney
I.;
S Parks, Soela
Cnu
next general election to be held in
House.
luLhed, and shall he attested by the iIim month of November, A. D. iai,
M.
II Lunioldo Ortega, Jose
Chaves iituographed or engrave! facsimile alul uU ballots at Bilia election Bhall
For State Auditor For tin I.:
..ml Victor (lalicgos
aigualuie of me Slate Treasurer.
thereon and at the end
have
years:
Xo. 'M.
hool lluii.--isec. ti. 'ihe Stale Treasurer, when .thereofprimed
Kdward U Cargcnt, Iteiuld.cun
tho words "Fur the Capitol;
Maes-iiii;.,
i
be
to
bonus authorized by this acl
.upai Valencia, Rafael
IJoiid Issue," and in a sepal"!
Chama, N M.
coun Addition
.o and
oinas Qiiinlauu.
snail yave been
i!
Marcos C. de Kaea, Dein
ate line under the same the words,
a lieui
o. liS.
e
as
iuu
seaied
and
endorsed
in
Icisigiied,
tho Capitol Addition Bond
nallllo, X M.
Against
It,. .L;iias
lilas iiuslos mis acl provided, shah sen me same Issue
"
Muiiloyu.
I.
Larkin I. Daniels, S e.
Opposite said lines there shall
Hid t anuiiio .Meslas.
to the highest and best hiuuer, lo" be a
N. M
sijuaro in which the voters may
School louse Xo. IS.
he li in
.1
cash, upon seated bids, al not lues thuii make or stamp a cross to indicate
For Slate Tiea. ur
IV. Alberto Garcia, Carlos Couklln t);ir and acciued interest.
Notice ol whether
or years
vote for or against this
aiich proposed aaic snail be giveu Oj act and they
V.
Charles
Republican, and iulailo Sandoval.
Strong,
said bond issue, and those
J. S. Garcia ilarber Shop.
Uie olute
by publication,
Mora, N. M.
voting tor ilils act and said bond isIS. Ikmy 1'acheco,
Marcus Itaol
.Mii
sealed proposals Ihereou, al a sue
Delia
T. VV. Medl
shall do so by placing a cross lu
C.
O. Harrisoii.
and
day una hour staled hciein, wUicnt tlio siitiare opposite tho words "t'or
leuii, X. M.
a
Hall.
said nonce shall be published once
..laletn.
City
Walter Conk, Soela
lhu CaUo. Addition Bond issue," and
X. M
pj .Vuti.siin Montoya, Felix Mur-pioi liu eu
eeiva in &iuiiu iiuis-pape- those voting against tho said bond Is
lie
and
oi
New
Xarvaiz.
Juan
Stale
tor
eueial
leim
For Alloriie
published in the
sue, shall do so by placing a cross in
m hool
loue.
oi '1 veins:
.wexico, and a like nonce published in the
the words
square
opposite
Ar(
ii Dciiito
O. O. Askieu Ri'Iiuhlieun. Ruowell
Pablo
ol
liunncial
some
in
the
uuningham,
City
journal
"Against the Capitol Addition Bond
N. M.
New Vors; the nisi insertion ol sucu ls.ue."
anda and Ouiuto Sandoval.
Alhu
ThoinaH .1. Mahry, LieinoLiat
School House.
notice snail be made not less than
cast for and
Sec. lo. The votes
1.
D.uU, Miguel Perez audMnen days helole such date su Hxed iiainst said bond issue shall be countnueniue, N. M.
M
X.
B. K. Frost, Socialist, Kenua,
John Wiley.
lor such salo.
returned, canvassed aud declared
For Superintendent of Public lu
School House
of
Sec. 7. Seveuly-1'ivln the same manner and subject to the
'J
111"
of
term
years:
structiou. for
J. Valentine Vulduz, Nabor Gomez oonui. shall heal dale Ihe Sulfa, day oi,Bttme
rules aB volua cast iur 8tate ot.
Jonathan II. Wagner, Republican, and Onolie Oitlz.
Aovemner, lyia, aud seventy live
ficer8 uud, if il appears that this act
Fe, X M.
-llouse.
School
ui said bonds shall bear date the BU Hmili jmv received a majority of all
J. S. Long Democral, I'mtab ii X
I'.i. Doiolco llenidez, Marcorlo Jime- day oi May, my, and fifty luUj of said
1Jje vme3 tuttt for alld agalllat it at
M.
nez
Pedro
and
Jimenez.
uouds shall bear dale Dcember 121st, such election aforesaid, then the same
Jonathan H
Wagner who
.Mrs. L. M U. O'Xell. Socialist, Cof
School House.
fleeted to the important oil in
,.,.,,
lliU. All of said bonds shall be sold ...... ,. ....
i,iianrn
M.
rona, X.
.1. Ahelino Valencia, Manuel Cha- at the same time aud shall be issued; , lhQ certificate u( the Secretary of stale .superintendent of public
Public
Lands,
of
For Commissioner
ves and Pablo Sanchez.
struction two years ago, has again
delivered at the time aud in llieL,,,,, ,i,.i,.i,, n,u
f tho vm
for the term of J jears:
been presented bv the republican
Old Benito Seller Store.
aiuouius us pecuieu m luis act, uuu
X
Nels Field, Rcpublica-.- , Socorr
2ii. Juan
'
Manuel Angel, Euloglo the proceeds leaiized Irom tho sale ol! oec g It shall be the
of the
duty
M.
could
No greater recommendation
.
. ...
..
Sandoval and Marcoliuu Garcia y
.u,
u,it iiKiulu Hluiil lii ii i ii.i nmr in lhu Deliioeial,
"...
(ieo. A. Diui-sol- l,
...b
on behalf of any man in
be
.b.?.Cf.ei,rL
offered
L.
be
to
bv
him
keut
in
Stale
Treasurer
"
- ...
... nf n, ,.avnr ,:,n that ri N. M
u ,.nv
a NHiiiiiiilo nun! I'nr lht mirim
school House.
.ii lluii
Thomas A Medina, Smialet, liur
?
,hu 7. ,f : h
Noiieu is also hereby given that the con3iiuctiou.ruini0hing,
at. the convention by his co-- 1
PIa.d
euuippingund
t
M.
,ht-ley. N.
L "?
workers in ,the cause ol education
I.."
will also be sub- coiuuieiiu said Capilol Bunding Ad- J . ffjur ' eek8 next
following
proposition
urecedinu
the
ot
State
the
Supreme mitted to lUe voters and be voted upon a, ,,
For Justice
..
.
.
.
ne was piacca in nomiiiaiioii . uy t h
V.
u.iiuu.
fn haw hnln in ttlfl
iruuarnl www.
olorinn
Court, for tie- term of S veals:
ot scnoois
eUw.
the said election:
superintendent
sec. s. mat to pay uie interest ou.month
of November, A. D. 1918. The coim,y
Horbert F. Ua.wmlds, Itopuhlican, al "Shall
and ire nomination was seconded by
an issue of bonds be issued said bonds as lt shall become due, the uost of
shall be paid out
publication
Albiiqiieniue, X. M.
t
nn dnnaslts fund. In
Itlchard II. Hanna, Demociat, San by the asState of New Mexico to be atate Auditor aud the Stale Treasurer f th
known
the Capitol Addition Bond snail irauster lo the interest fuud,,th(J hallds of the state Treasurer.
ta Fe, N. M
By order of the Board of County
sevin
sum
$2UU,UUU;
the
of
which
nssuc!,
shall
be
used
lor
exclusively
A. James McDonald, Socialist, ClaySec 17 A11 actg aud partB or acta Commissioners of the County of Santa
of
said
bonds
shall
live
which
uch
enty
all
the
derived
M
purpose,
lucomo
!,
confllct wlth tbe provisions of this Fe, New Mexico, this 25th day of
ton, X.
ianus belonging to the Blutelact are hereby repealed.
For member Stale Corporation bear andale of November iiOlh, 1'JlS,
tober, 1918.
said
and
additional
of
seventy-fivwinch
were
Z years:
the
of
lo
state
term
tho
for
by
granted
Commission,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
The publication of this act has been
nomln shall bear dale .May 31st, IMtf, Acl oi Congress, entitled ''uu Act
State
ot
as
JOSE ALBINO MONTOYA,
ordere(i Dy n,e
Secretary
Tuqiiq
limn Knliuhliean. Los'alld in additional fifty of said bonds to enable ihe people ol Aew Uexico;lu ttccordance with Section 16 of the'
CIRIACO RAEL,
shall bear date December Ulet, 1DFJ, to form a Cousliluuon aud stale gov same.
Lunas, N. M.
Attest:
County Commissioners.
Lt. J. Finegan, Dcuiociat
ucuuicu ail of which said bonds shall be of emuieut and be uduiitied into Uie
TRINIDAD C. DE BACA,
ANTONIO LUCERO,
I.
ol
ihu
n
denomination
and
$i,UUU
on
uu
each,
ihu
equal tooling with Uie
rl, X. M.
County Clerk.
Secretary of State.
for ihe all oi which shall bear interest at original stales, approved June lluib,
Fnr stai Iteureseiitallve
4
oi
rate
the
cent
per
"For
per
Twonty-Lig.ilunuuui,
Distncl,
iliiu,"
LcgWaiive
legisiuuve, Executive and
"aid interest to he payable senii-auJudicial public buildings heietulore
for the term of 2 years:
F. F. Fairclugh, Republican, Sau- imaiiy in gold coin or its equivalent erected m said Territory, or to be
" h'VvluI money of the United Stales, hereafter erected in the proposed!
ta Rosa, X. Al.
and which said bonds are redeemable stale, aud lor the payment ot the
J. S. Kelly, Democrat,
at the option of the Slate of New Mex- - oonus heretofore or hereafter issued
X'. M.
Sig. Martin, Socialist, Stanley, N. j icn, at any time alter leu years lroui- mereior, vwucn saiu income shall he
'tiicir date, (ihe more definite partic- ujiplied toward the liquidation of the
M.
for the'inais with reieieiice to said bond
For State Represeuiaiive,
interest on said bonds, aud to creale
ac apiicaiing in the Act of the Leg- a sinking fund lor
of 1 years:
payment of the prin-- l
Albert 11 ( lain;. Republii all. San .Matuie of the State of New Mexico, cipul thereof.
March
aud
1117,
U Fe, X. .M.
Lull,
To
tiet.
approved
provide for tho
now u as Chapter 1UJ of the Session of the interest on the bondspayment
Roman L. Paca. Republican, Santa
issued
Laws of tlio Slate of New Mexico, of pursuant to this act there bhall bei
Fe, N. M.
Dcmoi i at. i,i: year 11)17, appearing in the said and there is
Herbert 1! Gerhait,
hereby imposed and lev-- i
cliu..cr uhiih is us follows,
led (luring each year any of said bonds
Stanley, N .M.
.M..
V
a
lo
sac
I'm
co,
Andres
Fe,
shall be oustauding on all property in
Lieinoi rat.
CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917.
the stule subject to Utxution for slate-,.uFor Dittrb i Jud.e Ioi tuo ''i'st An Act authorizing the construction of
puses, uu uiiuu.il tax
to
Judicial liiMtrict, lor ihe Ii u. nf il
an i.ddiiinn lo Hie Capitol lluuding iii'iiiuie a sum equal lo one year's
years:
on ail aueh bonus ineu outal
la i'e, .New .Mc.Mco, niakiug
ali!..
Keed llollom.m, Itepulillcan,
an
therefor and pro- landing, less the amount in the state
Fe, N. M.
wling houded iiulehteduess for the icasuiy leeeived Ly way oi income,
e, N
J. 11. Crist, lieii.jcrat. tf.in'a
payment of ihe same, and lo create from the land belonging to the state
M
a commission with authoiity to con- hy Act oi i ouyress as ! itod
lor the,
For County
si. in i aim coinpiciu ,.c.i addition. " Section a hoieoi, und to pio.ide a
term of l oiuiuiitee Sub. for II. 13. No. uc.; ap-- sinking tund tor tne payment o:' the
Fust Instrict. Charles C. f losson. 1 ro.ed
.U.in h 1J, HIT.
principal of said bonus Ihe State
Republican, (Jaiisteo, X. M.
it enacted by Ihe Legislature of' treasurer sliall retain and use lor
.iithur tiligmau, theHeSute
Lnsti.ci.
ol ew Mexico:
pmpo.ie all of the proceeds de
Democrat, Santa I'e. . al
Ul 1I1B IIIUU SO
"""to
'llmt f.ir llm n.,r..,.u(. nf
S,eli,,i.
(second District. Joe Uiiiz y 1'lno.
tne state tor Ihe purpose
niaiiieii
y,
consiructlng and completing uu addi- - ill I. .is act staled,
Ileubllcan, Cali-icwhich
sail pio-- i
Uuildiug al eeds. or
Second District, Cinaco itael Hem- noil to ihu pm,eul Capilol
much thereof as may be
,
NI
M.
the
tlovcrnor
( eriil is.
ai.la
f,
.
ociat,
.ii
shali le
J.iU
nail appoint lliiee icpuialile citizens IK.e,
Third Distru t, i.enani yuuldlia.
li toWulus Ihe pjnieut ol the Juillcl
i
eiv .iii .,eo, not more than two of
Republican, I'ojuaque, N. M.
pal of the bonds authoro'.eil b tins,
Third District, Kuristo F. Tru- - whom shall neiong to the same poliii- - acl uud lo further provide lor a siuk
aa a commission, with full
cai
lillo. Democrat, Fojuaque, N. M.
ol said
ng fund lor t lie
For Probate Judge, for tbe term of power and authority to employ an ar-- , 0L,ls ,lt,ri, siiaM tieredemption
aMll Ull re i hereuuu
me
io iei tuuiiacig ior
2 years:
b
cuueci,
impos-eand levieil during each
Republican,1 election ul such building to the lowest
Romero,
ar niter un of said bonds shall
Epimenio
""id best respoutiLie
bidder, upon nave run for leu years after date,
Nambe, N. M.
Santi
A.
Democrat,
notice,
published
leltmg hereof, during each year any said
Romero,
Jose
thirty days
n
ti 5
I
U
g
I
Ui0
in one enure contract, or i.ouds are outstanding an annual tux
Fe, N. M.
For County Clerk, for tbe term ot portions thereof to diflereut contrac- -- on all property in the atate subject to
curs, as in the judgment of the corn- taxation ior state purpose, sufficient
2 years:
in additioii to moneys t'eri- ed from
Alfredo Lucero, Republican, Sacta mission may be most advisable.
f
C"'c. 2. It shall be unlawful lor any the rale of said lands and held fur
frn, n. M.
Adelaide M. Ortii, Democrat, Santa memoer ol such commission to become SUch purpose, to pay the proiicipal ot
Fe, N. M.
("r ne, uiiecuy or luuirectiy, interesiea the said bonds at maturity.
J. W. Hiiey, socialist, Ulto, . w. iu mi)- luuuaa m iim ur ui uaxe tuj Soc j0 Tnat the taIes for the
2
For Sheriff, tor the term of years: pi out, diicttly or indirectly, out of payment of the interest and ultimate
George W. Armijo, Republican, San- any fuch coutract; or to furnish or redemption and payment of said
iliieetly or indirectly, any la bonds, shall be levied and collected
ta, Fe. N. M.
3upi
Alfredo Delgardo, Democrat, Santa bor, material or other commodity used at the same time and in the same manin and about completing any such con- ner as other taxes are levied and colFe, N. M.
W. L. Wlmberley, Socialist, Morlar-tj- , tract or contracts. The members of lected in the state for other purposes.
such commission shall be paid their which funds provided for the re--'
N. H.
Fof Assessor, for the term ot 2 actual and necessary expenses in deniption of said bonds shall be kept
curred by them in and about such separate in s fund for that purpose
years:
Marcellno A. Ortiz, Republican. San-- work, but shall receive no further, oth by tbe State Treasurer.
er or additional compensation.
Set 11 Tbe said Capitol Building
Ft, N. IL
an-Sec. 3. There is hereby appropriat- Addition shall be not less than two
Thomas R. Stewart, Democrat.
sum
of
out
state
ed
the
treasury the
stories high, not less than one hunFe, N. M.
3. W. Simmons, Socialist. Hyer, N. nf tmo hundred thnuund (1200 0001 dred and fifty feet long and seventy-fir- e
or
so
much
be
as
thereof
may
dollars,
Mexico.
feet wide, and shall be erected at
For County Treasurer, for tbe term necessary for the purpose of paying the south end of the present Capitol
tor the construction sod completion Building, and not more than fifty feet
ot I rears:
Jscobo Montoya, Republican, Santa of said building, said fund to be a rail-abl-e distant therefrom, end shall be o arupon tbe sale of the bonds here- ranged that tbe light in th seond
re, N. M.
story of the present Capitol Building
Paul Dona, Democrat, Santa Fu inafter prorided for.
Sec. 4. For the purpose ot prortd- - shall sot be shot off, and such add
M. M.
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JONATHAN H. WAGNER
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Republican Candidate for
STATE SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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other county
superintendent!.
oi whom sought to he on
their several delegations and came to
the convi niion fur the express pur- pusi' oi ioi warding the interests of
education in New Mexico by retain- at its head the man who has
made a signal success in his general
direction
that most important
ol
branch of tile stale's duly to the ris-- i
ing generation during the past t v.'o
years.
i he woik of the
public schools of
New Mexico has been so extended
and the progress so rapidly increased
during his short term thai there is
no basis of comparison.
The average length of the common
school term has been increased from
.7.4 months to 8.3 months.
The number oi public school pupils
has increased from 75,204 in 1910 to
:77.0c.. in 1917 and to 79,481 in 1918.
The number of teachers has in- -'
creased to 3,158.
The number of eig,hth grade grad- nates has increased from about 1,100
to 1,635 not counting those is the
seven incorporated cities and towns-There has been developed an adc-- !
quate system of vocational educa-jhi- s
which means the ds.clopucnt
of the resources of New Mexico in
agriculture anH industrv. In fniir nt
tne high schools, there has been cs-- 1
iaDhshep vocational agricultural de-- 1
Six high schoob have
partments.
established vocational home trainine
Three general indus- departments.
trial all day schools have been auth- orizcd . in twpfi-mining camps
time and evening classes have
part
. . li i i t
.i
e
csiauusncu
Ior tne men em- me
in
inese classes
mines,
piuycu
i
.1
win enron several hundred men.
nigh schools located in mining com-- ;

.five

'most all

'

....

munities have introduced one and
two year mining course- - to meet
the need of young men who will be
employed in the mines after leaving
school. Also domestic science, manual
training and agriculture, alonii pract-in- g
ical arts lines, have shown rapid
growth. Many of the rural schools
have introduced this work,
In addition to all of this the state
superintendent has been called on lodirect many of the war work activities through the teachers and schools
and was also plactd at the head ol
United States Public Service Reserve,
the department of the government
that drafts and distributes the avail- able labor to the various government
industries of the
and productive
country. In this capacity Mr- Wag- ner has met every request for labor
and has apportioned the withdrawal
of S05 skilled mechanics and 1187
common laborers who have left the
state for those purposes in such a
way that the shortage has not been
a serious menace to any home indus-- ;
try.
Mr. Wagner has shown notably
good judgment in the selection of
assistants, all of whom are
mitedly well qualified for and aresuccessfully administering the diffnrni timnrh& nf th wnrk under
their individual charge. His super- vision of the schools throughout the
state has also been notably tree trom
any kind of political influence or
nd many of the most
suggestion
ardent commendatory critics of his
work are not of his political faith.
Mr. Wagner in the
Not to retain
.....
.
..u
oiuceoi state superimenucne, wuu.u
oe a grave error . anu a ui awoaen.
e
welfare oi tne
to the educational
siite. State Record
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VOTE FOR NELSON A. FIELD
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR
COMMISSIONER PUBLIC LANDS
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Nominated by a Convention of 1000 without a dissenting vote.

F. Pankey's

(At expressed by him in a personallletter.)

Dear Friend:
Jlam

ihe Republican noiiitnet' for Lieutenant

Gov-

ernor of Sew;Mexico.
'ihe nomination came to me
1
unsought.
accepted it because I hold that it is the
to accept any call to public service
man
of
every
duty
which'Jie is capable of performing, especially in times
likelthese.
Having accepted I desire to be elected and
Tinll appreciate your support.
My business is raising
1
livestock.
have spent the greater part of my life at it
and have met with a fair measure of success. I have,
however, found lime from my business to keep abreast
of the times and to keep myself informed of state and
national issues.
As my record as a member of the
Sew Mexico State Senate shows, I have definite
con-victio-

ns

about legislation which should be enacted for
thelupbuilding of the farming and livestock industries
of our state. Our first business is, of course, to fight
this war to a successful, permanent peace. After that
great problems of reconstruction confront us. We will
have them in New Mexico, just as we will have tliem
in the nation. We must give our best efforts to a sane
cottsewative solution of those problems, so that the result will be the upbuilding of our state and the fosterfarming, stockgrowing,
ing of its greatest industries
will be to serve you
elect
me
efforts
If
my
mining.
you
to that end. Let us all ujorfe together for the development of our great producing industries; in so doing we
will be working for our own best interests and for the
We need a business
welfare of our state and nation.
administration, and in the event of my election, you
will find tne at all times contributing my best efforts
therefor to the government of our state.
Yours Sincerely,

BENJAMIN F. PANKEY
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FOR WILLIAM B. WALTON

OR THE UNLUCKY

Being a Comparison of the Records in Congress of'

Albert,
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In the House of Congress
In the United States Senate
As given by the Congressional Record for the Thirteen Months from April 1, 1917, to May 1918
Senator Fall spoke in the Senate on the following Measures:
CongressmanjWalton spoke in the House on the following Subjects
1917
1. April 9, Army appropriation, N. M. Nat. Guards
2. April 10, Army appropriation
3. April 11, Army appropriation
4. April 11, Salt river irrigation project.
5. April 19, Espionage, press censorship
6. April 20, Espionage, press censorship
7. April 24, Army-Select- ive
draft
8. April 25, Army-Select- ive
draft
9. April 26, Increase military establishment
10. April 27, ArmySelective draft
11. April 28, Army-Select- ive
draft
12. April 30, Speech on increase of military establishment
13. May 17, Army selective draft
14. May 18, Increase of military establishment
15. May 19, Emergency expense, railroads
16. May 19, Interned Chinese
17. May 19, Work of congress
18. May 21, Food control
19. May 28, Cattle ticks
20. May 28, Seeds, aid to farmers
21. May 29, Aids to farmers
may zy, rood control
23. May 31, Seeds
24. May 31, Food control
25. June 1, Food control
26. June 1, 640 acre homestead
27. June 2, 640 acre homestead
28. Sept. 11, War revenue tax on coffee
29. Sept. 11, Explosives
30. Sept. 12, Drafting of aliens
31. Sept. 25, Army deficiency, training camps
32. Oct. 1, 640 acre homestead
33. Oct. 6, Comment on La Follette's speech
1918
34. March 20, Price of wheat, agriculture appropriation
35. March 23, Indian appropriation, Tularosa road
arch 26, Output of airplanes
37. March 27, Indian appropriation, partisanship
38, March 28, Indian appropriation, arid lands
39. March 29, Registration for military service
40. April 1 , Education of adult illiterates
41. April 3, Education of adult illiterates
42. April 4, Punishment seditious acts and utterances
43. April 5, Punishment seditious acts and utterances
44. April 8, Espionage, seditious acts and utterances

46. April 10, Espionage, seditious acts and utterances
X 47. April 12, Comments on statement of Samuel Gompers
48. April 16, Naturalization of aliens in the foreign service
49. April 17, Housing for war needs
50. April 23, War against Turkey
51. April 24, Espionage, seditious acts and utterances
52. April 24, Housing for war needs
of executive bureaus
53. April 25,
of executive bureaus
54. April 26,
55. April 30, Housing for war needs

TOTAL,

Co-ordinati-

on

Co-ordinati-

on

55

1.

2.

3.
4.

:

1917
April 5, A few remarks on "War with Germany"
Aug. 3, While Conservation Food and Fuel was under
consideration Mr. Walton made a few remarks on his
position on the Fall amendment passed through the senate by the Senator, regarding classification of land subject to entry as 640 acre Homesteads
1918
Jan. 7, Speech in reference to location of an army camp
at Deming.
Jan. 22, Remarks by Mr. Walton with reference to retaining in the Indian appropriation amendments secured
by the Senator when it was before the senate committee.
This shows the only effort made by him, so far as the
record discloses, in fighting for the interest of the state
when appropriations were under consideration
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